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PREFACE

Nikhil Banga Nagarik Sangha (NBNS) is a Kolkata based human rights group for protection

of Minority rights in Bangladesh. This group is committed to uphold basic human rights of people

and has been working as a Human Rights Group ever from its formal inception on November 23,

1977. The organization has been working on to establish human rights of minority people persecuted

and evicted from modern day Bangladesh. It has been perceived, in the said territory, owing to

failure of governance, human rights of minorities in the last 7 decades have turned into the greatest

casualty.

The religious fanatic forces in contemporary Bangladesh are growing at an alarming pace.

The inhuman oppression against the minority community based on Jihadi philosophy has not only

hurt the religious sentiments of the community but also raised a serious question mark on their

existence in the so called “Sonar Bangla”. Since the rise of Islamist political formations more

explicitly in Bangladesh during the 1990s the minority community has been intimidated or attacked

and substantial number of them have been migrating to India.

In the late 1980s minority community was almost evenly distributed in all the regions, with

concentrations in Chittagong, Khulna, Jessore, Dinajpur, Faridpur and Barisal.  In 1941 the Hindus

alone formed about 28% of the population, which declined to 22.05% in 1951, as the rich and upper

caste Hindus migrated to India after 1947. Since then, the minority population had dropped because

of mass exodus & genocide during the 1971 carnage by then “Pakistani Army” which led to one of

the largest displacements of population based on ethnic and religious identity in the recent history.

In the first Constitution of the newly independent Bangladesh, secularism and equality of all

citizens irrespective of religious identity was enshrined. But with almost 8 million displaced Hindus

and more than 200,000 victims of genocide during the liberation war, the minority community

failed to gain faith in the Muslim community which gradually resulted in growing bitterness.

Subsequently President Zia-ur-Rahman abandoned the constitutional provision for secularism and

began to introduce Islamic symbolism in all spheres of national life. Zia brought back the multi-

party system thus allowing organizations such as Jamaat-e-Islami Bangladesh to regroup and contest

elections. In 1988 President Hussein Mohammed Ershad declared Islam to be the State Religion of

Bangladesh. Though the move was protested by students, left-leaning political parties and minority

groups, neither the regimes of the BNP nor Awami League had challenged the tranformation and

hence, it remains in place till date.

In 1990, the Ershad regime was widely blamed for negligence in the riots following the Babri

Masjid fiasco in India, the largest communal disturbances since independence of Bangladesh.

Minority community was attacked in 1992 by the Islamic fundamentalists in Bangladesh. More

than 200 temples were destroyed; families were attacked, women were raped and more than hundreds

were  killed. Again after the general elections in 2001, when a right-wing coalition including two

Islamist parties (JeI and IOJ) led by the pro-Islamic right wing Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP)

came to power, the minority community and liberal secularist Muslims were attacked by a section
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of the governing regime. Members of minority community, thousands in numbers, were believed to

have fled to neighbouring India to evade religious persecutions and inhuman oppression by the

fundamentalist forces.

On  February 28, 2013, the International Crimes Tribunal sentenced Delwar Hossain Sayeedi,

the Vice President of the Jamaat-e-Islami, to death for the war crimes committed during the War

for Liberation of Bangladesh. Following the sentence, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami, its student

wing; Islami Chhatra Shibir and other followers of Jamaat attacked the minority community in

different parts of the country. Properties were looted, houses were burnt into ashes and temples

were desecrated and set on fire. The minority leaders protested the attacks and appealed for justice.

The Supreme Court of Bangladesh then directed the law enforcement agencies to start suo

motu investigation into the attacks. The International community including US Ambassador to

Bangladesh expressed their concern on the attacks by the Jamaat on the minority community.

This booklet is thus a tribute to all those victims of genocide who lost their near & dear ones,

houses, land & property etc for the past one year. This is an attempt to invite the attention of the

International community towards the ongoing butchery against the minority community in

Bangladesh. Is Bangladesh in the making of another Taliban entity? One can only imagine how

nationalistic, linguistic and clannish a section of fanatics in Bangladesh is. They want the whole

world to feel sorry for them for what happened in 1971. But what are they doing now? Aren’t they

doing the same to the minority community nowadays? The horrible truth that they decimated the

minority community in Bangladesh after the 1971 war is a manifestation of the dual policies in

Bangladesh by Pakistani junta. The Law of the jungle still prevails there. The civil society in

Bangladesh should rise above their political lineages to respect the rights of minority community.

They should be respected for what and who they are and not judged on the basis of caste, creed and

religion. Fundamentalist forces like Jamaat and other like-minded groups should be alienated from

the main political stream. It is high time that the ruling and opposition parties should work in

tandem and take the onus on themselves to curb fundamentalist forces with JIhadi ideologies for

sustenance of a healthy democracy in Bangladesh.

“Bangladesh contains 9% of minority population

but they must not enjoy the right to vote.  When

Muslims are majority in the country there is no

need of listening to the minority people. Why

should their opinions be  listened as well? They

must not be given the full right of citizenship,” as

stated by Allama Safi, leader of Bangladesh Hefajat

Islam.
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Jamaat Hefazat’s posters to banish

Hindus en masse in Satkhira

Lots of hand-written posters with ominous languages at Hindus

– all Hindus will be expelled from Bangladesh, all Shahid Minars

across the country will be smashed, incidents of Fatehpur and

Chakdaha in Kaligunj will be repeated if necessary – have been posted

in Satkhira of Kaligunj on behalf of Jamaat and Hefazat. Apart from

walls of schools, posters are seen on walls of residences leading to a

terror among members of minority community in the vicinity. Police

officials of Kaligunj police station have seized 6 posters and stated

that an intense search for culprits is in full swing.

According to Ajay Kumar Mandal, head teacher of Bishnupur

Prankrishna Smarak Bohumukhi Uccha Vidyalaya, a few members

of the school management committee including Samir Kumar Mandal

perceived these posters on Tuesday in the school’s walls during

morning walk. The posters stated that observance of Victory Day,

Martyrs’ Day and Independence Day of Bangladesh would no more

be allowed . All Shahid Minar s would also be destructed and women

would no longer be allowed to work in offices. The posters also

warned people from observing Baisakhi Fair. People were

reprimanded that decisions of war tribunals would not be accepted;

any enactment of Delwar Hussein Saydee’s death sentence would

create havoc Failure to accept 13 demands of Hefazat would ruin all.

Ali Azam Khan, senior police officer of Kaligunj police station,

stated police would leave no stone unturned to book the felons.

Dainik Janakantha – published on August 24, 2013.
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Majority mindset to procure everything

Abul Momen

Even if Hindu persecution has been a regular feature in the realm of Bangladesh ever since

1971 as a sequel to anti-Hindu riots in erstwhile East Pakistan, the recent development in both

Baghaichari and Khagrachari raises question of the stance and also obligation of majority Muslim

community to the minority Hindu community there. Pakistan was based on two-nation theory and

owing to its foundation in a highly partisan and frenzied philosophy, it has failed to have support of

the minority community thus far.

Mutual distrust and hatred among Hindus and Muslims, after sharing courtyards for almost

ten centuries, got all-time high in the year 1946 and both riots of Kolkata and Noakhali intensified

this new (then) saga only. Generally, mutual trust and opinion had been more in rural than urban

Bengal but the Noakhali episode despoiled it largely. Due to the partition, 11 lakhs of Hindus left

East Pakistan in 1947. The majority of them were persecuted, terrified Hindu refugees albeit three-

and-half lakh were rural middle class people, two lakhs of them were well-heeled peasants and

workers. During partition, 29 percent of the entire population in then East Bengal (now Bangla-

desh) comprised minority people but it was found to be 25% during the census in 1951. If the

following censuses are analyzed minutely, a steady reduction in minority populace will be wit-

nessed and this declination has led to the present situation – minority population in Bangladesh now

amounts to 12 %. Earnest researches can discern that millions of minority people have left the

country in the last 60 years. Unfortunately, this trend is yet to end; neither the State nor the society

is serious to call it a halt.

A novel notion has come to the fore these days and it is to evaluate riotous situation in

Bangladesh with regard to numbers and extent of Hindu-Muslim riots in India. Since India is not a

communal country and its jurisprudence has constitutional obligation to retain the Right to Equal-

ity, Muslim and other minority groups have opportunities to vie with these catastrophes. Studies

proclaim albeit there have been hundreds of Hindu-Muslim riots in the last 60 years in the realm of

India, those have not led to expulsion of minority groups – riots in ’47, ’50 and ’64 happen to be

exceptions. This can be assessed better if flights from and entrances to Bangladesh are studied. A

close eye on societal evolutions in Bangladesh can posit the stronger trend among the two.

Pakistan was not formed on a two-nation theory only; measures adopted by its successive

governments proved to be potent enough to smash minority morale. Nehru-Liaqat Pact signed in

1950 pledged to render Right to Equality to minority population in both countries but it was never

abided by Pakistani governments. On the contrary, repressive measures were adopted to expel Hin-

dus from Pakistan. Let’s concentrate on a few examples. Two legislations were passed in the Con-
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stituent Assembly of Pakistan in 1951 that virtually imperiled properties of minority community in

the whole nation. These are – East Bengal Evacuee Property (Restoration of Possession) Act of

1951 and East Bengal Evacuees (Administration of Immovable Property) Act of 1951.

It must be mentioned, Hindu society, thanks to its cordial relation to the British Empire,

overshadowed Muslims in almost every aspect. Hindus, naturally, owned more properties than

Muslims. The situation in eastern part of Bengal was no different. Partition and execution of

abovementioned statute laws simply scourged Hindus and a section of Muslims pounced down on

these preys. A new trend to seize Hindu properties by sheer intimidation or force came to the fore.

One facet has got be cleared now. This phenomenon and its burgeoning influence in Bangla-

desh has become a cause of concern to me for years. Without a shred of doubt, this menacing

concept has become ingrained in Bangladeshi society by now leading to pernicious impacts only

and unless this is uprooted, any development or progress in our society will remain a dream only.

Hindus, by the active support of State on the whole, have been reduced to second-grade

citizens in Bangladesh. Two more legislations were also passed and enacted later to crush Hindu

morale utterly and there was indeed a great success in these regard. These two laws are – East

Bengal Prevention of Transfer of Property and Removable Documents and Records of 1951; East

Pakistan Disturbed Person (Rehabilitation) Ordinance of 1954. As a result, minority Hindus lost

their right to sell off properties independently and governmental permission to do the same became

indispensable. With the support of Pakistan (Administration of Evacuee Property) Act XII of 1957

and 1959, military ruler Ayub Khan declared election of six distinguished leaders of minority com-

munity as unlawful. (EBDO) Hindus realized once more how the whole of Pakistan was vindictive

to them. The venomous and prolonged Enemy Property Act was enacted in Pakistan against Hindus

as fallout of temporary war between India and Pakistan in 1965. This single act has been active yet

and if truth be told, its sinister effect has razed Hindus to the ground. Following the war in 1964 and

enactment of this law, migration of Hindus became all-time high. During the Muktijuddha, Hindus

were termed as the sole enemy by the Pakistani government, Pakistani army and its accomplices

then. No less than 70 lakhs of Hindus took refuge in India, as a result.

It must also be mentioned, whatever the obstacles and premeditated persecutions were, Hin-

dus were connected to mainstream politics and society in the Pakistani regime. They also had the

earnest desire to live in Bangladesh without fear and any sort of terrorism. But now they have

become despondent of their future. Not Bangladesh has failed to protect them only, status of Hindus

remains unchanged here yet – they are still second-graded citizens like the Pakistani regime. Well,

I am ready to term the desecration of holy Hindu deities (just after impendence) as a maneuver by

pro-Pakistanis to harass the then newly founded and independent government. But what did the

State do? Following 1975, Bangladesh was transformed into another edition of Pakistan; not secu-

larism was erased from the constitution or state religion bill was passed only but Vested Property

Act was turned into a more brutal form also. Hindus were persecuted once more following the

destruction of Babri Masjid in 1989 and fall of Ershad regime in 1990.
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Now, whenever partition and following decades are analyzed it gets apparent – neither Paki-

stan nor Bangladesh has procured minority communities or kept partisanship at bay. Simultane-

ously, anxieties rise extremely when attempts to seize Hindu properties become genetic.

There is a specific reason behind penning aforesaid anecdotes – the majority community

retains a strong indisposition of rising atrocities against the minority community; it has never tried

to find out why are minority people being victimized unreasonably leading to their migration and

how each such loss makes Bangladesh wretched.  How can a country develop if a definite section of

its populace remains in constant fright and continues to have bruises of partition? Is this possible at

all? We have begun to pay prices for this disinclination; politics in Bangladesh has become a mere

profession and the best tool to acquire properties of others. And thanks to this steady deterioration,

criminalism has got the potency.

To better the country, new concepts have to be implemented – it is to create Right to Equality

throughout the country; a law that will treat every citizen equally. Poor Muslims have also become

victims to reprisals in Baghaichari. Now it’s the time to resolve mounting hostility based on Parbattya

Chattagram Agreement instead of inciting these hapless Muslims. But before that the sordid ac-

count of minority persecution and rising criminalism among a section of majority community has to

be discerned.

We have to accept mistakes and rectify those.
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Minority people are diminishing in Bangladesh

Sheikh Sabiha Alam

The number of minority people in Bangladesh is declining fast and as per the 11 census, the

number of Hindus has decreased by 24%. Officials of Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics stated (on

condition of anonymity), the number of Hindus may decline more in the next census. If facts of

census are analyzed, in 1901 Hindus comprised 33% of the entire population in the territory shaping

contemporary Bangladesh. The first census of independent Bangladesh in 1971 revealed that Hindus

represented 13% of the entire populace and by 2001 it came down to 9.3%. However, at the same

time, there has not been significant reduction of Buddhists, Christians and other religious minority

groups. On the other hand, the number of Muslims has increased exponentially.

Studies of BBS officials bring some more precarious factors to light. Since the rate of birth

among Hindus is less while their rate of immigration is quite high, Hindu population in Bangladesh

is shrinking. However, a few officials of NIPORT or National Institute of Population Research and

Training have doubted the authenticity of the theory – a community is on the wane due to its less

rate of birth. They do confirm that Hindu population in Bangladesh is decreasing because of the

high rate of immigration among them. This factor is influenced by a handful factors including

economic and social disparity and potential to have better social life abroad. Apart from this,

inconceivable anti-Hindu violence in 2001 following election compelled Hindus in their thousands

to immigrate. Officials feel all these factors will affect the next census in 2011

BBS states, districts in Bangladesh enjoying strong presence of Hindus include Gopalgunj,

Maulavibazar, Thakurgaon, Khulna, Dinajpur and Bagerthat. Now save for Narail, all districts are

witnessing sharp decline. While in 1991 Hindu population at Narail was 25.5%, it increased to

31.49 percent in 2001. According to new researches of BBS, minority households are smaller

compared with Muslim households. Census of 1991 brings forth a heartrending account – membership

of any minority family is 4.9 while it is 5.6 in a Muslim family. In 1901, Muslims comprised 66.1%

of the population in the territory shaping present-day Bangladesh. While in the formative years of

Bangladesh it was 85%, it increased to 89.6% as stated by the census of 2001. There was high flow

of Muslims into East Pakistan owing to partition during 1941-47 and rock-steady facts do state that

the rate of birth has always been higher among Muslims. Buddhists, among other minority groups,

formed 6% of the entire population till 1974 and it remained same during the census of 2001.

Christians also formed 3% and this remains unchanged yet.

While talking of this to MKM Narunnabi, Chairman of Population Science Department in

Dhaka, he said to Prothom Alo, there has only been a handful of a research as regards changes in

population of different religious communities in Bangladesh. Nevertheless, less rate of birth

diminishes population of the same community. But this is not the end as Ahmed Al Sabir, Director

of NIPORT and also well-known researcher, disagrees to this standpoint. On the word of him,

without a shred of doubt, rate of birth among Hindus is less and they are witnessed to participate in

family planning programs more. But all these do not mean that the number of minority people will

continue to diminish. If one family comprises 8 members, 1 child to each of them will multiply 16
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people. Lack of rate of birth does not mean that the population will diminish in Bangladesh –

known for its excessive population already.

Stating that has never been religion-based investigation, he said, reduction in population due

to higher rate of immigration appears to be more suitable. There is no definite fact of the number of

Hindu immigrants from Bangladesh after its independence and of also why they left. A few researchers

work on this in private measures; Abul Barkat, noted economist, happens to be one of them. As per

his statement, Hindus owned 45% lands during the independence of Bangladesh. Lots of these

landed properties have been appropriated through Vested Property Act leading to the rise in

immigration of Hindus.

Mohammed Rafi, researcher of department of researches and assessment of BRUNK – private

development organization, said to Prothom Alo, as per his researches, escalating persecutions have

made Hindus leave Bangladesh. Besides, rising concerns of the future of students between Class

VIII to XII has compelled Hindu families to migrate. This migration, at the moment, is not limited

to India only but other countries like United States also. Muslims from Bangladesh are also moving

to these countries seeking employment opportunities. But the government has not adopted any

measure to halt the immigration of Hindus.

Rafi has shown in one of his research documents that between October, 2011 (month of

election) and February, 2002, Hindus were prevented to abide by their religious beliefs in no less

than 120 sub-districts. They became victims of extortion in 190 sub-districts; they were forced to

migrate from Bangladesh in 137 sub-districts. While in 128 sub-districts Hindus’ properties were

plundered, properties were destroyed in 162 sub-districts and Hindus became to physical assaults in

202 sub-districts. Since Hindus migrate without lodging protests, they become easy preys to Islamists

and are also threatened by radical Muslims of seizure of their properties. The government instead of

adopting sufficient measures to stop this harassment maintains reluctance.

Asim Kumar Dey, chief of census department of BSS, states, even if population of Hindus is

decreasing by percentage, it remains intact with regard to numbers. The difference between members

of Hindu and Muslim families is widening and reasons of migration is recognized officially.

Nevertheless, no research of how many people are deserting Bangladesh is yet to take place. This

will be done in future.

   —Dailly Pratham Allo, Dhaka
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Noteworthy influence of Religion on Politics in Bangladesh

Diplomatic article; Correspondent from New York

Religion plays a major role in the political arena of Bangladesh and the indigenous government

there is also sensitive to the religious consciousness of the majority of its people. And all these have

been said in the report on global religious freedom published from Ministry of External Affairs,

United States of America, on November 17, 2010. The report states clearly, even if he government

supports religious freedom overtly, minority persecution happens to be a big threat to the country.

However, the report praised several approaches of the Bangladeshi government to ensure religious

freedom and rights of religious minority groups in the country. Hilary Clinton, Minister of External

Affairs of the United States of America, published this report based on researches on 198 countries

across the globe between July 1, 2009 and June 30, 2010.

The report also states, there was no change in the government’s position as regards religious

freedom while making the study. A few decisions of the High Court of Bangladesh have played

major roles to strengthen the saga of secularism in the country. Representatives of religious minority

groups are available in the highest form of governance. The government has also made significant

approaches to reform Madrasa education system. Nevertheless, persecutions on Hindus, Christians,

Buddhists and Ahmedias are in full swing. Well, this number has reduced if compared to the past.

The report also states a few incidents of torture on tribal and Christian communities and in

this regard, reports of a few Bengali and English dailies have been made use of. Persecutions on

Ahmedia community have also been mentioned. In the report following the respect shown to the

existence of religious freedom, a paragraph has been contributed to deal with the position of the

government in this regard; the paragraph states how the fifth reform of the constitution was invalidated

by a decision of the High Court in the present year. The decision proved victorious to restore

secularism and banning religious groups. But government officials consider that it is yet to implement

the prohibition completely. High Court did also annul fatwas, it has also been included. A woman

affairs organization named “Mahila Parishad” has informed of 33 fatwas proclaimed at the time

when the report was being made from 2009 at a stretch.

As regards prohibitions on religious freedom it is said clearly, constitution acknowledges

right of all religions to propagate, maintain and conduct their own methods of worships. No report

of special checking against any particular missionary has been found. No financial penalty has been

imposed based on religious standpoints. Sheikh Hasina’s cabinet contain 4 minority ministers. The

report also includes vested property act, apart from mentioning conflicts between Bengalis and

inhabitants of Parbatta Chattagram. The report contemplates fights in the sub-district of Baghachari,

under the district of Chittagong on last February 19. On the word of embassy of Bangladesh in

Washington, US Ministry of External Affairs has lauded performances of the present Government

of Bangladesh.
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Source: Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics

If district-wise facts of census of 2001 and 2011 are placed alongside, it states openly that the

population of Hindus has decreased in 15 districts.  According to officials of BBS, no facts confirm

that these people have moved to other districts. Hence, officials state, this is a “missing popula-

tion.” Populace of Hindus has not increased in any district of Barisal division. As per the census of

2001, Hindu population in six districts of the division viz. Barisal, Bhola, Jhalkathi, Pirozepur,

Patuakhali and Baraguna was 8,16,0051. It has come down to 7, 62,479, as per census in 2011.

Population of Hindus has also diminished in the three districts of Khulna division including Bagerhat,

Khulna and Satkhira. The condition of districts of Narail and Kushtia in the division remains the

same. Districts of Gopalgunj, Madaripur and Kishoregunj in the Dhaka division have also seen a

steady reduction. On the other hand, Pabna district in Rajshahi division suffer the same cruel truth.

If two censuses of pre-independence era and five censuses afterwards are contemplated, it’s evident

that both population and percentage of Hindus in comparison to the general population has de-

clined. However, both population and percentage of Muslims have increased. The condition of

other religious minority groups including Buddhists and Christians remains same, somehow. Pankaj

Bhattacharya, veteran politician and also convener of Gana Oikya Committee said to Prothom Alo,

that the sole factor behind this catastrophe remains the lack of communal harmony as a result of

mounting communal atmosphere. Communal disturbances are being carried out by Jaamat and its

accomplices day in and day out. Hathajari in Chittagong Kaligunj in Satkhira, Chirir Bandar in

Kurigram do remain the best instances of these in recent times. Since the Hindu minority commu-

nity remains destitute all the time, silent migration remains the only option to them.

Why is an inhuman reduction taking place in this manner? Total fertility rate of Hindus is

less, this has been stated tirelessly yet no such fact has been found from the concerned department.

Nevertheless, several villages of Barisal, Bhola and Gopalgunj confirm that migration has been a

major issue behind the diminishing population of Hindus. Some people state that migration has

become common for Hindus following the partition in 1947. A few people charge that the Enemy

Property Act has been a major issue to compel Hindus to desert their homeland. Some consider that

Hindus remain in lots of troubles regarding election; on the other hand, they face reprisals when-

ever communal flare-ups are there in India.

Dr. Anisujjaman states that Hindus are devoid of the power to offer a stiff resistance to

toughs and persecutors. According to this emeritus professor of Dhaka University, lack of security

among minority group is a reality. A few people are also carrying out atrocities to grab minority

properties. He said that a few parties or political leaders pledge to better conditions of minority

communities. But these are never implemented in local circles and workers to do all these remain
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unavailable also. A few Hindu families of Gaurnadi and Agailjhara sub-districts in the district of

Barisal, owing to threat of persecution day in ad day out, left the area in 2001.

From Dhandoba village it was learnt that Manoj Vaidya along with his wife had left the area

within the next three days of election in 2001 and they have not returned yet. Saiful Islam, neighbor

of Manoj, said to Prothom Alo that activists of BNP plundered Hindu and Christian residences in

that area in the next day of election. They took away cow from Manoj’s residence and before

leaving, they also pillaged the plant of betel-leaves. Families of Kalipada Dafadar, Subal Dafadar,

Mantu Dafadar, Jaideb Nandi had also deserted the country in 2001 due to post-election terrorism.

Aditya Nag and Subal Dey, inhabitants of village sutarbari, left the country along with their fami-

lies, for the same reason.

Krishnakanta Dey, chairman of No. 3 Chandsi Union, said to Prothom Alo, his own family

members, let alone property, had been the targets of Islamists repeatedly but no member of this

union left Bangladesh and moved to India. but several members of these families do not live in

Bangladesh any more and if there are five brothers in a family, two of them prefer to live outside.

Kjal debnath, member of Hindu-Buddhist-Christian Council said to Prothom Alo, to save girls

parents are making them opt for early marriage or are sending them to India for safety. They are

reading in Indian schools or colleges. But he also thinks that the migration is on the wane. Minority

people, even if they fail to count on government completely, are hopeful that the government’s

approach regarding vested property would be beneficial to them and they will get back their ances-

tral properties. Hindus, these days, are found to purchase flats in large towns.

Situation in Bhola: BBS statistics states, 72, 275 Hindus were in the district in 2001 but the

last census states that it has come down to 61, 162. Six families used to live in the residence of

Sadhu Singh inhabiting the village of Nalgoda under Charpata Union of sub-district: Daulatkhan,

district: Bhola. The entire family was headed by Laxmi Narayan Singh. But he sold the entire

property after 1992 and as per locals in the village, Hindus started to migrate following 1992. Hindu

families became victims of terrorism following the destruction of Babri mosque.

After the parliamentary election of 2001, lots of Hindu families went away. Locals confirm

that more than 200 Hindu families including 4 of Sutarbari, 10 of Daktarbari, 6 of Majher Singhbari,

7 of the house of Ras Kamal Haoladar, 3 of Laxmikanta Haoladar, 7 of house of Tirthabas Haoladar,

7 of Paresh Haoladar’s residence, 3 of Tepibari, all families of Sutarbari deserted the area. Three

villages of the sub-district like Nalgora, Lejpata and Chargumani are dominated by Hindus. More

than four hundred Hindu houses were in the area and hundreds of families of 172 residences have

left. More than a thousand Hindu families were in the village of Mullaipattal in Tabgi Union under

the sub-district of Borhanuddin. Now, 44 Hindu families are in the area.

Four villages in Lord Hardinge Union under the sub-district of Lalmohan were dominated by

Hindus till 1991. 4, 600 Hindus votes were in the area up to 1991. At the moment, 44 Hindu

families are in the area. Jatramani Laskar living in the village of Annadaprasad under the Union,
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states, owing to destruction of Babri Masjid in 1992 and terrorism following election in 2001, the

majority of Hindu families abandoned their villages. As per information provided by local Union

Healthcenter, 600 Hindu voters are in the Union these days.

Gopalgunj: The entre district is dominated by Awami League and it is widely believed that an

amiable relation exists between this party and minority communities. The number of communal

clashes in the area following independence is negligible. But Hindus are going away from the area

steadily. The area comprised 3, 71, 629 Hindus in 2001 but after 10 years, it has come down to 3, 53,

794. A veteran journalist (on condition of anonymity) said to Prothom Alo, “enemy property” act

has been harassing Hindus for the last 50 years almost and the next onslaught on Hindus happens to

be the proclamation of Islam as the state religion. Awami League has failed to keep its promises, in

this regard.

Chairman of a Union Council states, even if they are suitable in every sense of the term,

minorities are never made president or general secretary in Awami League. They can go up to the

position of (AGS) additional general secretary even in the senate of Bangabandhu College, directed

by the government. Leaders of national parties are found to capture minority properties in the city

of Choto Gopalgunj. These are enough to scare Hindus. When asked of situation in Gopalgunj,

Kajal Debnath terms it as darkness under a lamp. No approach to prevent Hindus from migrating

was perceived anywhere, even if lots of investigations had been made. A chairman of Gopalgunj

district (on condition of anonymity) states, “I can help them to sell off their properties but I can’t

request them to stay.”

Hindu-Buddhist-Christian Council, Puja Udjapan Parishad conduct seminars and meetings

often and ask minority people there to shun the thought of deserting homeland. As per Kajal, these

seminars do work really.
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Reactions to Minority Persecution in Bangladesh across the globe :

i. The surge in violence and minority persecution across Bangladesh owing to International
War Criminal Tribunal is both distressing and painful – Dan W Mozena, US Ambassador
in Bangladesh.

ii. Developments in minority persecution led by Jamaat- Islami due to International War Crime
Tribunal are completely unexpected – Babatunde Sotaimahn, Executive Director of Popu-
lation Fund in United Nations. He commented on this in his Dhaka tour on March 11. :-
Dainik Janakantha, March 12, 2013, Dhaka.

iii. Enemies of independence have virtually declared a war against the nation and terrorists are
their main basis. They have ravaged the basis of minority religious communities in the
country and through their recurrent destruction of temples, governmental institutions, courts
along with business establishments, the whole country is in a jeopardy. This is nothing but
a grave bloodshed in the heart of Bangladesh. There is no need of any new law to prohibit
radical Jamaat. Only the decision and order of the government is enough – Dr. Mizanur
Rahman, Chairman – Bangladesh Human Rights Commission: - Dainik Janakantha, March
10, 2013, Dhaka.

iv. Canada has expressed deepest concern down to recent violence in Dhaka and its
neighborhood. Moreover, it is highly concerned on the spate of violent persecution on
minority communities – John Beyard, Minister of External Affairs of Canada.

v. Violent assaults on Hindu temples and Buddhist Vihars across Bangladesh have insulted
thousand – year-old culture of Bengalis – Dilip Barua, Minister of Industries – Democratic
Republic of Bangladesh.

vi. The way Jamaat brigade has attacked minority communities, set their houses to fire has no
relation to any democratic protest – Dr. Mahiuddin Khan Alamgir, Minister of Home Af-
fairs, Dainik Janakantha, March 10, 2013., Dhaka.

vii. Those people who are culpable for minority persecution are enemies of Islam – Hussain
Mohammad Ershad – Chairman, Bangladesh Jatiya Party; Dainik Janakantha, March 9,
2013, Dhaka.

viii.  We are deeply worried of ongoing violence, minority persecution and rising deaths in the
realm of Bangladesh – Patrick Dentrel, Deputy Spokesperson, Minister of External Affairs,
United States; Dainik Janakantha, March 6, 2013, Dhaka.

ix. Minority people are completely helpless and are living in extreme terror. We do share the
same specter of terror also. Now, it is the duty of people influenced by the notion of
Muktijuddha to stand beside them – Obaidul Kader, Minister of Communications – Demo-
cratic Republic of Bangladesh; Dainik Sambad – March 3, 2013, Dhaka.

x. We do protest against the bids to destroy religious institutions and private properties –
Robert Gibson, High Commissioner of British High Commission in Dhaka – Dainik
Janakantha, March 2013, Dhaka.

xi. Madrasa is a breeding center of terrorists – Shahidul Islam, Minister of Law, Democratic
Republic of Bangladesh.

xii. “There shall be no Hindu left within the next 20 years in Bangladesh” – this was said by Dr.
Mizanur Rahman, Chairman – Bangladesh Human Rights Commission in an event on March
29, 2013. He also said that both state and civil society have failed miserably in protecting
Hindus. According to him, more information reveals that Hindu persecution will increase
exceedingly in the near future in Bangladesh.
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Concise List of Religious

Persecutions at different areas in Bangladesh

l l l l l   4th March 2010, Dhaka : Shri Prem Krishna Roy (38), an inhabitant of 20 no Kailash Ghosh

Lane was killed by Islam rogue.he was murdered in commando style.This Hindu businessman

was the owner of james Jewllers & Workshop.earlier they demanded for ransom money

over phone.As he was not able to fulfil their demand,he was killed infront of a troop of

Cops. This time police acted as silence audience.

l  l  l  l  l  17th April, 2010.Dist.- Narayanganj : It was 10 ‘O clock at noon.One Hindu inhabitant of

CHASARA Municipality and Gopal Chandra Das(a UNO supporter) were attacked for

ransom while they were working at their 6th storied bulding on their own plot.Those Islami

c rogues were fully armed.They demande for 10 Lakhs.There the attacker injured 5 people

and took raw materials cost Rs.3 Lakhs(Approx).

l   l   l   l   l   Dist- Kishorganj, Sub-dist – Sadar : stealing of cows from Hindu farmers at Sadar is

increased tremmendously.total 40 no of cows were stolen in last 25 days from KALATIYA

villagers Niranjan,kishor Dasgupta,Khokon Kishor Dasgupta,Pradeep Kishor

Dasgupta,Paritosh Bhowmik, and also from Binnati Village.Here victis are, Manoranjan

Sarkar,Hemendra Chakroborty, Sunil Sarkar of Paramananda Village, few Muslim

Community

l  l  l  l  l   4th April 2010, Khulna : It was 1’O clock in the afternoon.Mr. Ashish Mullick(38) who was

the organizer of a contractory firm,was killed by Muslims and hanged to a tree after

murdering.he was asked to pay a ransom amount of Rs. 6 Lakhs.As he could not pay the

amount,this incident took place.

l  l  l  l  l   9th April 2010, Dist- Narayanganj : It was 5’O clock in the evening. The owner of Baishakhi

Jewllers Mr. Biplab Das, who was a Hindu businessman, was asked o give a ransom amount

of 3 lakhs. As he was fail to give that ransom, few armed Muslim terrorists attacked his

shop and took 26 Lakhs from his shop.They fired at Mr. Biplab and he was injured

seriously.He was then sent to local Hospital at a serious condition.He was under treatment.

l  l  l  l  l  4th April 2010, Dist – Brahmanbaria, at 9 am : It was in the morning.Few Muslim rogue

attacked Mr. Dilip Das’s house which is located at Daspara area of Sub-dist  Nabingarh. 10

Hindu people including females and child were injured in that incident.Attacker Abdul Ali

and his team members beat an old lady badly ad pusher her to a nearby drainage.

l  l  l  l  l  20th April 2013 : Sub Inspector(SI) who was a hindu by religion was shot dead by Islam

rogue while he was retusning home after his duty.He was an Assistant suprindentant of

Bankshal court,Dhaka.He was shot bery closely.

l  l  l  l  l  10th May 2010.Dist- Brahmanbaria,Sub-dist- Akhaura : It was midnight.A gropu of

Terrorists,leader by a local Muslim leader attacked Hindu Karmakar area of Dharkhar village.

9 people including 2 female were seriously Injured by using sharp arms.All the savings

were taken from 7 Hindu families,Swapan Karmakar(32), Dulal Karmakar(31),Chittaranjan

Karmakar(34), Dr.Gouranga Chadra Karmakar (45) & Nlchandra Karmakar.All were dmitted

to Brahmanberia Sadar Hospital. Nilchandra Karmakar & Sabitri Karmakar were transferred
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to Dhaka Medical College at critical condition. Note : Smt Lakhsmi Rani Karmakar,w/o

Swapan Karmakar was forcefully kidnapped in front of arms.Till now polce is not able to

rescue her.

l  l  l  l  l  2nd March 2010, Dist- Rangamati, Sub-dist- Juraichuri, Baraitali Area :  Raju Chakma (28)

& Janpeda Chakma, two aboriginies were shot deadby Islamic rogue.Lakhsmiraj Chakma

was injured seriously. Dist- Habiganj, Sub-Dist- Jadavpur: Recently few Muslim rogue

attacked Priyalal, who is a Hindu inhabitant of Khiltali village and took stuff cost 3 lakhs.

l  l  l  l  l   Dist- Dinajpur : Recentlt, Police arrested Iftekharul Islam, as charges arise against him was

to kill a Seventh standard student named Tushar Kanti (13) of Parbatipur cantonment Public

School and College

l  l  l  l  l   Dist-Koxbazar, Sub-Dist – Ramu, Paner Chara Area : On duty Buddhist police officer

Nayak Sushmay Chakma (35) was killed by Islamic rogue.He was shot to kill.

l  l  l  l  l  Dist- Brahmanberia,Akhaura,Barabazar Area : Few Muslim rogue forcefully captured/

occupied 7 SHATAK land of Mana.

l  l  l  l  l  2nd December 2009,Dist- Dhaka : Muslim rogue Faysal and his followers attacked Shri Shri

Ramkrishna & Panchabati Ashram at Shahibag area and broke Radhakrishna statue.

l  l  l  l  l  30th April 2010, Dist – Manikganj, Sub-dist- Doulatpur, Village- Raghouli : It was 7’O

clock in the morning. Few Muslim atacker,lead by Unus Mia, attacked a Hindu villager

Amar Sarkar.Ananda Sarkar,Smt Basanti Sarkar & three others were injured seriously.Most

aged person of that family shri Amar Sarkar (65) and Ananda Sarkar were admitted to

Dhaka Medical College & Hospital at critical condition.

l  l  l  l  l  Dist- Moulavibazar : Recently, owner of a Jewellery shop mr Malik Babul (Hindu) was

killed by Muslim rogue when he was returning home from his shop.This incident took

place at Shrimangal Bazar where his shop was located.

l  l  l  l  l  Dist- Dhaka, Sub- dist – Keraniganj, Village-Pothail : Recently, few Muslim rogue attacked

few houses of Hemanta Das, Parshanath Das, Dinesh Das, Shridham das & Jiban Das And

took total stuffs from there which would cost Approx 15 Lakhs.

l  l  l  l  l  Dist- Narayanganj, Sub-dist- Sonargaon,Village Ashrabadi : Shri Shri Maharakhsakali Temple

was attacked and broken 6 Pratima.Muslim rogue Rakibul was known to all in that area.After

that incident,again nearby Hindu inhabitant Naresh Chandra, Gopal Chndra & Sentu

Chandra’s house was attacked by the Rakibul Mia’s influence. Ajay Chandra, Mahimati,

Latarani & Pradip Chandra were injured during this attack.

l  l  l  l  l   4th March 2010, Dist- rangamati, Sub-dist- Baghachari : It was at night. A group of rogue

attacked at Buddhist aboriginies of Badhaighat inhabitant. They burnt a part of this area

which caused 12 house to be burnt.

l  l  l  l  l   This incident is of Goalnagar, PS- Kotwali, Old Dhaka. Few Muslim rogue attacked a Hindu

businessman Mr.Suman karmakar, owner of M/s- Ratan Swarna Bitan and robbed 10 lakh

cost Jewellery & ornaments. Firing bullets by the rogues injured him seriously.

l  l  l  l  l  Dist- Dhaka, Sub-dist – Savar : 80 kg weighted Shivling, made of Touchstone was stolen

from Sadulyapur Shiv temple Since 100 years back this Shiv linga was worshipped by the

local Hindus.A group of Muslim rogue entered into the temple and stole the Shivling worth

Rs. 1 crore

l  l  l  l  l   Dhaka :  Recently at Sultana Road, Mohammadpur, Amit Rema and SO HUG CHISIM, two
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Christian aboriginies were attacked by Muslim rogue.In that incident Amit was dead and

SO HUG was injured.

l  l  l  l  l  Dist- Tangail, Sub- dist- Gopalpur :  A Hindu Vishnu Temple is situated within 6 acres  land

at Madhupur Hill area. In the name of area development,they occupied 2 acres of temple

land,As complained by Sima Darang.

l  l  l  l  l  2nd June 2010, Dist- Moulabhibazar,Sub-dist – Kulaura : This incident is of Salan area of

Kulaura.A Christian (30) aboriginies was killed by Muslim rogue.He was killed by using

sharp knife.Police logged a complaint of murder.

l  l  l  l  l  2nd June, 2010, Dist – Putuakhali, Sub-dist – Dashmina : Few Muslim rogue, supported by

Aoami league assemby members, attacked local Hindus at RON GOPALDI & JOUTA

area.they had damaged their home and took all of the things they have. Joy Debnath (30),

Digendranath Debnath (32), Shital Debnath (28), Nirmal Halder (35), and Smt. Renubala

Debnath (60) were injured seriously.

l l l l l  3rd  June 2010, Dist- Narayanganj, Sub-dist – Sonargaon, Village- Singlab : It was late in the

night.A group of Muslim rogues, lead by Salah Ahammed attacked a Hindu inhabitant

Sudeb Chandra Biswas.Attackers broeken a Temple, five PRATIMAs and robbed all the

thing they could.They have injured old most person Sudeb Chandra Biswas, Debi Rani

Biswas & KamalaRani Biswas..Also took a total of 30 Lakhs worth goods.

l  l  l  l  l  2nd June 2010, Dist – Satkhira, Sub-dist – Ashaguni, Village – Nayabad : A Hindu

student,Parul Mondal of class Ten was allegedly and openly misbehaved in public by Muslim

rogue Bellal Hosen and his friends.Being Insulted Parul suicided by taking poison.After

that incident the father of Parul Mr. Ranjan Mondal lodged a complaint against 10 of them.

l  l  l  l  l  21st May 2010, Manikganj Municipality : Dinhari Barman (40) was killed by by few Muslim

rogues at Purua area.

l  l  l  l  l  1st June 2010, Dist- Netrakona, Sub-dist – Purbadhla : It was just in the Evening time.Poor

Hindu inhabitant Pratima Rani Sutradhar daughter of Paresh Chandra Sutradhar was

kidnapped in front of arms by Nayan Mia who is a Muslim Neighbour of them.As they

lodged complaint in police station they were threaten to be killed by the kidnapper.

l  l  l  l  l  7th June 2010,Dist- Bagerhat, Sub-dist- Morelganj: A Hindu woman Ms Renuka Rani Mondal

suicide herself  because she wanted to protest against fraud of teacher recruitment,

recruitment without any formalities and dowry fraud.Local Aoami league leader Lutfar

took an  amount of 1 lakhs from her, also after that he threaten her to kill.you can say,she

was forced to kill herself.This incident was of Ambaria village.

l  l  l  l  l  9th August 2010, Dist-Manikganj, Singair Municipality, Village- Singair:Hindu inhabitant

Mrs Uma Chakroborty (65) mother of Manabendra Chakroborty who is a reporter was

killed by local Muslim rogues. They entered into her room and killed her. Recently few

Muslim rogues tried to occupy total 16 Shatak land of Hindu inhabitant Charitra Ranjan

Chakroborty. They plea for the land to make Muslim Religious place.But it was found to be

fake. After that this land was rescued for that time at least by few local good heart people.

l  l  l  l  l  8th August 2010, Dhaka: It was 4’O clock in the early morning.Cultural Secretary of

Soharawardi Medical Association Uttam Kumar Das (Hindu) and his family were tried to

kill by burning them alive. Everyone were saved finally but all the things in-house were

burnt.
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l l l l l  10th August 2010, Dist- Selet, Sub-dist- Goainghat, Village- Saptamkhand : Hindu inhabitant

rajendra Prasad was attacked in his house by few Muslim rogues. They forcefully wanted

to occupy his land and that 8-10 members team was lead by Md. Mostak Ahmed of the

same village.The rogue was wel armed with local and imported arms.The attacker beat

them badly and took whatever they got.

l l l l l      11th August 2010,Dist- Narail, Sub-dist – naragati, Village- Kashimpur : poor Hindu inhabitant

Manindranath Biswas (42) was killed by Muslim rogues.After that murder his body was

left in a sugarcane field located at Moupura,Dist- BAgerhat.

l  l  l  l  l  2nd August 2010, Dist - Munsiganj, Sub-dist – Sirajdi Khan, Village- Ichhapur : Hindu

inhabitant Smt. Manika Bhaoal (34) & Daughter Madhuri Bhaoal (16) were killed cruelly.

Police did not disclose the original fact and logged a case of Suicide.

l  l  l  l  l  1st  August 2010, Dist- Moulabhibazar,Sub-dist – Shrimangal : 1000 betel tree’s root was

cut by Muslim rogues.This effected badly to Christian farmers of Khasia Aboriginies.A

total of 4 Lakhs Rupees was the loss amount in that incident.Assistant Minister of Nahar-1

logged a complaint at Dobarmin Patangsa Police station.

l  l  l  l  l  City- Chattagram : Ms Rumi Barua, a class 12 student of Agrabad Government College for

Commerec was raped by few Muslims rogue.She was a Budhhist by religion. 7th Sept

2010, she was returning after her pre-test exam of  2nd  paper.At that time she was raped by

those rogues who were lead by Saiad Abdul Kader. They bring her at the East Motherbari

Rail crossing.Here she was raped by them back to back.She lost her sense there.An unknown

person admit her to Chattagram Medical College and Hospital at around 12 in night.her

parents got to know the incident and rushed to the Hospital at around 12 on the next day. On

the very next day her mother went to Dabolmuring Police Station to log a complaint but

there the Officer in-charge denied to accept the complaint..After that they took help of Anik

Cultuaral Forum to make the complaint in Police Station. In that complaint the name of the

suspects are like Md. Ferdous, Md. Abchar, Md.Jaheer and Md. Jameeruddin. But no one

was arrested till now.

l  l  l  l  l  15.09.2010 Dist- Feni,Sub-dist – Dagonvua,Vill- Fernia: Hindu inhabitant  Mrs Renu Bala

(50) wife of Sureshchandra Das was shot to kill by few Muslims rogue. Recently, a Hindu

businessman Mr Dipak Kumar Das was beaten to kill at Narayanganj PS area.In that last 9

month period,a total of 95 people were killed in Bangladesh by the Police.

l   l   l   l   l   From 2001 to 2011, in a single decade, 9 lakh Hindus of 15 districts like Barishal, Bhola,

Jhalkathi, Pirozpur, Patuakhali, Barguna, Narail, Kustia, Gopalgunj, Madaripur, Kishoregunj,

Rajshahi, Pabna, Bagerhat and Khulna (according to Government of Bangladesh’s district-

wise census), being worst victims of religious terrorism, have been forced to move to

neighboring India. And this is enough to indicate how Hindus are faring in the remaining

49 districts. Fundamentalist-terrorist groups are acting gradually to make Bangladesh free

of religious minority communities within the next two decades.

l  l  l  l  l  On May 21, 2011, Sujit Biswas (age 30), Hindu youth, while fishing in Hakaluki Hattor,

Sub-district: Baralekha, District: Maulavi Bazaar, in the night, was killed by a few Muslim

cronies. A complaint has been lodged in the local police station, in this regard.

l  l  l  l  l  On May 28, 2011, Bangladesh Sevasram Temple, located in Sadar of Sub-district: Tungipara,
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District: Gopalgunj, was assaulted by Muslim miscreants in dead night. Wealth of the temple

worth 3, 00,000 taka was looted by the said miscreants.

l  l  l  l  l  On May 29, 2011, a gang of Muslim criminals made a dreadful attack on Talukdar Para, Sub-

district: Baghaichari, District: Rangamati, in the night. As a result of the sudden and dreadful

attack of armed assailants, Sohail Chakma (age 28), Buddhist, was killed.

l  l  l  l  l  On May 29, 2011, at 3.30 pm in the evening, Shanimay Chakma (32), Buddhist, living in

Talukdar Para, Sub-district: Baghaichari, District: Rangamati, was shot and killed by armed

Islamic assailants.

lllll  On June 06, 2011 a gang of Islamic thugs inflicted worst atrocities on Laboni Drug House,

located in Dakshin Bazar area of City Kulaura, Dist.: Maulavibazar, at dead night. Arobindo

Chakraborty (age 35), Hindu employee of the said organization was brutally murdered and

it has also been learnt that wealth worth more than 1 lakh taka was looted from the Drug

House.

l l l l l On June 07, 2011, underprivileged Hindu girl, Panna Rani Das (age 20), resident of South

Kattoli, P.S. Pahartoli, Chittagunj, was abducted by a few Muslim cronies, at dead night.

And after her ravishment, Panna Rani Das was hacked to death. According to people in the

environs, she was cremated hurriedly in the adjoining Harimandir crematorium to wipe out

evidences related to the heinous crime. Nevertheless, said criminals fled keeping the corpse

half-burnt. Police, after recovering it, has sent the corpse for post-mortem and has arrested

Mohammed Iqbal (age 22) for his alleged relation to the crime. Recently, under the leadership

of Zahidul Islam, powerful leader of reigning Awami League in the neighborhood, from the

land of Laipung Murung, tribal Buddhist residing in Mouza: Naikhong, Sub-district: Lama,

District: Bandarban, 7 teak-wood tress, worth 3,50,000 taka have been taken away forcefully.

When on earth the landholder, Laipung Murung, and his neighbors tried to resist the

criminals, they were thrashed cruelly. How the minority groups of people are living in

Bangladesh is best depicted in the tragic incident of Priyanka Roy (age 18), occurred recently.

Priyanka Roy, a Hindu college student girl, daughter of Dwijendranath Roy, and also an

examinee of HSC, is inhabitant of village North Kajipara, Sub-district: Biral, District:

Dinajpur. On June 06, 2011 while going to her college, at 9 am, Priyanka was kidnapped.

And this was done under the leadership of Mohammed Nayan Sheikh, notorious Muslim

criminal in the village’s neighborhood. Through threatening her with a gun, he kidnapped

Priyanka. Well, even if she cried for help, no person advanced to save her. A case has been

lodged in the local police station following the incident but any positive approach to save

the girl is yet to be adopted by police personnel. A minority Hindu family, residing in

Bachkanda Bazar area of Sub-district: Nandail, District: Mymensingha, became hapless

victim of Islamic tortures of late. Muslim assailants included Mumtaz Ali, Kalimuddin,

Chalimuddin, Asad, Saddam, Bacchu Mian and Nazrul Sheikh. Victims of furious attacks

are Sudhir Chandra Das, popular doctor in the locality, his two brothers including Sushil

Chandra Das and Subodh Chandra Das.

lllll  On June 09, 2011 in the evening, a Hindu individual, named Netai Burman (age 40), inhabitant

of Chanchra Buarman area, of Jessore Sadar UpaZilla, Dist. Jessore, was murdered viciously

by Muslim felons. Throat of Netai Burman was slit and then the corpse was dumped to the

roadside.
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l  l  l  l  l  On June 07, 2011, supporters of Awami League candidate, defeated in election of

Raghunathpur Union Board, District: Gopalgunj, made a wild attack on local Hindus. The

heinous assault, in the wake of defeat, was to teach Hindus a lesson and left destruction and

plundering of 20 Hindu owned shops in Basu market of village Silna, 30 Hindu houses and

grievous injury of 25 people including women and children.

l  l  l  l  l  On June 19, 2011, in the evening, dreadful torturing was inflicted on Hindus living in areas

under P.S.  Naragati, District: Narail. Torturing was done by a band of Muslim criminals led

by Mohammed Wahab Mollah, candidate of Awami League and defeated in election of

local Bawai Sona Union Board. In Nalamara village, assailants destroyed and looted shops

of Bimal Pal, Subodh Bala, Aparesh Biswas. Residences of Khsitish Nandi, Bidyut Nandi,

Shankar Biswas, Samar Biswas, Pijush Das, Barun Pal, Prabhash Byapari, Sailen Das,

Arun Biswas and Nitish Biswas, in the same village, were also destroyed  and it is estimated

that wealth and belonging worth 10 lakh taka were looted from the concerned families.

Police had to fire 3 rounds in the air to control the attackers.

l  l  l  l  l  On June 10, 2011, in the evening, Subal Pal, Hindu resident of Sadar Keshabpur, District:

Jessore, was fatally injured by a gang of Muslim criminals.  A complaint was lodged in the

local police station, as a result.

l  l  l  l  l  On June 9 and 11, 2011, Parimal Das, Jyotirmoy Roy and Rathindranath Roy, Hindu residents

in village Sabujbag of Srimangal Union, District: Maulavi Bazaar, became victims of Muslim

criminals in the broad daylight. The band of criminals, without any hesitation or fear, looted

fishes worth 1, 00,000 taka from three ponds owned by aforementioned Hindu gentlemen.

l  l  l  l  l  On June 27, 2011, in the evening, an attempt to murder Dipakendra Nath Das, principal of

Karmichael College, was perceived. A few Muslim thugs were fund to hurl bombs to the

principal’s chamber that resulted in chaos and confusion in the surrounding area.

l  l  l  l  l  On June 08, 2011, during noon, Jessore Bureau Chief Pradip Ghosh and Raju Ahmed of

Prabha (daily published from Khulna), were attacked by a few Muslim terrorists. Both of

them got excessively injured, as a result.

l  l  l  l  l  On June 26, 2011, Bijay Singha Chakma (age 31), tribal and also Buddhist, residing in

village Khilatali, Sub-district: Jurachari, District: Rangamati, was fired and killed by a few

Muslim assailants in the morning.

lllll      On July 02, 2011, Sanjay Sutradhar (age 35), Hindu resident of village Mirikpur, Sub-district:

Basail, District: Tangail, was brutally murdered by a few Muslim assailants in dead night.

Radhagovinda temple of Hindu community in village Khattaujna, Sub-district: Hakimpur,

District: Dinajpur, became subject to Islamic atrocities on May 27, 2011, in the night.

Along with complete desecration of the temple, three highly venerated Hindu deities were

also destroyed. Members of the Temple Committee lodged a formal complaint to the local

police station in this regard.

lllll Mrs. Suparna Bala (age 22), Hindu housewife and also student of 3rd year (Hons. in

Mathematics) at BM (BrajaMohan) College, District: Barisal has become the latest victim

of MMS scandal over the internet. She was, in reality, compelled to do it and once it became

widely circulated in the internet, she did commit suicide. The whole shooting took place

under the guidance of Mohammed Najrul Islam and his brother Abdur Razzqq; both have

been arrested by the police. Suparna, happens to be an inhabitant of village Lakshmikhali,
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Sub-district: Ashashuni, District: Khulna and the above-mentioned incident College Row

Lechu Shah Road in the city of Barisal on July 18, 2011.

lllll Babu Chakraborty, son of Ramesh Chandra Chakraborty, priest at Mahatma Gandhi Temple

adjoining Muchapur Union Parishad, Sub-district: Bandar, District: Narayangunj, married

a Muslim girl through registration under the aegis of court. The incident took place on July

15, 2011 and getting enraged (due to the said marriage) Muslims took away Babu forcibly

to the local village council (a fake court had there been made already) and he was caned

there for 30 times (owing to his audacity!). After that a pebble was fastened to his penis and

thus, he was made walk for 2 km. in the avenue. Bimal Roy and Sukumar Roy, relatives of

Babu Chakraborty, were beaten severely for informing the media of the gruesome incident.

lllll On July 10, 2011 teacher Marium Surya (age 5) (Christian by faith) was murdered brutally

by a few Muslim criminals at village: Simla Dighipara, Sub-district: Godaganri, District:

Rajsahi. According to police, she had been raped and was strangled after that. Jewelries

and money of the teacher was also looted. The naked human carcass was found in a tree;

the terrible incident has panicked the environs.

lllll On August 11, 2011, human carcass of a Hindu lady named Nilima Deb (age 80) was found

from beneath a bridge at Dhulipara area, Sub-district: Kulaura, District: Maulavibazar. The

woman happened to be a volunteer at a temple in village Chunghar in the neighborhood. It

is surmised that the lady was straggled and subsequently her human carcass was left under

the bridge.

lllll On August 17, 2011, a band of Muslim ruffians made a deadly attack on “Jagannath Dev”

temple, situated at Roypur Corporation Area, District: Laxmipur. Two holy deities were

desecrated by stons thrown by the goons. General Secretary of the temple committee has

filed a formal complaint in this regard.

lllll On July 21, 2011, a Hindu boy, Tanmay Paul, reading in Class VIII, was kidnapped by an

Islamic gang from Sub-district: Mirsarai, District: Chittagong, while returning from school.

A complaint was lodged on July 22, 2011 but there has been no success yet.

lllll On July 30, 2011, brutal murders of a few Buddhist aborigines took place in Silertua

Naikhangjhiri area, Sub-district: Lama, District: Bandarban. The victims included

Hameching Marma (age 36), Angsau Marma (age 70) and Mutnuching Marma (age 5) and

all of them were killed with choppers. The gruesome incident took place when Abu Musa,

the Muslim murderer, tried to ravish and kidnap a teenage girl of the same family and

family members, as a result, tried to prevent him. However, when the murderer tried to flee,

he was captured by people of the same area and handed over to the police. Abu Musa said

to the police that he, at first, chopped aged Angsau Marma and hence, the head was severed

fro m the rest of his body. Hameching Marma and child Mutnuching Marma were the next

victims. It is alleged that police is leaving no stone unturned to hush up the crime in several

ways.

lllll On July 02, 2011 a grave incident of human rights violation of minority Hindus took place

in village Rampasha of Fulsuti Union, Sub-district: Nagarkanda, District: Faridpur and it

was done by the local Muslim supporters of Awami League alleging Hindus didn’t vote for

them in the preceding election. The incident occurred at 7 pm when on earth 50 supporters

of Siraj Khan (defeated candidate of Awami League), with lethal country-made weapons,
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pounced down on local Hindus leaving Chitta Saha (age 58), Chanchal Saha (age 36) and

Sachin Kumar Saha (age 50) severely wounded. Womenfolk were also not spared and

property worth Rs. 6 lakh was looted. A formal complaint has been lodged against the

attack in the local police station.

lllll Mrs. Suparna Bala (age 22), Hindu housewife and also student of 3 rd year (Hons. in

Mathematics) at BM (BrajaMohan) College, District: Barisal has become the latest victim

of MMS scandal over the internet. She was, in reality, compelled to do it and once it became

widely circulated in the internet, she did commit suicide. The whole shooting took place

under the guidance of Mohammed Najrul Islam and his brother Abdur Razzqq; both have

been arrested by the police. Suprna, happens to be an inhabitant of village Lakshmikhali,

Sub-district: Ashashuni, District: Khulna and the above-mentioned incident College Row

Lechu Shah Road in the city of Barisal on July 18, 2011.

lllll Babu Chakraborty, son of Ramesh Chandra Chakraborty, priest at Mahatma Gandhi Temple

adjoining Muchapur Union Parishad, Sub-district: Bandar, District: Narayangunj, married

a Muslim girl through registration under the aegis of court. The incident took place on July

15, 2011 and getting enraged (due to the said marriage) Muslims took away Babu forcibly

to the local village council (a fake court had there been made already) and he was caned

there for 30 times (owing to his audacity!). After that a pebble was fastened to his penis and

thus, he was made walk for 2 km. in the avenue. Bimal Roy and Sukumar Roy, relatives of

Babu Chakraborty, were beaten severely for informing the media of the gruesome incident.

lllll On July 21, 2011, a Hindu boy, Tanmay Paul, reading in Class VIII, was kidnapped by an

Islamic gang from Sub-district: Mirsarai, District: Chittagong, while returning from school.

A complaint was lodged on July 22, 2011 but there has been no success yet.

lllll On July 10, 2011, teacher Marium Surya (age 5) (Christian by faith) was murdered brutally

by a few Muslim criminals at village: Simla Dighipara, Sub-district: Godaganri, District:

Rajsahi. According to police, she had been raped and was strangled after that. Jewelries

and money of the teacher was also looted. The naked human carcass was found in a tree;

the terrible incident has panicked the environs.

lllll On August 11, 2011, human carcass of a Hindu lady named Nilima Deb (age 80) was found

from beneath a bridge at Dhulipara area, Sub-district: Kulaura, District: Maulavibazar. The

woman happened to be a volunteer at a temple in village Chunghar in the neighborhood. It

is surmised that the lady was straggled and subsequently her human carcass was left under

the bridge.

lllll On August 17, 2011, a band of Muslim ruffians made a deadly attack on “Jagannath Dev”

temple, situated at Roypur Corporation Area, District: Laxmipur. Two holy deities were

desecrated by stons thrown by the goons. General Secretary of the temple committee has

filed a formal complaint in this regard.

lllll On August 04, 2011, one Hindu family, situated in Yarpur area, P.S. Asulia, District: Dhaka,

was looted by Islamic strong-armers, carrying portable guns, at dead night. A huge amount

of treasures, including gold jewelry of 500 grams and money worth Rs. 5 lakhs, was robbed

leaving behind several brutally injured persons (of the same family) consisting of Agu Das,

Tushta Das, Basudev Das And Bithika Das. It has been learnt at the time of lodging formal

complaint in the local police station against the incident O.C. (Officer-in-Charge) forced
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Hindu members of the Das family to mention 150 grams of gold jewelry instead of 500

grams.

lllll On August 02, 2011, residence of Bablu Biswas (Christian by faith), residing at main city

of District: Gopalgunj was forcefully occupied by Mahbubur Rehman Digal Mian, joint

general secretary of Awami League in the city of Gopalgunj. What’s more, he was beaten

badly by the Islamic goon Mahbubur Rehman when he staged a protest and all this happened

in the presence of police. Nevertheless, due to the interference of Pramod Mankin, Deputy

Minsiter, later on, Mahbubur Rehman left the house.

lllll On August 08, 2011, Pinakpani Bhattacharya, student of 37 th batch of English Department

in Jehangir Nagar University, was beaten hollow by the Islamic ruffian, Azgar Ali, who is

also an influential leader of Students’ League. All these happened at 12 am on the fateful

day; before hundreds of eyewitneses he was thrashed by a bamboo stick – and he, at the

moment, being critically injured, is in the hospital.

lllll On August 08, 2011, Mintu Saha, Hindu businessman in the city of Narsinghdi, was injured

by bullets fired from a gun. It has been learnt, Mohammed Tutul Mian and Badshah Mian,

infamous criminals of the area, had demanded Rs. 1 lakh as Jijiya tax from Mintu. When he

refused to pay citing his own financial problems, the ruffians fired bullets on his stomach

and waist.

lllll On August 19, 2011, Muslim criminals murdered Pru Marma (age 42), inhabitant of village:

Walkchari, Sub-district: Manikchari, District: Khagrachari. A formal complaint of the brutal

murder has been lodged to the local police station.

lllll On August 19, 2011, at night, two Hindu families, residing in village: Kaimpur, Sub-district:

Kasba, District: Brahmanbaria for years, were attacked by Islamic goons and as a result,

Rs. 90, 000 were looted from the two families. Belarani, Hindu housewife, has lodged a

written complaint to the local police station.

lllll On September 15, 2011, during noon, Ajit Chakraborty, priest at temple situated in Netaigunj

Kacharigali, Narayangunj District City, was thrashed severely by Muslim ruffians as he

tried to prevent them from gambling within the temple complex. The holy deity of Devi

Durga, being built for forthcoming Hindu festival, was also destroyed. Police arrested Manir

Hossain (27) for being involved in this attack.

lllll On September 24, 2011, Muslim crooks destroyed holy deity of Devi Durga, being built for

forthcoming Hindu festival, at Samaspur Harimandir of village Haridevpur of Tanor

Corporation Area, District: Rajshahi, at night. Anukul Chandra Kabiraj, president of Mandir

Committee, lodged a formal complaint against 15 persons including Ismail Hossain Mridha.

lllll On September 21, 2011, at night, holy deity of Devi Durga, under construction, at Durga

temple adjoining Simulia Registered Primary School at Sub-district: Jhalkathi, District:

Barisal was demolished by Islamic thugs. Another holy deity of Devi Durga was also

demolished in the same district.

lllll On September 21, 2011, at night, Sri Sri RakshaKali temple, located at Dhalghat area, Sub-

district: Patia, District: Chittagong, suffered a dreadful attack of Islamic thugs and metallic

holy deities worth Rs. 3 lakh were looted from there. It is worthwhile to mention, on

September 06, 2011, 4 temples in neighboring Sub-district: Boalkhali were looted likewise.

lllll On September 28, 2011, at night, Niranjan Das succumbed to death owing to police atrocities
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in Tangail prison cell. Police asked for Rs 5,000 to Niranjan and due to his inability to

satisfy the demand he was beaten to death.

lllll On September 21, 2011, in the evening, holy deity of Devi Durga, under construction, at

Bharir Mukh Karmakar area, Sub-district: AliKadam, District: Bandarban, was broken by

Muslim hoodlums. Manmohan Karmakar, president of the Puja Committee, was beaten

ruthlessly as he made a desperate effort to prevent the attack.

lllll On September 20, 2011, at night, holy deity of Devi Durga, under construction, at Arya

Dharmasabha Temple, in the city of Khulna, was demolished by none other than Muslim

strong-armers.

lllll On September 19, 2011, at night, Muslim criminals attacked Ganesh Temple at Ganeshtala,

in the city of Dinajpur, and pillaged treasure worth Rs. 2 lakhs along with holy deity of

Lord Ganesh, made of metal.

lllll It has been learnt, brutal repressions took place on the minority Hindu citizens at Sub-

district: Kalia, District: Narail, in recent times. Along with physical attacks, assaults on

residences and false suits (occurring almost on a daily basis) have made it impossible for

Hindus to live there. The key malefactor in all these atrocities is not unknown – he is

Samimur Rahman, chairman of Council of Sub-district: Kalia – the first and foremost purpose

of him and his army is to persecute Hindus day in and day out.  Hindu youths of the locality

(wearing black tapes on faces) staged a protest march against this before the Dhaka Press

Club, on September 26, 2011. A memorandum, in this regard, has also been submitted to

the Prime Minister, Bangladesh urging her to adopt sarong measures to quell these nefarious

activities.

lllll On September 07, 2011, in the night, Dipak Dutta (30), Hindu employee in Sanjay Trading

Company at main city of District: Natore, was killed brutally by Muslim criminals. Such

was the anger of the murderers that his dead body was made hang fastened with a strong

rope. Police has sent the corpse for post-mortem examination.

lllll On September 08, 2011, at night, Muslim criminals, heavily armed, made a daring attack

on Mymensingh-Jamalpur destined train, killed two Hindu youths, Pritam Biswas (30) and

Souvik Biswas (28), brutally and hurled the corpses on the railway track.  Local G.R.P.

discovered the two human carcasses with great efforts.

lllll On September 08, 2011, at night, Pradip Jewelers of Biplab Sutradhar, Hindu businessman,

located at the port area of Khasher Hat, Sub-district: Kalkini, District: Madaripur, was

looted by a band of Muslim robbers. It has been learnt that gold, silver worth Rs. 3 lakhs

were plundered.

lllll On September 03, 2011, at 8 am, Muslim robbers led a brutal assault on Ajit Das, minority

leader of the area along with 7 other Hindu families,  residing in Vani village, Sub-district:

Devidwar, District: Comilla. Residences of the families were not persecuted only but property

worth Rs. 1 crore was also looted. A few of the persecuted Hindus include Mrs. Lavli Das,

Kumari Irsha Das,  Mrs. Rinku Das and Kumari Priya Das. While leaving the area robbers
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warned, “ If you have to live in Bangladesh, be as Muslims and read Koran, pray namaz on

a daily basis. Or else you people have to go to India.”

lllll On September 02, 2011, at night, Badhua Jewelers, shop of Sabyasachi Karmakar at Kathpatti

area of District city of Barisal was looted by Islamic hoodlums and they took away jewelries

(152x11.5 grams). The shop owner is on the verge of getting brainsick.

lllll On October 11, 2011, Muslim goons persecuted a few Hindu families residing at Gangabari

area, P.S. Pathar Ghata, of city Chittagong, during night. The wave of persecution went on

for more than 2 hours at a stretch and as a result while 36 Hindu families were plundered,

53 Hindu people were severely injured. One temple was also destroyed, as a part of the

horrendous episode.

lllll On October 14, 2011, at 8 pm, Islamic assailants made a daring attack on the Shiva temple

located in  village Methula, Sub-district: Dohar, District: Nababgunj. Destroying three holy

deities Muslim thugs shouted slogans, “Stop idol worship in Bangladesh.”

lllll On October 11, during 12 am, muslim radicals raided and also desecrated Chowdhury Bari

Durga Puja pandal, situated at village: Chuniapara, Sub-district: Dhunat, District: Bagura.

It is worthwhile to mention, that Puja was in full swing at that time. Mohammed Dulal

Mian (age 22), resident of Simul Bari village, and Saibar Rehman, inhabitanat of Gosain

Bari village, were arrested. They, later on, were produced to mobile court and were sent to

rigorous imprisonments for 3 months.

lllll Trishna Ganguli (age 45), well-known teacher of Dacca Commerce College, has breathed

her last owing to sheer negligence in treatment. Debasish Bhatacharya, husband of deceased

Trishna, has filed a case against Ferdausi Begum, Gynecologist, terming her as solely

responsible behind the untimely death.

lllll On October 05, 2011, at night, a Hindu teenage girl (age 13) was abducted from Muchipara

Durga Puja pandal, village: Sarishadanga, Sub-district: Chuadanga Sadar, District:

Chuadanga, and raped by some local Muslim crooks. Police has arrested Mohammed Milan

Hossain and Mohammed Humamun in this regard.

lllll On October 04, 2011, in the evening, Durga Puja pandal in the premises of Paschimbarthi

Government Primary School, Sub-district: Gournadi, District: Barisal, became victim to a

wild attack of Muslim assailants and 10 Hindus including a woman got severely injured.

Mohammed Suman Khan, a Muslim criminal, even asked to stop the Arati straight away.

However, since Hindus, being defiant, went on with the same, the attack took place. Some

of the viciously wounded Hindus were Rony Dutta (age 22), Mrs. Shipra Rani Dutta (age

24), Sanjay Das (age 24), Prasenjit Tapadar (age 22), Nani Gopal Kar (age 22) and Khokan

Das (age 24). Similar atrocities took place in the neighboring Mollapara village, in the

same night, too; holy deities of Goddess Kali and Goddess Shitala were desecrated in Kali

Temple and Roybari Temple respectively.

lllll On October 04, 2011, during night, Islamic attackers assaulted Durga Puja pandal, organized

in the field of Abdur Rehman High School, Sub-district: Sirajdikhan, District: Munshigunj.

A Muslim teenage boy, Mohammed Rayhan (age 16), was killed while defending the attack.

It has been learnt that the slain boy was the son of Achar Uddin, inhabitant of village:

Kuchia Mora.
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lllll On October 23, 2011, a Buddhist boy named Miltan Barua (age 17), while drinking tea

before Officers’ Club in Ramna area of Dacca, was murdered by Muslim thugs. He was

attacked with sharp knives that led to his death.

lllll On October 23, 2011, Nibaran Pal, a Hindu businessman, while returning from Banugach

market, Sub-district: Kamalgunj, District: Moulavi Bazar, was attacked. He was beaten

severely by Islamic ruffians leading to extensive injuries. Nantu Pal, a Hindu inhabitant of

the same area, was also beaten severely on the same day. It has come to knowledge that

assailants were activists of Jatiya Party. Incidentally, Jatiya Party, due to defeat of their

candidate in the election of Union Council, has vowed “all Hindus will be sent back to

India forcibly”.

lllll On October 17, 2011, at night, Muslim rowdies attacked Jaya Jewelers, distinguished jewelry

shop in Dakshinpara, Sub-district: Dhamrai, District: Dacca. A large amount of jewelries

(made of silver) and hard cash worth Rs. 15, 000 were looted; Banshidhar Sutradhar, Hindu

owner of the shop, is in panic these days.

lllll On October 09, 2011, in the dead night, Islamic zealots made a wild attack on Jamubari

Pakihana Hindu Temple, located in the municipal city of Badargunj, District: Rangpur, and

destroyed holy deities. It is to be noted, during the evening on Maha Ashtami in the Durga

Puja, Mohammed Anarul Haque (age 20) along with his accomplices was found to taunt

Hindu women in the temple premises. He, on account of complaint to the police, was also arrested.

Anarul was bailed out on October 09, 2011 and destroyed the temple in the same night.

lllll On October 25, 2011, Muslim rowdies attacked Kishmat Baju Hindu Kali Temple, Sub-

district: Shadullapur, District: Gaibandha in the dead night and desecrated 5 holy deities

there. According to the temple committee, Abul Kashem, Abdul Kader and Jamat Ali,

residents of Bamuni Hat village, were behind the attack.

lllll On October 24, 2011, Islamic militants attacked the century-old Hindu Temple of Dambari

at Sabujbag, main city of Disrict: Patuakhali in the dead night and destroyed holy deity of

Goddess Kali on the whole.

lllll Bhangavita Schoolpara Temple, located in Sub-district: Keranigunj, District: Nababgunj,

was attacked in the night of Bijaya Dashami. The attackers had bamboo sticks along with

country-made lethal weapons; 15 Hindu people including 4 women were brutally injured.

lllll Hinganagar Goswamibari Kali Temple, located in Sub-district: Delduar, District: Tangail

was attacked by Muslims of late. Holy deities of Goddess Kali and three others were

destructed as a result.

lllll In recent times, Durga Puja at Gouripur Bazar area, Sub-district: Daudkandi, District:

Coomilla, was attacked by Islamic militants. Two Hindus were injured as a result.

lllll Islamic militants launched grievous attack on immersion program of Durga Puja, recently,

at Ghoramara More, District: Rajshahi, 10 Hindu youths were stabbed accordingly and

among them conditions of Asutosh Das and Biswajit Das have been found to be critical.

lllll A Muslim youth, Saiful Islam, was beaten to death by Islamic militants for daring to perceive

immersion of Holy deity of Goddess Durga. He was beaten brutally in the beginning and

then terribly wounded Saiful was thrown to river Mahananda; he succumbed to death later

on. This shockingly repellent incident has taken place in Samshanghat area, district city of

Chapai Nababgunj.
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lllll Pranab Das, student of Physics at University of Dacca, has been brutally murdered for

marrying his Muslim girlfriend according to Hindu custom. Farah Binte Rashid Aparna,

wife of Pranab, her friend Tanu Islam, Utpal Islam – husband of Tanu, Afsana Firdaus and

Abdul Hakim Tanvir have been arrested in this regard.

lllll On October 23, 2011, Muslim criminals attacked and looted residence of Manindra Ranjan

Dey, Hindu inhabitant at Jatarpur area of the city of Sylhet. Three people including ailing

mother and wife of Manindra were critically injured.

lllll On October 23, 2011, in the dead night, Muslim thugs, having firearms, forayed into the

residence of Haridas Saha, inhabitant of village: Madhyapara, main Sub-district of District:

Shariatpur. A huge amount of gold jewelry along with hard cash worth Rs. 1 lakh and 5

mobile phones were looted.

lllll Nilu Bala Mahajan (age 70), resident of village: Manipur, Sub-district: Phulgazi, District:

Pheni, has been abducted by Islamic militants of late. As per records, 40 Hindus were

snatched in the last 40 years from this area likewise and their fates are yet to be known. As

usual, aged Nilu Bala Mahajan is still missing and local Hindus allege, a section of local

police maintains cordial relation with the Muslim criminals.

lllll On October 01, 2011, Ruma Rani Das (age 15), daughter of Purna Rabi Das, resident of

village: Bholabo in Rupgunj, was brutally murdered. Only crime of Ruma was to refuse the

proposal of love of Mohammed Dalim Mian (age 24) who used to harass her while going to

school. To avenge the refusal, on the fateful day, Dalim along with Mohammed Faruq (age

30) – husband of his sister, and Mohammed Shamim (Faruq’s friend) barged into Ruma’s

residence, raped her one at a time and hacked her to death ultimately.

lllll It was just another morning on November 10, 2011 when Amulya Dhan Chakma (age 45),

tribal Buddhist individual, was murdered in Milatali Bazar Area, Sub-district: Jurachari,

District: Rangamati in Bangladesh by Muslim assailants. Samiran Chakma (age 20) got

seriously injured as part of the incident.

lllll On November 09, 2011, Hrithesh Dewan (age 30), Buddhist by religion, around 8 am, was

murdered by armed Islamic militants at Bhuiochara area, Sub-district: Bakhaichari, District:

Rangamati.

lllll On November 14, 2011, at 12 am the electoral defeat of Abdus Salam, candidate of Awami

League, in Shikaripara Union Parishad (Council), Sub-district: Nababgunz, District: Dacca,

was announced. And on account of it, under the leadership of Alamgir, Abdus’ nephew, a

gang of roughly 60 Muslim radicals having lethal weapons attacked the house of Santosh

Barman (Hindu individual) in a little while. Sri Barman (age 55) was manhandled, tortured

and all these led to his death only.

lllll Amal Kasta and Gabiel Kasta, Christians by religion, residing in village Uttar Vadarti, Sub-

district: Kaligunj, District: Gazipur (Jaidevpur), had 15 shatak land and 24 shatak land

under their possession respectively. Recently, Rafiqul Islam, local leader of Awami League

and also notorious ruffian, has occupied the abovementioned lands forcibly.

lllll On November 05, 2011, Muslim criminals took possession of 1 acre and 25 shatak land of

Gauriya Mission, well-known Hindu religious institution, located in Itakhola area, Sub-

district: Sadar, Disrict: Nilkamari, by force. Notorious criminal Sahinur Alaam and his
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gang were involved in the incident. As a mark of protest, thousands of Hindus gheraoed

office of District Magistrate and made human chains.

lllll On November 12, 2011, at dead night, Radha-Krishna temple located in village Brahmanadi,

Sub-district: Bhanga, District: Faridpur was burnt down by a few unidentified Islamic

militants.

lllll On November 12, 2011, 5 prized trees of Sarbojonin Kalibari temple, located in Kalaiabandar

Dhanhat area, Sub-district: Baufal, District: Patuakhali, were slashed and seized by an

Awami League leader and Muslim criminal. Kartik Chandra Saha, president of temple

committee, has filed a complaint against A B M Reja, said leader, in the local police station.

It has been learnt that based on present market rate the 5 trees cost around Rs. 5 lakhs.

lllll On November 09, 2011, taking advantage of dead night, Muslim criminals attacked Ma

RakshaKali temple, positioned in Rajkulbaria area, P.S. Savar Model, District: Dhaka. The

criminals desecrated the holy deity first and left with jewelries of Goddess. On account of

secretary of temple committee, jewelry amounts to Rs. 3 lakhs.

lllll Police has recovered dead body of a Hindu man named Lakshman Mohanta (age 32) in the

backyard of Paschimpara Government Primary School, District: Gaibandha, of late. Local

people consider that Lakshman was throttled by Muslim felons to grab his entire property.

lllll Lots of minority Hindu teachers are being sacked from Government recognized schools

and majority Muslims are being stimulated, as part of a conspiracy, citing unfavorable

judgments or criticisms of Maha Nabi Hazrat Mohammed in Bangladesh recently. On

November 05, 2011, Muslims were motivated against Samar Bagchi, Hindu teacher of

George Academy, Sub-district: Boalmari, District: Faridpur. Likewise a good number of

Hindu school teachers in Manikgunj, Coomilla and Chittagong have been terminated.

lllll Recently, local Muslim ruffian Aktar Hossain (age 40) kidnapped Malati Rani Das (age

65), Hindu woman residing in village Mahadevpur, Sitakunda Corporation area, District:

Chittagong, at gun point and killed her cruelly.

lllll Lately, teenage girl (victim of rape), her father and uncle were brutally harmed by the rapist

for not withdrawing the case going against him unabated.  This incident took place before

thousands of people in broad daylight on November 13, 2011. Jahirul haq, local Muslim

goon, abducted and raped 7 year old daughter of Palash Biswas, living in village Pasharibunia,

P.S. Sadar, District: Patuakhali, on August, 2006.

lllll On December 11, 2011, Mohammed Imdad Biswas, contractor and local leader of Awami

League as well, created a dike by having sand from Mitradanga canal at village: Banyabari,

Sub-division: Tungipara, District: Gopalgunj. The result of all these has been disastrous;

residences of more than a hundred Hindus are in the balance.  What is most striking, even

if the job of having sand was going on for over a month there was neither any response nor

stern approach from the administration to call it a halt. Finding no other option, when on

earth the suffering Hindu families tried to speak to the administration of their anguishes,

they were told, “Don’t ever try to say a single word. If you have to remain here be quiet or

else you will be hounded out to India.” 19 Hindu houses have collapsed already.
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lllll On December 09, 2011, a few Hindu individuals of village: Kanaigora, Sub-division:

Baliakandi, District: Rajbari were evicted of their ancestral lands by Islamic toughs (having

firearms). They include Gobindachandra Pramanik, Gourchandra Pramanik, Gurupada

Pramanik, Tarapada Pramanik, Nirapada Pramanik, Bhaktalal Pramanik, Kanu Pramanik,

Shyam Pramanik and Adhir Pramanik. Apart from the eviction, Hindu women, children

were tortured brutally and the properties were also looted. Hindu families are on the run at

the moment. Since the assailants are linked to the reigning Awami League, police is leaving

no stone unturned to hush up the case.

lllll On November 08, 2011, Jaladhar Barman, a Hindu individual, visited residence of his

friend Mamtajuddin, inhabitant of village: Razabpara, Sub-division: Adityamari, District:

Lalmanirhat. While he was sleeping, Jaladhar was slain by Mumtazuddin. Police arrested

Mumtazuddin after 22 days of this gruesome incident.

lllll On December 14, 2011, local Muslim felons initiated the approaches to evict Harendranath

Mandal, resident of village: Lebugilbunia, Sub-division: Najipur, District: Pirozpur, from

his own land. To overcome the adversaries Mr. Mandal lodged an official complaint and

proceeded to court and as a result, Jamaat leaders have asked him to go to India right

away. If there is any violation of the same, the entire family will be killed – this is the

warning.

lllll On December 06, 2011, throat of Shuvarani Mandal (age 50), wife of Sambhu Mandal,

resident of village: Baluchar, Sub-division: Nababgunz, District: Dacca, was slit by Islamic

criminal Mohammed Rakir Hossain (age 22). It has been learnt, the Muslim criminal

demanded 50, 000 Taka from Mrs. Mandal as Jiziya tax and owing to her refusal, she was

murdered.

lllll On December 14, 2011, Adivasis including Mukut Tripura, Sashank Chakma became targets

of vicious attacks of Muslim ruffians at several places in District: Rangamati. These are

Baghaichari, Khagrachari and various areas of Sub-division: Dighinala. The attacks also

led to the slaying of a woman named Chigonmile Chakma (age 50) and critical injury of her

husband Jiten Chakma. As per sources, the rampage, thanks to covert assistance of

administration, went on for 3 hours at a stretch.

lllll  On December 16, 2011, at 3 pm, two students of Sylhet Shahjalal Science & Technology

University named Khairul Kabir (Muslim) and Dipankar Ghosh Anik (Hindu) opted for a

journey by boat in the adjacent Surma River. A few Muslim toughs, having rural weapons,

attacked the boat at Chengirkhal and the two students died (owing to heinous thrashing)

then and there.

lllll On November 23, 2011, at night, Sajib Kumar (age 25), Hindu student of the last semester

at Bangladesh University of Business & Technology MBA, was strangulated by Muslim

criminals.

lllll On November 25, 2011, a hell came out in the residence of Dulal Ghosh (Hindu journalist)

at Sub-division: Akhaura, District: Brahmanbaria; his house was reduced to ashes by Muslim

criminals at 10 am. Apart from complete destruction of two rooms, belongings worth Taka

3 lakh was destroyed.

lllll On November 21, 2011, at night, a gang of Muslim thugs, known for its deep connections
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with Awami League, attacked Rakhal Shah Baul Ashram, positioned in Loknaipur Bele

Math area, Sub-division: Damurhuda, District: Chuadanga. Assailants destroyed musical

instruments of Bauls, plundered and also burnt down the building. However, the local police

station denied registering any formal complaint against the attack.

lllll On November 27, 2011, Pal Saren (age 42), Christian by religion, inhabitant of village:

Dhananjaypur, Sub-division: Bodagunj, District: Dinajpur, was killed by Muslim criminals.

lllll Even if their names exist in the voter list, 70 lakh Dalit Hindus are not included in the

Census, 2010 of the Government of Bangladesh. This startling fact has been brought to the

fore by Dr. Abul Barkat, renowned economist and also chairman of Janata Bank, on behalf

of a private organization named Sharir.

lllll On November 28, 2011, at night, Jyotibikash Chakma (age 30), Buddhist by religion, native

of village: Laila Ghona, Sub-division: Baghaichari, District: Rangamati, was killed by

Muslim criminals.

lllll Shampa Goswami, human rights activist, became the victim of an Islamic onslaught before

the office of District Administrator of Satkhira of late. She was going to the office to submit

a few significant documents and just then, a few Muslim criminals, waiting for her only

from before, attacked her to have the documents no matter how. When Shampa tried to

resist them, she was beaten heavily. Police is yet to adopt any measure to take these criminals

into custody.

lllll On February 09, 2012, people advocating the Two-Nation theory did contrive and attack 10

temples, 15 shops, 5 houses at Hathajari and Nandirhat regions of Chittagong district. Apart

from this, they looted and physically tortured women and children. On March 29, 2012,

religious minorities of Fatehpur village of Kaligunj sub-district of Satkhira district were

brutally attacked. The attack on 500 religious minorities was led by Zulfiqar Sapui. With

the help of police, they looted, tortured children, molested Hindu women and burnt down

24 Hindu houses in the end. On March 28, 2012, local Islamist ruffian Mohammed Karim

Rauful, along with 50-60 people, attacked the residence of Naresh Chandra and Ganesh

Chandra (both Hindus) at Dakshin Mistri area of Jaldhaka sub-district, Nilfamari district.

On March 06, 2012, local leader Mohammed Maidul Islam attacked and destroyed Kali

temple at Ranibirbala village of Sherpur sub-district, Bagura district. Maidul has been

arrested.

lllll On April 22, 2012, in the dead night, armed Islamic criminals attacked the residence of

Himanta Bepari, living in village: Kalabila, Sub-district: Ujirpur, District: Barisal. Himanta

along with his wife were beaten mercilessly and wealth including gold jewelries, money

worth above lakh taka along with legal documents of lands.

lllll On April 27, 1012, a Hindu student was brutally murdered atop of the terrace of Farhad

Mansion, in Panchmaish area, Chittagong. The Hindu student Himu Majumdar was forced

by his Muslim friends to go to the terrace and apart from merciless torture on him, 5 wild

Dobermans were also incited to attack Himu. After such an unimaginable torturing, Himu

Majumdar was thrown to the ground from rooftop. Prabir Majumdar, father of Himu

Majumdar, and Prakash Das, his maternal uncle, have lodged a complaint of murder in the

local police station. The perpetrators include Shah Alam, Junaid Ahmed, Riyad, Mohammed
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Saju Miyan, Mohammed Deni Miyan and Mohammed Shaon Miyan. Police has not taken

anyone of these Islamists into custody yet.

lllll Of late, minority Hindus living in Jagannathpur area of District: Sunamgunj are having

sleepless nights due to excessive rise in thefts. The gang of thieves has already looted

Babul Debnath, Sashikanta Gop, Sadhan Chandra Das, Manik Chandra Das and Madhabi

Rani Nath (teacher) and taken away belongings worth 15 lakh taka.

lllll On April 25, 2012, a few armed Muslim goons attacked the residence of Rishikesh Ray,

Hindu inhabitant of village: Maguraban, Sub-district: Biral, District: Dinajpur. Miscreants

murdered Lamba Murmu, adivasi night guard of the house, and looted possessions worth 3

lakh taka.

lllll On May 2, 2012, Titu Biswas, age 13 years and son of Babul Biswas, minority Hindu

inhabitant of village: Jaykalas, Sub-district: Dakshin Sunamgunj, District: Sunamgunj, was

abducted by a few Islamist miscreants. Later, his throat was squeezed and was murdered;

his corpse was thrown to the local Nainda river.

lllll On May 13, 2012, at 12 pm, Muslim toughs raided “Nila Swarna Niketan” of Chaitanya

Basak, minority Hindu, at Bajitpur market, District: Kishoregunj. Apart from beating the

Hindu trade owner mercilessly, gold and silver jewelries worth 5 crores of take were taken

away.

lllll On May 5, 2012, Keya Kirtaniya (age 15) and Doli Bain (age 14), minority Hindu and

Christian students of Agailjhara Kathia Secondary School, District: Barisal, respectively,

were forcibly abducted by Islamist militants. Even if locals filed FIR in the local police

station, none has been found out yet.

lllll On May 9, 2012, Sujata Chakma (age 10), Buddhist tribal girl living in village: Sadachara,

Sub-district: Songdu, District: Rangamati, was brutally murdered by a few Islamists. Corpse

of the unfortunate adolescent girl contains severe wounds at several places. Police has

recovered the corpse just and sent it for post-mortem examination. It has been learnt, Sujata

was the student of Class IV in Ultachari primary school.

lllll On May 7, 2012, acid was hurled on face of Mary Mistri (age 35), Christian by religion and

also school teacher of village: Tarabari, Sub-district: Barisal, resulting in heavy injury.

Mohammed Sakil Mahmud Bacchu, notorious criminal in the vicinity, did the job and since

Mary’s family lodged an official complaint, they are being admonished forever and a day.

Police has failed to nab any culprit thus far.

lllll On May 9, 2012, two Hindu youths, owing to Islamists’ failure to occupy lands of minority

Hindus, in Poradia market, Sub-district: Belab, District: Narsingdi, were thrashed mercilessly.

Pradip Sarkar and Ratan Sarkar, when they were constructing dwellings made of tin in their

own lands, were attacked by Mohammed Badul Khaleq and his associates. The dwellings

were destructed and both Hindu youths were thrashed before hundreds of people.

lllll On May 7, 2012, during evening, Ranjit Karmakar (age 38), Hindu gold merchant residing

in village: Jindpur, Sub-district: Nabinnagar, District: Brahmanbaria, was abducted by

Islamist miscreants and finally murdered. Police, after recovering his dead body from Gomti

river, has sent it for post-mortem examination.
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lllll On May 11, 2012, Hindu journalist Bibhas Chandra Saha (Senior Journalist of Independent

– English Daily) and Shahidujjaman Titu (Photo Journalist of Matabad) were killed in

Dhanmandi, Dhaka and Shahabag by buses respectively as part of heinous conspiracies.

lllll On May 12, 2012, Hindu girl Juin Ray (age 19), student of Paritosh Ray, village: Boribari,

Sub-district: Palash, District: Narsinghdi, was abducted and later killed by a few Muslim

militants. According to police, several wounds were perceived in Juin’s corpse. The dead

body was recovered from Basail Railgate of Chinishpur.

lllll Eight months have already passed but Fulbala Sardar, Hindu minority student of Class

VIII, is yet to be found. No stone has been left unturned by her parents – they have gone to

every echelon of administration but all have been futile. What is most striking, police has

advised them to go to India as such incidents do not have any end. It must be mentioned,

Fulbala, on January 13, 2012, was kidnapped by Hasan Sardar, Muslim tough, and his

group. Khagendranath Sardar, living in village: Purba Kalinagar, Sub-district: Shyamnagar,

District: Satkhira, held a press conference at Swadesh Karyalaya, human rights organization,

and demanded return of his daughter tearfully.

lllll On May 14, 2012, Ashish Kundu, Hindu minority businessman, living in Jhikira Mahalla,

Ullapara Corporation Area, District: Sirajgunj, was kidnapped by a few Muslim criminals

at gunpoint. Kidnappers have demanded 10 lakh taka for his release (through mobile phone)

lllll On May 18, 2012, in evening, residence of Santosh Kumar Mallik, inhabiting village:

Birangbo, Sub-district: Rupgunj, District: Narayangunj, was raided by armed Islamists.

Attackers, before more than hundreds of people, squeezed throat of Smriti Mallik (age 20),

married lady and also daughter of Santosh Kumar Mallik, and killed her. Official complaints

have been lodged against Muslim perpetrators including Mohammed Zaman Miyan,

Mohammed Sharif Hussain, Mohammed Rubel Miyan, Mohammed Bacchu Miyan and

Ashraful Islam but a section of local police station, to conceal the reality, is trying to name

the entire incident as suicide.

lllll It has been learnt that Mizanur Rahman Wahid, younger brother of Mujibar Rahman Sarowar

– MP (Member of Parliament) of BNP (Bangladesh National party) – is making great efforts

to occupy Hindu lands forcibly through fake legal documents. Lands (of 4 acres and 20

shatak worth 3–and-a-half core taka) are in No. 30 ward Ganapara area, Corporation Area

of Barisal and belong to minority Hindu residents like Swapan Kumar Biswas, Nemai

Chandra Biswas, Suman Chandra Biswas, Subrata Chandra Biswas, Abaharani Biswas,

Pushpa Rani Biswas, Ujjal Biswas. Two Kali and Shitala temples (hereditary) do also exist

in the said territory. On April 20, 2012, in the dead night, Mizanur along with armed

miscreants tried to occupy lands but police stopped it.

lllll Recently. Abdul Samad Mollah, local Muslim tough, has occupied Sri Sri Pranab Math

with 9 shatak lands of the temple, established 68 years ago, of minority Hindus, located in

Kendua, Sud-district: Madaripur headquarter. Ascetics of the temple have petitioned for

justice but there has been no such yet.

lllll On May 24, 2012, at dead night, 14-15 armed Islamic militants attacked residence of Gour

Chandra Ghosh, Hindu individual living in village: Kusumbi, Sub-district: Adamdighi,

District: Bagura. As a result, Gour Ghosh along with his wife Minati Ghosh and son Apu
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Ghosh became victims to indiscriminate thrashing and got highly injured. After that, the

hereditary temple of Ghosh family was attacked, Holy Deity was desecrated and destructed

and property containing gold and silver jewelries worth 9 lakh taka along with other valuables

was taken away.

lllll On May 22, 2012, at dead night, Kalpana Biswas (age 48), Hindu housewife living in

village Hatiara, Sub-district: Narail headquarters was brutally killed by unidentified Islamists

lllll On May 20, 2012, in the evening, Mang Sang Ching (age 20), minority tribal youth, was

killed by the bomb hurled by a few Muslim miscreants. The brutal incident took place in

Kalyanpur area, District: Rangamati. The minority tribal youth was a student in the Electric

Department of Kaptai Swedish Polytechnic College. It has been learnt, Mang Sang Ching

is the son of Caching Marma, living in village: Kaptai Raikhali Bagichara.

lllll On April 03, 2012, at dead night, village: Ullabharatkhali Sahapara, Sub-district: Saghata,

District: Gaibandha, a few Islamists attacked, despoiled and destructed four temples of

minority Hindu community. These include Sarbojonin Kali Temple, Laxmi Narayan Temple,

Laxmi Narayan Saha Temple and Sarbojonin Laxmi Narayan Temple. Hemayetul Islam,

Police Super, has inspected the concerned area.

lllll On March 21, 2012, at 10.30 pm,  the residence of Sukumar Chandra Pramanik, located at

Gatihat Bazar, Sub-dsitrict: Manda, District: Naogaon, was attacked by Islamists led by

Mohammed Mojammel Haque Kajal. An old woman Subashi Rani Pramanik (age 70) was

beaten heavily and was left unconscious in the field of wheat. She was recovered by the

police only and was admitted to a nearby hospital.

lllll On March 27, 2012, Mohammed Manik Mian, notorious Muslim ruffian in the locality,

attacked the residence of Sanjoy Ghosh, living in village: Usufpur, P.S. Devidwar. Wife

and children of Sanjoy along with him were beaten heavily. Police has arrested Manik and

sent him to the court.

lllll On April 07, 2012 Islamists led by Abul Kashem, local Awami League leader and also ex-

chairman of Eklashpur Union Council, Sub-district: Begumgunj, District: Noakhali, attacked

Hindu families of adjoining village: Anantapur.  Nevertheless, Hindus offered stiff resistance

when assailers tried to grab 35% of land worth 2 crores Taka currently. Kashem brigade,

owing to the same, thrashed violently whoever they could find out. 12 Hindus were heavily

injured – they include Kartik Roy Chowdhury (age 44), Kajal Roy Chowdhury (age 50),

Nandita Roy Chowdhury (age 44), Munni Roy Chowdhury (age 24), Suman Roy Chowdhury

(age 26), Subarno Roy Chowdhury (age 16), Aparna Roy Chowdhury (age 25), Rajib Roy

Chowdhury (age 15), Sajib Roy Chowdhury (age 7), Suman (age 11) and Kanchan Roy

Chowdhury (age 55).

lllll On April 06, 2012, the family of Barendranath Biswas, inhabiting Tetlab, under Tarar

Corporation, P.S. Rupgunj, District: Narayangunj, were assailed by some Muslim criminals.

Since they did not give 5 lakh Taka as Jiziya tax, Harendra Biswas, his wife Kabita Biswas

and son Artha Biswas were thrashed extremely. The attack was led by Tota Mian Dewan,

notorious criminal in the neighborhood.

lllll On April 22, 2012, at dead night, Muslim rowdies attacked 4 temples in village: Uttar

Guthuma, within corporation area of District: Feni, desecrated and destroyed those. These

are Rajrajeshwar Temple, Ramthakur Temple of Sudip Chandra Roy, Ramthakur Temple
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of Haripada Saha and the ancestral Radhakrishna Temple belonging to the family of Liton

Saha.

lllll On April, 25, 2012, Shyamgunj Kali Temple, Sub-district: Madargunj, District: Jamalpur,

was desecrated and burnt down by Muslim hooligans. With these, 6 adjoining Hindu shops,

12 dwellings were attacked, looted and also demolished. It is reported, belongings of (close

to) 35 lakh Taka were robbed. Three police officers including OC of local police station

have been withdrawn, in this regard. Hindu minority people in the locality are in abject

fear.

lllll On April 25, 2012, at broad daylight, a Hindu youth, Ashish Kumar Roy (age 30), was

chopped with a sharp weapon and murdered at Seujgari Sabujbag area, in the district city of

Bagura. Mitarani Roy (wife of slain Ashish Kumar Roy) has lodged a case against 11

Muslim leaders of Jamait.

lllll On March 07, 2012, Sathi Rani Seal, college student and daughter of Santosh Chandra

Seal, residing in village: Kundgram Paschim Para, Sub-district: Adamdighi, was kidnapped

at gunpoint and forcibly converted to Islam. She was compelled to marry Rafiqul Islam, the

dreaded abductor.  Santosh Chandra Seal lodged a formal complaint at the local police

station on March 16, 2012. The number of complaint is 11.

lllll Hindu individual living in village: Pangashia, Sub-district: Chitalmari, District: Bagerhat,

was attacked by Muslim thugs having firearms. 20 people including 1 pregnant woman got

heavily injured, as a result. The attack was conducted by 15-16 thugs led by Mamun Sheikh

and Bacchu Sheikh but when neighboring Hindus came forward to resist the daring attack,

it turned into a dreadful fight. Hindus who were injured as a result included Sukanta

Chowdhury (age 24), Minati Chowdhury (age 20), Kishore Biswas (age 18), Dablu

Chowdhury (age 25), Prakash Chowdhury (age 28), Arati Chowdhury (age 26), Surabhi

Chowdhury (age 30), Minni Chowdhury (age 60), Sathi Chowdhury (age 18), Sunil Biswas

(age 60) and Subhash Majumdar. Injured Hindus were admitted to the Khulna Hospital. On

the word of Mohammed Hassan, Officer-in-Charge of police station, police have been sent

to the spot. And preparations for a legal battle are going on.

lllll On March 21, 2012, in the evening, Liton Dhar (age 30), Hindu trader of gold, was abducted

by a few Muslim goons from Marichya Bazar area, Sub-district: Ukhia, District: Coxbazar

and was murdered cruelly. Corpse of Liton was recovered on March 25 from a residential

building (under construction) in Kalatali area of the city.

lllll On April 11, 2012, at night, Kartik Kumar Basak – RMO of Health Complex – at Sub-

district: Badalgachi, District: Naogaon, was kidnapped by Muslim assailants and chopped

later on. It has been learnt that residence of Kartik Babu is in Mathurapur village of the

same Sub-district. His motorcycle and mobile phone have also been grabbed by the same

Muslim culprits.

lllll On April 29, 2012, Kanu Piralu (age 85), priest in the temple of village: Golakandai, Sub-

district: Rupgunj, District: Narayangunj, was kidnapped and murdered by Muslim criminals.

lllll On March 18, 2012, at 10 pm, Rajan Chandra Das (Hindu youth) was abducted at gunpoint

and murdered (later) by Sheikh Farid, Mohammed Salim and Mohamed Arif Mian – the

incident took place at Jelepara in Rupgunj corporation area, District: Narayangunj. For the

postmortem examination, the corpse has been sent to Narsingandi General Hospital.
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lllll On March 06, 2012, at night, Islamists attacked, desecrated and also destructed the idol of

Radha Krishna located at Durga Temple (general) in Sashikar Governmental Primary School,

Sub-district: Kalkini, District: Madaripur.

lllll It has been learnt that Mohammed Nazrul Islam, resident of village: Bariachapi, is leaving

no stone unturned to occupy 86.49% land of Iswar Chandra Sarkar, resident of the adjoining

village: Dakshinbag, Sub-district: Rupgunj, District: Narayangunj, through a fake deed.

lllll On March 07, 2012, at dead night, Muslim rowdies attacked, desecrated and demolished

the venerated idol of Goddess Kali, located in village: Ranabir Bala, Sub-district: Sherpur,

District: Bagura.  Mohammed Maidul Islam, a Muslim criminal, while taking flight, was

caught red-handed by common people and was handovered to police.

lllll On April, 05, 2012, at 3 pm, Biswajit, 3-year old son of Binoy Majumdar, Hindu daily

laborer, inhabitant of village: Kuraltala, Sub-district: Chitalmari, District: Bagerhat, was

abducted by Muslim goons. Despite rendering a ransom of one-and-a-half Taka, Binoy

Babu has not got his son back yet.

lllll On May 8, 2012, at night, Ramesh Haldar (age 40) and Jogesh Haldar (age 45), minority

Hindus living in Sub-district: Nababgunz, District: Dhaka, were severely wounded by

Islamists carrying lethal weapons. The gruesome incident happened when they were returning

from Shikari Para market (after closing their shop) and an amount of 60, 000 taka was also

snatched from them. P.C. Nababgunz has arrested an Islamist named Mohammed Ahad

(age 22) in this regard.

lllll On May 4, 2012, in the morning, 3 poor tribal agricultural laborers were murdered by a

team of 50 armed Islamists at village: Chalkgopal, Sub-district: Manda, District: Naogaon.

The tribal agricultural laborers were employed by Mohammed Dalim Miyan for harvesting

paddy-crops in a controversial land worth 3 acres. Once the very job started the team of

assailants, led by Mohammed Anwar Mian (opposition), attacked the said laborers. Madan

Mardi (age 46) and Iliach Mardi (age 42), both Christians, were murdered while Maharam

Mardi (age 49) and Krishna Mardi got inured severely. While Maharam Mardi was being

taken to Naogaon district hospital, he succumbed to death. The laborers happen to be

inhabitants of village: Pungi, Sub-district: Niamatpur, District: Naogaon. It has been learnt

that the laborers were not aware of any controversy.

lllll On May 24, 2012, during evening, Ashutosh Goswami (age 65), Hindu priest of Kali temple

at the district headquarter of Sunamgunz, was kidnapped by armed Islamists. The abductors

– members of Jamait Islam –, as per information, warned the aged priest to refrain from

worshipping idols earlier. What has been the fate of Ashutosh Babu is yet to know.

lllll On June 30, 2012, at 7 pm, Ananta Kumar Chakraborty (age 11), school student and also

son of Ashok Kumar Chakraborty, minority Hindu inhabitant at village: Halsa, Sub-district

headquarter of District: Natore, was kidnapped by a Islamists and ransom of 5 lakh taka

was demanded. However, the boy was strangulated as his family reported the development

to local police station. Police has arrested Mohammed Ashraf Hussain, Mohammed Mamun

(age 30) and Mohammed Shahjahan in this regard. The arrested criminals, as per reports,

live in the area adjoining Mohammadia Dakhil Madrasa and happen to be members of a

terrorist organization named Hijbut Taohid. They have confessed their role in murdering

the Hindu school boy.
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lllll On May 27, 2012, at 9 am, Dulu Kurmi, minority tribal Hindu individual inhabiting village:

Rustampur, Headquarter of District: Sylhet, became victim of attack of Islamic criminals

and was uprooted. Mohammed Jahangir, leader of the team of Islamists, exploiting his own

political influence, seized 1acre six shatak land of Dulu Kurmi in the past. Dulu Kurmi, it

is to be noted, happens to be a Muktiyoddha (freedom fighter) of Bangladesh Freedom

Struggle in 1971 but he, at the moment, is completely ruined and is living (with his family)

under the barren sky.

lllll On May 30, 2012, at 12 pm, Amal Krishna Pal (age 57), Hindu leader and also a noted

minority Hindu businessman in Amtali Corporation area, District: Barguna, was assailed

by a few Islamists. He was severely wounded by lethal weapons in broad daylight and after

pumping bullets into his chest, the crooks fled with his bag containing 10 lakh taka

(withdrawn from the bank a little before).

lllll On May 25, 2012, Papi Madhu (age 10), daughter of Sudhir Madhu, minority Hindu

individual living in village: Kunulia, Sub-district: Ujirpur, District: Barisal was kidnapped

by armed Islamists. Tripti Haldar (age 12), daughter of Pulin Haldar, resident at village:

Nakar, Sub-district: Agailjharain the same district of Barisal was also abducted on the same

day by local Islamists. Both adolescents read in the same school and are known to be good

friends as well. While they were in the streets, 4 armed cadres of Jamait (Islamic

fundamentalist organization) abducted them.

lllll On May 26, 2012, at 8 pm, 1 minority Hindu tribal family, living in Dalairpara – outskirt of

district headquarter of Sylhet, became victim to Islamic brutalities. The Islamists raped

Sumi Bari, housewife in the family while her husband was beaten badly. The whole residence

was destructed and even if formal complaints against Islamic culprits were lodged to the

local police station, no measure to nab culprits has been adopted yet.

lllll In recent months, a statue of Lord Buddha (made of eight metals) has been stolen from the

traditional temple of Suniti Das, minority Buddhist inhabiting village: Bagda, Sub-district:

Agailjhara, District: Barisal. The statue was stolen by a few Islamists (through breaking

temple’s lock) at dead night. And when a formal complaint was lodged in this regard, local

police, instead of arresting culprits, arrested Haripada Das and presented him to the court.

Local people have censured this parochial approach of police and administration severely.

lllll On July 20, at 8 pm, two minority Hindu individuals, namely Kumaresh Biswas (age 30)

and Debu Biswas (age 27), were tortured severely (in the most horrific or mediaeval style)

at the office of Jagarani Chakra Foundation in Manikhar at district headquarter of Gopalgunz.

Both of them were thrashed for failing to repay the loan taken from the abovementioned

Foundation and it was done at the behest of Abdur Rashid, Islamist manager of the

organization. Police recovered wounded (severely) Kumaresh and Debu after three days

and arrested the culprit or manager.

lllll On July 11, 2012, Khokon Ray, minority Hindu police constable at Barishal Court, was

kidnapped and murdered brutally by armed Islamic assailants. Police recovered slain Khokon

from the adjoining land of river Sugndha after 8 days.

lllll On July 9, 2012, at 1 pm., Sourav Saha (age 10), school student and son of Swapan Saha,

minority Hindu individual living in village: Singhajhuli, Sub-district: Chaugacha, District:
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Jessore, was kidnapped by a gang of armed Islamists and ransom amounting to 10 lakh taka

was demanded. When Swapan expressed his incapacity to pay the very amount, Sourav

was strangulated and threw the dead body to a paddy field bordering Swapan’s residence.

Police has arrested Mohammed Amal Mian, Mohammed Billal MIan, Mohammed Shyamal

Mian and Mohammed Ashraful Mian in this context – they have succumbed to police force

finally and confessed their guilt.

lllll On July 7, 2012, at night, Bolimile Chakma (age 42), minority Buddhist individual, living

in Bhedbhedir Uluchari area of district headquarter of Rangamati was murdered by a few

Islamists brutally. The slain woman, reportedly, was highly impoverished. Police has arrested

Mohammed Sohail (age 24) in connection with the crime.

lllll On July 8, 2012, Rajkumar Rajan (age 25), minority Hindu individual living in Netaigunz

Rishipara area at the district headquarter of Narayangunz, was abducted by armed Islamists

at night and killed subsequently. It is to be noted, a screw driver was used to kill Rajkumar.

The slain body contains 6 dreaded injuries. Police has taken Mohammed Palash Mian,

Mohammed Sohag Mian and Mohammed Munna Mian into custody, in this regard.

lllll Life minority people in village: Dhanisafa, Sub-district: Mathbaria, District: Pirozpur has

become unbearable and Mohammed Kabir Haoladar, Islamist crook, happens to be most

culpable in this regard. The most important mission in his life happens to be seizure of

properties belonging to minority Hindus. Well, on July 9, 2012, when the Islamic criminal

was busy to seize a Hindu property worth 2 acres, Hindus along with liberal Muslims went

after him; scared Kabir Haoladar did escape to save his life.

lllll On June 30, 2012, at night, Islamists belonging to Jamait Islam assailed public Kali temple

of minority Hindu community, located at village: Ramdia Bhatupara, Sub-district: Baliakandi,

District: Rajbari. The assailants desecrated 6 deities leading to a great discontent among

local Hindus.

lllll  On July 1, 2012, in the morning, police found out dead body of Kajal Rani Das (age 20),

minority Hindu housewife, from a pond in Shere Bangla area at the district headquarter of

Barishal. It has been learnt, when Kajal Rani Das went to fetch water from a local pond (in

the morning) Islamists (sitting there as a part of conspiracy) captured and strangulated her

soon. The murderers, as per knowledge, had tried to score her which was resisted instantly.

And the same boldness led to her murder.

lllll It has come to knowledge (from various sources), a few Islamists are leaving to stone unturned

to seize properties of minority Hindu individuals (including freedom fighters) in the area of

Rongakathi, Sub-district: Swarupkathi, District: Pirozpur and the processes which are being

used freely (in this regard) include fake certificates of legally owned lands. According to

fresh reports, conspiracies to grab lands of Paritosh Chakraborty, Kamini Ranjan Mukherjee

and 4.89% land of Manmatha Nath Bepari (freedom fighter) are going on and 6 fake deeds

have already been registered in the names of Mahamud Gazi, Rahmat Alakhin, Abdul Barek

Sheikh, Hemait Uddin Haoladar and Habibur Rahman (police official) to achieve the

cherished success.

lllll On July 3, 2012, at 9 pm, Islamists threw acid on Bithika Rani Das (age 13), daughter of

Babul Chandra Das, minority Hindu person living in Chaupalli Harimandir area of village:

Chandpur, Sub-district: Tajmuddin, District: Bhola, while she was studying. Bithika got
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burnt and is severely injured still. Police has arrested Mohammed Salauddin and Mohammed

Salim and Mohammed Miraz as a result.

lllll A Hindu crematorium of 200 years ( 31 shatak land at no. 2465 and 2465 according to

records in ledger no. 946) does exist at village: Amilaish, Sub-district: Satkania, District:

Chittagong. On June 10, 2012, in the morning, Sarowar Uddin Chowdhury, local Muslim

criminal and chairman of Union Council, led an assault to desecrate the land and seize it

through constructing bus stand and shops.

lllll Recently, a few Islamists set fire to houses of minority Christian tribal people at Shikarpur

area of village: Baidyapur, Sub-distirct: Tanor, District: Rajshahi. The attack was led by

Korban Ali and Anarul, Muslim crooks of the same village, and 35 residences was gutted

within a short time. Police has not adopted any measure yet in this regard.

lllll Recently, Zamir Mollah, notorious Muslim criminal, and his fellows have grabbed lands of

Kumud Ranjan Chakraborty, hapless minority Hindu individual inhabiting village: No. 33

dikrir char, Bhasanachar Union, Sub-district: Sadarpur, District: Faridpur. Those lands are

at No. 18 Shukdebpur village RSA 155 SA 197 ledger – No. 55, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 76, 77,

85, 86, 86, 97, 101, 174, 175, 176, 183, 794 and hence, 5 acre 26 shatak land has been

seized already. It has been learnt that Islamists there are trying to uproot 7 Hindu families

from the area through fake legal documents.

lllll On June 28, 2012, when Sanjoy Ghosh, minority Hindu businessman living in Chittagong,

was going to his relative’s house along with his wife Apu Ghosh and daughter Anwesha,

the entire family was attacked by Islamists at Dhaka-Narayangunj Link Road. Sanjoy Babu

was wounded by sharp daggers and money worth 1 lakh taka and golden jewelries (of more

than 55 gms.) were looted.

lllll On June 25, 2012, during night, Shanti Banik (age 40), minority Hindu individual living in

Ghoradia area of Narsingdi district headquarter, was abducted by armed Islamists. Sabuj

Banik, younger brother of Shanti Banik, got his brother back after 3 days but by paying a

ransom of 20 lakh taka.

lllll In recent times, Saraswati Rani Barman, minority tribal Hindu woman living in village:

Akatapara, Sub-district: Sripur, District: Gazipur (Joydevpur) was brutally thrashed by

Islamists when she tried to prevent them from seizing her own property. Islamists are making

great efforts to grab lands of 5 tribal Hindu families at both villages of Tengra and Barasi

Bhitipara.

lllll On June 14, 2012, Mostafijur Rahman (age 32), notorious tough in the same area, abducted

Shila Das (age 14), daughter of Shitendranath Das, forcibly and by brandishing a revolver.

The incident took place at village: Shimla, Sub-district: Atrai, District: Naogaon and

happened when Shila was going to her school. She is yet to be recovered.

lllll On June 28, 2012, at 9 pm, police force carried out a brutal torture on minority Buddhist

people, residing at Chakma Palli, Sub-district: Technaf, District: Coxbazar, making believe

to nab culprits. Only at village: Shukna Amtali 8 Chakma houses were demolished; police,

allegedly, molested and sexually tortured young woman after thrashing them severely.

Malaime Chakma (age 30), pregnant woman for 8 months, suffered a miscarriage because

of merciless torture. Other Buddhists who were persecuted included Rai Me Chakma (age

85), U Cha King Chakma (age 55), Rima Chang Chakma (age 50), Uich Chakma (age 10),
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Chain Ming Chakma (age 9). As per local people, police personnel of 120 members did

participate in the persecution.

lllll Recently, two higher officials of administration of Sub-district: Sherpur, District: Bagura,

have given lease of a local Hindu temple to a Muslim terrorist and to make this a reality

both of them paid a large bribe. Local Hindus, as a result, are infuriated against Manjur

Alam Pradhan and Mahbubur Rahman, the culpable officials.

lllll In recent months, Arun Kumar Das, Hindu businessman and living in Sub-district:

Tajumuddin, District: Bhola, has been abducted. They have demanded a ransom of 18 lakh

taka to Tarun Das, journalist and younger brother of Arun.

lllll On June 20, 2012, at 10 pm, Jutan Sarkar (age 25), Hindu laborer and living in village:

Sultanpur within Feni corporation, was kidnapped and hacked to death by some Islamists.

lllll On June 13, 2012, in the evening, Nantu Nath, minority Hindu businessman living in area

of Mithachara, Sub-district: Mirsarai, District: Chittagong, was kidnapped from his own

office. Three armed Islamists were involved; however, police has not been able to find out

Nantu.

lllll On June 16, 2012, in the morning, Hindus were found to fight desperately against conspiracy

to grab property of temple at village: Chathati Para, Sub-district: Tangibari, District:

Munsigunj. Hindus rose to the situation when Afjal Ali, local Islamist, entered the temple

and started to desecrate it. This led to a bloody conflict between Hindus and Muslims; as

per reports, more than 100 people got wounded.

lllll On June 16, 2012, at 9 pm, Ujjal Das (age 29), minority Hindu businessman, was kidnapped

at Barthi market, Sub-district: Gournadi, District: Barisal, taken to a lonely place and was

thrashed mercilessly by Loton Mian, Muslim felon. Loton has demanded a ransom of 1

lakh taka; a case has been lodged (in this regard) to the local police station.

lllll On June 7, 2012, Ujjal Kumar Saha (age 35), minority Hindu person, was killed at Johra

Khatun Vidyaniketan, Shamsur Rahaman Road, district headquarter of Khulna, before her

little daughter Tansi of 5 years. An iron rod was used to kill Ujjal. As usual, on the fateful

day, he went to her daughter’s school to bring Tansi back to home. Islamists were waiting

for him at the school gate; one he was noticed murderers pounced on him and Ujjal was

beaten to death in public and before hundreds of people. Tansi, it has been learnt, has

become ill consequently.

lllll On June 13, 2012, Islamists threatened to kill Prabir Kumar Bhowmick, minority Hindu

journalist and also vice-president of press club of Sub-district: Raygunj, District: Sirajgunj.

lllll On June 12, 2012, at night, Muslim criminals attacked residence of Dr. Samaresh Das,

minority Hindu individual, adjoining corporation hall, at Galachipa corporation city of

District: Patuakhali. Uday Shankar Das, son of Dr. Samaresh Das, was severely harmed

and criminals fled with belongings worth 3 lakh taka.

lllll On June 10, 2012, in the evening, armed Islamic assailants pillaged religious minority

tribal market at Nimgachi market, Sub-district: Raygunj, District: Sirajgunj. 8 shops were

ransacked and belongings worth 10 lakh taka were looted.

lllll On August 2, 2012, Mohammed Alam, infamous Jamat leader, occupied residence of a car

driver, minority Buddhist individual, at Baruapara area, Sub-district: Ramu, District:

Coxbazar, forcibly. Mohammed Dholai Mian, trained for terrorism in Pakistan, was also

present there, reportedly and the team consists of more 25-30 Islamists. Police, owing to
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insistence of Supta Barua, member of Buddhist Trustee Board, and chairman of Dhumdham

union council, started investigation, recovered the house and also arrested Dholai Mian.

lllll On August 4, 2012, Islamists, led by Maulana Al Amin – leader of Hindu-bashing Jamat

Islam and also Imam of Ghughurtali Jame mosque – made a daring attack on Hindu dominated

Balai Bazar, Rajpur and Kabiraj Para at Sub-district: Chirirbandar, District: Dinajpur. 45

houses were destructed and 50 got critically injured. 3 Hindu women became victims to

molestation and rape. To make the event a great success Section 144 was imposed from the

very morning; exploiting deployment of more than 200 police, 2 platoon BGB and 2 cars of

RAB and also the saga to build mosque in the land of a temple, minority Hindus were

attacked recurrently. Even if all these happened before security personnel, they preferred to

retain silence. Jairam Ramesh, Union Minister of Rural Development – India, visiting

Bangladesh then, took note of this gruesome event and expressed his concern. Satish Chandra

Ray – member of presidium of Awami League – and Rabindra Ghosh, president of

Bangladesh Minority Watch, demanded exemplary punishments of culprits.

lllll On August 2, 2012, at 8 pm, Manoranjan Das (age 65) – minority Hindu advocate –, his

wife Mrs. Rina Das (age 55) and his daughter Shatarupa Das (age 22) became victim to a

murderous assault by Islamists. The minority Hindu Das family lives at 3/3 Rupsha Approach

Road, city of Khulna and Islamists culpable for this attacked included Mohammed Sharif

Molla, Mohammed Hafiz Ullah, Maruf Hussain Mollah. The whole house was ransacked

and three injured Hindus have been admitted at Khulna Medical College Hospital

lllll According to population statistics of Bangladesh (year 2001-2011), 9 lakhs of minority

Hindus in 15 districts across the nation are missing. They, virtually, have left the country

owing to mounting persecution by Islamists.

lllll On October 2, 2012, at dead night, Muslim radicals attacked Durga temple situated in the

residence of Liton Bhattacharya, minority Hindu individual living in village: Basura, Sub-

district: Madhavpur, District: Habigunj. The assailants destructed holy deities of Goddess

Durga, Laxmi, Saraswati, Kartik and Ganesh. All Hindu inhabitants of the house were also

severely beaten. A legal complaint has been filed against Tajul Islam (age 45), leader of the

Muslim gang, in the local police station.

lllll On October 2, 2012, at dead night, Radha Gobinda Ashram, belonging to minority Hindus

in village: Dhanbari, Sub-district: Madhupur, Disitrict: Tangail, was attacked by Islamists

as part of a grievous plan to exterminate Hindus from the locality racially. Holy deities of

Goddess Durga, Laxmi, Saraswati, Kartik and Ganesh were destroyed. Chittaranjan Sarkar,

president of Puja committee, and Kshitish Chanfrra Dutta, secretary of the commited, have

lodged a complaint to the local police station.

lllll On October 3, 2012, at dead night, Muslim radicals attacked the ancestral temple of

Rabindranath Sarkar, minority Hindu individual living in village: Dhaljor, Sub-district:

Sripur, Distirct: Gazipur (Jaydevpur). Attackers destroyed 6 holy deities including Laxmi

and Narayan. Stuff used for Puja were also looted. Police has arrested Mohammed Sajib

Islam in connection with the incident. Hindus in the area are terrified.

lllll “We can’t fight with crocodile while living alongside them in water. We are helpless minority

people and have to live in Bangladesh no matter what. My daughter has already died and

we may have the same fate very soon,” these anguishes were expressed with tears by Amulya

Mandal, inhabitant of village: Mahilara alongside Barishal city. On September 8, 2012,
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Setu Mandal, Amulya’s daughter and also student of Class VIII, was kidnapped by Muslim

culprit (of same village) Mohammed Iman Mian at gunpoint. She, then, was taken to

neighboring village of Bagha; she was kept there in a house for three days and was raped

over and over again. Being ashamed, Setu committed suicide. Lots of organizations burst

into protest against this, built up a strong movement demanding stringent punishment of

the culprit as well. Amulya Mandal lodged a court case against Iman. Local people

(influential) tried to subdue the case and hence, they started exerting pressure on Amulya

Mandal. Mohammed Kamal Hussain (chairman of local union council and also UP member),

Sushil Kariti (leader, Hindu-Buddhist-Christian Council), Prabhashak Alamgir Kabiraj and

11 other rendered 2 lakhs of rupees as fine of Iman. Amulya was instructed to withdraw the

case. People in jest are terming the development as “Bangladeshi Verdict.”

lllll On August 29, 2012, huge public discontent and road blockades were witnessed owing to

protests against the killing of minority tribal peasant Jambu Char, living in Sub-district:

Dhamair Hat, District: Naogaon. On August 27, while Jambu was returning from local

market, his throat was slit by a few Muslim radicals leading to death.  Thousands of tribal

people showed protests against the ghastly incident and submitted a memorandum demanding

arrests of culprits to concerned executive.

lllll On August 23, 2012, during night, Dr. Narayan Chandra Netai, leader of minority Hindu

Bangladesh Medical Association, was killed by a few Muslim goons in staff quarter, in

Mahakali Baksha Byadhi Hospital area in Dhaka. Police has arrested 5 goons in this regard.

lllll On September 16, 2012, 44 Christian families were uprooted from their own land because

of Islamists’ attack on Barisal Baptist Mission, religious land belonging to minority Christian

community, in broad daylight. Muslim radicals seized the land from them and warned Pradhan

Paul of dire consequences.

lllll On September 18, 2012, at 11 am, Chameli Biswas, minority Hindu college girl student,

was assaulted by a Muslim criminal at Kuadanga Bus stand in Gopalgunj district.

lllll On August 26, 2012, police found slain Kipindra Tripura, tribal Hindu, in a sack from a

pond in Jamtali area, Sub-district: Dighinala, District: Khagrachari. Bairupa Brajakumar,

inhabitant of Karbaripara, was abducted and killed by a few Muslim assailants, while

returning from his agricultural job.

lllll On August 26, 2012, 1 Muslim family tried to seize land of Triratna Chakma, local tribal

Buddhist living in Amarpur Pahchari area of District: Khagrachari. When the tribal family

tried to resist Muslims, they were attacked with weapons leading to grave injury of three

tribal Hindus.

lllll More than a hundred Muslim assailants attacked and looted four shops of Hindus located in

Baghra market, Sub-district: Srinagar, District: Munshigunj, recently. While gold jewelry

worth 83 vari and Rs. 1 lakh were looted from shop of Narendra Karmakar, gold jewelry

worth 25 vari and Rs. 1 lakh and 65 thousands from shop of Madhab Pal, gold jewelry

worth 30 vari and Rs. 1 lakh from shop of Bimal Pal, gold jewelry worth 26 vari and Rs. 67

thousands from shop of Madan Das were also looted.

lllll Nemai Chandra Das has been threatened by activists of local Jamiat leadership of dire

consequences and asked to withdraw the court case. It is to be noted, Nemai Chandra Das

lodged a case against war criminals convicted of killing 40 innocent Hindus during

independence struggle in 1971.
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lllll On September 12, 2012, minority Hindu girl student of Class VIII at Uttara Palashbari

ASM High school at Sub-district: Chirirbandar, District: Dinajpur, Diti Rani Das (age 13),

committed suicide. She became victim to sexual harassment by a Muslim youth that led to

her death only.

lllll On September 14, 2012, at 1 am, a squad of Muslim radicals comprising 14/15 armed

assailants attacked minority Hindu residence at Korpara Battala, Distirct: Jhinai, and

plundered it virtually. Hindus including Subas Saha, Shyamal Saha, Shipra Saha, Labani

Saha and Komrani Saha (aged lady) became victims to Islamic brutality and are highly

injured at the moment.

lllll On September 10, 2012, Muslim criminals attacked and destroyed holy deity of Devi Durga

in the residence of Mahindra Nath Pal, inhabiting village: Bathuli Palpara, Delduar Dubail

Union, District: Tangail. Sitanath Sutradhar, president of Durga Puja Committee, has

demanded arrest of culprits linked to this ghastly incident.

lllll On October 4, 2012, in the dead night, Sunil Biswas, teacher at Charduani Chaherabad

Government Primary School, Sub-district: Patharghata, District: Barguna, and his wife Jharna

Biswas was attacked by a few Muslim assailants. Sharp weapons wounded the couple

extremely.

lllll On October 10, 2012, a few Muslim criminals assailed public Hindu temple in village:

Shikarpur, Sub-district: Sirajdikhan, District: Munshigunj. Holy deities (being constructed)

of  Goddess Durga, Laxmi, Saraswati, Kartik, Ganesh and Asura were destroyed.

lllll On October 12, 2012, in the evening, 3 minority Hindu families living in village: Hirimidia

Dakshinpara, Sub-district: Bheramara, District: Kustia, became victims to Islamic attacks.

Attackers went to the houses of Uttam Debnath, Amal Debnath and Rajib Debnath and

demanded Rs. 3 lakhs as Ziziya tax. When they refused to pay, armed Islamists started

plundering along with thrashing Hindus. Rajib Debnath, while trying to resist, was severely

wounded. Property worth Rs. 5 lakhs was looted. District Magistrate of Kustia, Banamali

Bhowmick along with high police officials has visited the spot.

lllll On September 29, 2012, Muslim militants carried out worst persecutions on minority

Buddhist community in Ramu Ukhia, Paia and Teknaf areas in District: Cox Bazar. Here is

the real incident – Mohammed Abdul Muktadir Latif, a Muslim student, tagged a picture in

the Facebook account of Uttam Kumar Barua, minority Buddhist student, at “Farooq

Computer Telecom” in the same evening. Printouts of the picture was distributed in thousands

among common people by same Muktadir Latif. Members of Jamiat Islam, citing the picture

as a grave insult to Islam, started stimulating public opinion and within hours, thousands of

Muslims carrying lethal weapons assembled and started worst religious persecutions on

Buddhists. After 11 pm, Buddhist houses, people, business centres along with century-old

temples were destructed at a stretch. While plundering became a common affair, temples

were set to fire. Religious persecution went on without hindrance on September 29 and 30;

administration, contrary to expectations of minority people, remained silent. As a result, 12

Buddhist temples, 3 Hindu temples, 40 minority houses were destroyed by fire; rampant

use of gun powder and petrol by Islamists propelled fire. Prime Minister of Bangladesh,

Home Minister, leaders of the opposition in parliament have visited spots of destruction

with persecution already. Protest marches to this have taken place in various like Srilanka,
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Burma, Thailand. There has not been any dearth of protest marches by minority people

within Bangladesh as well.

lllll On September 23, 2012, fierce clashes, based on a trivial issue, took place at Rangamati

Government College between Muslim students and minority Buddhist students leaving

injury of 50 among them. Minority tribal students were also witnessed to beef up resistance.

Hindu Buddhist shops were ravaged as well. To bring any more violence to a halt, Section

144 was declared. Deployment of armed forces restored peace finally.

lllll On September 29, 2012, at 8 am, Suniti Chakma and Pijush Kumar Chakma, both Buddhists,

succumbed to bullets fired by Muslim radicals. The ghastly incident took place at Dudukchari

area, Sub-district: Panchari, District: Khagrachari.

lllll On September 28, 2012, Uko Rakhain, minority Buddhist tribal leader, became victim to

heinous attacks of Muslim goons at Kuaghata area, Distirct: Cox Bazar. Sagar Mollah

lllll On September 9, 2012, in dead night, crematorium belonging to minority Hindus in

Mallikpur, Sunamgunj Corporation City, was assaulted by Islamists. Seven holy deities

were desecrated and broken. Mamtajuddin – ADM of Sunamgunj, Ayub Bakht Jaglu –

Mayor of Corporation and high police officials visited the spot.

lllll On November 11, 2012, in dead night, Muslim radicals attacked and destroyed Durga temple

of minority Hindus at Sargharia, Sub-district: Birampur, District: Dinajpur. Attackers

desecrated and destroyed 4 holy deities and set fire to the temple. Mohammed Mainul

Islam – District Police Super, Rokhsana Begum – Sub-district Executive, Nasiruddin Mandal

– O.C. – P.S. visited the spot.

lllll Muslim radicals kidnapped Mrs. Anamika Bhowmick (age 23), wife of Sanjib Kumar

Bhowmick inhabiting village: Birahimpur, Sub-district: Companygunj, District: Noakhali

and her daughter (age 2 years) was kidnapped by Mohammed Nandan Shah, Mohammed

Liton shah and others. A ransom of Rs. 10 lakhs was demanded for their release.  Nikunja

Debnath, father of Anamika, filed a case in court for their releases. Police has rescued them

after one-and-half-month.

lllll On November 12, 2012, in dead night, Islamists attacked public Kali temple in Sri Sri

Mahaprabhu Sevashram adjoining Khunna Market, Sub-district: Hijla, District: Barisal.

Apart from the desecration of holy deity, furniture were also looted. High officials in local

administration rushed to the spot. But Hindus in the area continue to remain terrified.

lllll On November 1, 2012, in the evening, Rupayan Chakma (age 20), minority Buddhist and

inhabiting village: Bardona, Sub-district: Laxmichari, District: Khagrachari, was murdered

by Muslim criminals. Rupayan, while returning from local stationary shop on the same

evening, was abducted halfway and his mutilated and slain body was discovered in next

day’s morning. Police took charge of his body and went to the police station.

lllll On October 13, 2012, in dead night, Muslim toughs made a wild attack on Hindu Dasbari in

village: Ataskhali, Sub-district: Baufal, Disitrct: Patuakhali. Attackers destroyed Holy Deities

of Durga, Laxmi, Saraswati, Kartik, Ganesh. Shankar Chandra, president of the Puja

committee, lodged a complaint in the local police station. Zulfikar Mohammed Gajjali,

Officer-in-Charge of police station stated police had started to hunt for the culprits involved

in the grisly incident and they would be arrested before long.

lllll On October 13, 2012, in dead night, Muslim robber barged into Radha Krishna temple

belonging to minority Hindu community in village: Purba Nattadabas, Sub-district:
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Hatibandha, District: Lalmani. They broke the main gate of temple (made of iron) and stole

Holy 3 Deities of RadhaKrishna and Balgopal worth one-and-half kg. Mrs. Muktarani Dasi,

president of temple committee lodged a formal complaint to the local police station. Tapas

Sarkar, O.C. – police station, had assured of taking strong measures in this regard.

lllll On October 13, at 12 am, Rabi Das Mardi and Phani Kisku, Hindu inhabitants of village:

Palashi, Sub-district: Godagari, District: Rajshahi, became victims to wild attacks of armed

Muslim culprits. Islamists silt their throats with sharp weapons. On October 14, minority

students burst into protest against this terrible incident.

lllll On October 20, 2012, in the evening, Ritu Aich (age28), minority Hindu inhabitant of

village: Sultana Mandir, Sub-district: Sitakunda, District: Chittagong, was hacked to death.

Ritu was kidnapped by Muslim thugs, while returning to own residence, and was hacked to

death before the Kali temple. It has been learnt that Ritu Aich used to work in GPHA.

Hindus in the very area remain terrified, as a result.

lllll A Hindu individual was just thrown out from a running train’s compartment leading to his

death altogether. This shocking and whole inhuman incident took place on October 18,

2012 while the Jamuna train was about to set off from Sarishabari railway station in District:

Jamalpur. A few Muslim criminals barged into the train and went on plundering. Rebati Pal

(age 40), Hindu individual living in village: Baroi Patol Palpara and wearing traditional

Hindu dress like dhoti, was just thrown out from the train’s compartment. He died on the

spot.

lllll On October 18, 2012, in the evening, Suman Karmakar (age 35), son of Sunil Karmakar –

inhabiting Kandipara in District: Brahmanbaria – was kidnapped and killed by Muslim

toughs. Akhura G.R.P. recovered the slain body and sent it to post-mortem examination.

lllll On October 14, 2012, in the evening, Nilofar, Muslim woman and wife of Saiful Islam and

also mother of three children, inhabiting village: Shar Sonakur, Sub-district: Kachua, District:

Bagerhat, was caned for forty times and expelled from the village with her husband and

children later on.  O Moulana, local UP Chairman, happened to be the sole factor behind

the entire development.  Nilofar talked to her cousin in broad daylight; citing this as

extramarital and unpardonable (as a result) as per Islamic code of conduct, Nilofar was

blamed, beaten and kicked out from the village.

lllll On October 18, 2012, Mitali Baroi (age 18), minority Hindu college student inhabiting

village: Somaoirpar, Sub-district: Agailjhara, District: Barisal, committed suicide by taking

poison. According to sources, a few Muslim youths were teasing her, while going to college,

for days and threatened to kidnap her even. Out of shame and apprehending worst Mitali

preferred to commit suicide.

lllll On October 19, 2012, at 1 am, Uttam Kumar Kar, Hindu advocate, while placing signboard

in his own land at Natun Bazar area in District: Barisal, was attacked by Muslim culprits

and also tortured extremely.  He was submitted to a local hospital in critical condition.

lllll On October 16, 2012, Nripen Chandra Dhar, Hindu police official who was working at P.S.

Kamalgunj, District: Moulavibazar then, was kidnapped by Muslim criminals. He was

recovered in an unconscious state after three days from Sarkar Bazar area by police and

was submitted to a local hospital. Nripen Chandra Dhar lives in village: Jangail, Sub-district:

Gaoinghat, District: Sylhet.

lllll On October 18, 2012, in the dead night, Holy Deity of Devi Durga was desecrated and also
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destructed by Muslim hoodlums in village: Bandhabari, Sub-district: Kotalipar, District:

Gopalgunj. Suryakanta Sikdar and Ratan Sarkar, president and general secretary of the

Puja committee, lodged a complaint to the local police station.

lllll On October 16, 2012, Bilkis Begum, wretched Muslim woman living in Nuripara of village:

Bhagabanpur, Sub-district: Palashbari, District: Gaibandha, became victim to inhuman fatwa.

Alleging her extramarital affair (nothing but a grave untruth), a few Muslim fundamentalists

of her own village tortured her in mediaeval-styled brutal manner. She was kept in a single

room and making her completely nude, 10-12 Muslim fundamentalists went on kicking

every part of Bilkis’ body including genital organs. Bilkis got unconscious as a result. Later

on, she was admitted into a local hospital.

lllll On November 24, 2012, at 3 pm, Rabindra Kumar Ghosh, president – Bangladesh Minority

Watch, human rights activist, advocate and also Hindu, was thrashed by Akhtarujjaman –

Police Super of District: Pirozpur within the SP office. Rabindra Kumar Ghosh went to SP

office to discuss a case regarding minority persecution. On May 11, 2012, Muslim radicals

attacked Ghosh family. The family is under a great threat at the moment.

lllll On November 3, 2012, Ghulam Mostafa, Muslim criminal, along with 30-35 Muslim

accomplices attacked family of Hriday Mahanto, living in village: Charan, Sub-district:

Mithapukur, District: Rangpur. 20 Hindus including 8 children and women got heavily

injured as a result.

lllll On November 10, 2012, in dead night, Muslim radicals attacked Kali temple in Mallikpur

of Sunamganj corporation city and desecrate and also destroyed 7 Holy Deities.

lllll On November 6, 2012, in dead night, Islamists attacked “Ganesh Pagol Sevashram” in Sub-

district: Kotalipara, District: Gopalgunj, ransacked the temple and both desecrated and

destructd the Holy Deities. The incident has terrified Hindus living in the environs.

lllll On November 12, 2012, influential and powerful Muslim leader warned to grab temple of

Hindu community at Sub-district: Saharankhola, District: Bagerhat. Hindus will be forced

to move to India if there is any resistance – this has been the latest warning.

lllll On November 9, 2012, in dead night, Islamists set fire to temples of Devi Duga and

RadhaKrishna at Sub-district: Sonargaon, District: Narayangunj. Both temples were

completely destroyed.

lllll On October 1, 2012, in dead night, Holy Deity of Devi Durga was attacked and destroyed

by Islamists. The gruesome incident took place in village: Mohammedpur, Sub-district:

Devidwar, District: Kumilla.

lllll On November 11, 2012, around 12 am, Kali temple, revered by Hindus highly, in the

residence of Banamali Acharya, in Zafargunj, District: Kumilla, was attacked by Islamists.

Holy Deity of devi Kali was despoiled.

lllll On November 9, 2012, Islamists warned to evict Makhan Pal Bairagi, inhabiting Kalapara,

District: Patuakhali. Bairagi family is living in terror, at the moment.

lllll On November 6, 2012, daughter of Sri Naresh Chandra Das (student of Class VI), minority

Hindu individual living in Dubra, District: Bagura, was abducted by son of Mohammed

Dulal Hussain, ill famed Muslim criminal in the neighborhood. Nareshbabu lodged a formal

complaint to the local police station, in this regard. Kidnappers threatened to kill all members

of the Das family, terming this as a grave offence.
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lllll On November 22, 2012, in the evening, following the procession of Islamic fundamentalist

party “Jamiate Islam” in Natore district city, its supported set fire to the Kali temple of

Hindus and destroyed it completely.

lllll On November 17, 2012, during night, Islamists set fire to the Kali temple of Hindus, located

in Madhyapara, District: Sunamgunj, and destructed it.

lllll On December 22, 2012, during dawn, Islamic fundamentalists set fire to the residence of

Pandit Basanta Kumar Sil, Hindu individual inhabiting village: South Gobindapur, Sub-

district; Headquarters, District: Feni. Kerosene was spread in 5 rooms stealthily and soon

fire engulfed the entire house. Hindus sleeping inside, owing to the smell of kerosene and

heat of fire, ran away and saved their own lives accordingly. 5 rooms containing furniture

burned up.

lllll On December 20, 2012, at dead night, Holy deity of Mata Kali at Hindu temple in Kalibari

Bazar, Sub-district: Headquarters, District: Madaripur, was desecrated and then destructed

by Muslim radicals. Mofazzel Haque, Officer-in-Charge, P.S. Rajoir led a police investigation

at the said place.

lllll On January 4, 2013, Nishikanta Sarkar, minority Hindu individual living in village: Bunagati,

Sub-district: Salikha, District: Magura, was attacked by Muslim radicals monstrously. It

has been learnt, Mohammed Mustafa and Obaidur Rehman, Muslim ruffians residing in the

adjoining village of Hatbaria, demanded 1 lakh taka from Nishikanta who, expressing his

own helplessness, refused to give in. This act of Nishikanta enraged Islamists leading to the

violent attack on him. He was admitted to Salikha hospital in a critical condition. A large

number of Hindus of 10 villages, including Bunagati, Kuatpur, Chabari, Narapati,

Radhadanga, protested against this gruesome incident strongly.

lllll Kamalesh, minority Hindu individual in the realm of Bangladesh till the other day, along

with other members of his family has come to India of late, deserting their entire property

in Sub-district: Kachua, Distirct: Bagerhat,. His wife was raped by Sheikh Mahafujur

Rehman, elected chairman of the Sub-district. He warned that disclosure of the incident

would lad to brutal death of all. After taking refuge in the residence of his relatives for 16

days at a stretch, Kamalesh along with his wife and son has left Bangladesh forever.

Mohammed Sukur Ali, Deputy Commander of Muktijoddha Councilin Sub-district: Kachua,

after hearing the news, has filed a suit of rape (as plaintiff) against Muslim culprit Sheikh

Mahafujur Rehman. Protests demanding his arrest are going on. A half day strike was also

observed on January 13, 2013.

lllll On November 7, 2012, Shilpi Rani Das (age 14), daughter of Sashanka Das, minority Hindu

individual living village: Sadullapur, Sub-district: Biswanath: District: Sylhet, was kidnapped

by Islamists. Shilpi was the student of local Janakalyan High School and while returning

home from school she was abducted by Muslim criminals brandishing firearms including

Mohammed Faizul Mian, Jehangir Hossain. Sashanka Das and Kalpana Devi, parents of

Shilpi lodged formal complaints to the local police station as plaintiffs. Case No. – 99/10/

2012. It is in accordance with Women and Child Oppression Act 2003.

lllll Residence of Bipen Das, minority Hindu individual living in village: Kumbhakali, P.S.

Headquarters, District: Baufal, became victim of a dreadful attack by armed Islamists in

broad daylight. While on one hand Muslim ruffians stripped Arati Rani Das (age 35) and

relished it as well, more than 1 lakh taka and necessary furniture worth 10 lakh taka were
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also looted on the other hand. Women and children of the Hindu family were also tortured.

The attack was carried out by 20/25 Islamists and was led by Mohammed Liton Shikdar,

notorious Muslim ruffian of the neighboring village: Jhilna.

lllll On January 12, 2013, Krishnakali, well-known Hindu performer of Shahabag in Dhaka,

was warned through phone (by Islamists) to pay ziziya tax of 3 lakhs taka. She has filed a

case, in this regard, at the local police station.

lllll On December 9, 2012, Biswajit Das (age 28), decent Hindu tailoring shop owner at Jagannath

University area of old Dhaka,  was hacked to death by Islamists in broad daylight. Even if

the dreadful event occurred before police, they remained silent spectator to the entire episode.

Hussain Mohammed Ershad, ex-President of Bangladesh – met the unfortunate parents and

gave them 50, 000 taka. He has also demanded to name the place where Biswajit breathed

his last as Biswajit Chattar. Akbar Sobahan, Chairman of Basundhara Group – leading

industrial group – has announced to give 10 lakhs taka to the family of slain Biswajit.

lllll On December 30, 2012, at 7.30 pm, Basana Chakraborty (age 16), minority Hindu girl and

also a college student living in village: Bhatikamari, Sub-district: Muksudpur, District:

Gopalgunj, was abducted by Islamists. Mohammed Jainal Sheikh (age 20) and Mohammed

Tara Sheikh (age 27) were the culprits. Sri Arup Kumar Chakraborty, father of Basana,

lodged a formal complaint to the local police station. Case No. – 02 dated January 08. 2013

– P.S. Muksudpur.

lllll On January 15, 2013, at dead night, Islamists set fire to age-old Kali temple, located at

Sunamgunj district town, and it burned down. It has been learnt, local Hindus used to

venerate the temple lots and also offered Puja on a regular basis. Activists of Jamat Islami

used to taunt Hindus and their temple in public and as per local, the heinous act has been

carried out by them.

lllll On January 1, 2013, at 5 pm, Islamists launched an assault on Kali temple of minority

Hindus located at Garitana area, Sub-district: Manikchari, District: Khagrachari. The

assailants entered the temple forcefully, desecrated and destructed the Holy deity and ran

away. The incident led to a huge trouble in the neighborhood. Police has detained Manjur

Hussain (age 40) based on suspicion.

lllll On December 21, 2012, at night, Islamists strived to grab lands of Gyanankur Bihar Temple

of Buddhists, located at Purbagujra, Sub-district: Raujan, District: Chittagong. On December

19, at dead night, “Shah Amanat Syndicate” demanded half of the said property as regards

advance.

lllll On January 15, 2013, dread Muslim radical Alauddin was arrested by P.S. Kaukhali for

abduction, rape and finally murder of Tomking Marma (age 14), inhabiting Tribal Marma

Colony, Sub-district: Kaukhali, District: Rangamati.

lllll On January 21, 2013, at dead night, Islamists set fire to the residence of Manoranjan Baghma

(minority Hindu individual) living in village: Chanet Gabua, Sub-district: Galachipa, District:

Patuakhali. Muslim radicals including Jehangir Haodar, Mohammed Anwar Hussain,

Mohammed Ajibur Rehman (member of Jamat Islami) have grabbed lands worth 3 acres 38

shatak of Manoranjan already. As Manorajan dared to file a formal suit (in this regard) to

court, Islamists attacked his residence. All members of the family along with their neighbors

were thrashed extremely and at the time of leaving they kidnapped an adolescent Hindu

girl. Houses of 7 Hindu families have been burnt down.
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lllll In last six months, 17 tribal and adolescent Hindu girls have become victims to rapes and

gang rapes. While four of them were murdered after rape, two became victims of sexual

harassments altogether. All these incidents have occurred Chittagong and Dinajpur along

with 3 hilly districts. Manusher Jonyo Foundation and its 106 allied organizations have

brought these horrific instances to the fore. According to reports sent by organizations

working tirelessly in different hilly terrains, the majority of these victims happen to be girls

of age between 14 and 25. Even if a few Muslim culprits have been taken into custody, the

majority of them, owing to their strong political links, are roaming freely. Manusher Jonyo

Foundation and its allied organizations have demanded immediate arrests of all culprits.

lllll On February 27, 2013, at dead night, a few Muslim radicals assailed the residence of Paban

Sarkar, living in village: Sardarpara (Bunopara), Sub-district: Sripur, District: Magura.

Assailant desecrated and destructed holy deity of Maa Kali and the temple.

lllll On February 27, 2013, at dead night, house of Sudhir Biswas, Hindu individual living in

village: Jhautala, Kalkini Corporation Area, District: Madaripur, was attacked by Islamists.

The attackers plundered and destroyed holy deities of Shiva, Kali and Shitala; seven other

holy deities were also desecrated and destroyed. 4 basil plants, regarded as sacred, were

also uprooted.

lllll On February 26, 2013, at the evening, Suman Saha (age 23), Hindu youth inhabiting village:

Bhorpara, Sub-district: Basail, District: Tangail, was bombed by members of Jamaat-e-

Islami. He died on the spot, as a result. Police has lodged an official complaint against 80

members of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On January 31, 2013, at dead night, common Kali temple of minority Hindu community

living in village: Baraitali, Sub-district: Kalikakoir, District: Gazipur (Jaydevpur) was

attacked by a group of Muslim radicals. The holy deity was both desecrated and destroyed

into pieces. A formal complaint has been lodged at the local police station.

lllll On February 12, 2013, in the dead night, residence of Jaydev Pal, residing in village: Uttar

Sihipasha, Sub-district: Agailjhara, District: Barisal, was attacked by a group of Muslim

radicals. It has been learnt, Muslim assailants destroyed 35 idols of Devi Saraswati, destined

for holy worship. Police has arrested a Muslim youth, Jainal Sardar, in connection with

gruesome development.

lllll On February 16, 2013, Radheshyam Temple of Hindus, located in village: Sholodana Paschim

Kainmukhi, Sub-district: Paikgacha, District: Barisal, was assaulted by Muslim radicals.

The holy deity was defiled, destroyed and utensils for the holy worship were also looted.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the evening, minority Hindus were attacked by members of BNP

and Jamaat-e-Islami at Raygunj market, Sub-district: Begumgunj, District: Noakhali. Muslim

assailants came in procession and attacked houses and shops of Hindus in the vicinity. 15

houses along with 20 shops of Hindus were smashed up. Hindus, as a result, are in straitened

circumstances.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the evening, more than 200 women members of Jamaat-e-Islami,

chanting slogans “Allah ho Akbar” attacked Hindus living in Sub-district city of Maheshkhali,

District: Coxbazar. 5 houses of Hindus were destroyed while holy deities in two temples

were both defiled and destroyed.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at 9 pm, hermitage of Jyotisharananda Puri, Hindu saint, located in

Bagalia, Sub-district: Satkania, District: Chittagong was attacked by members of Jamaat-e-
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Islami. Muslim assailants destroyed holy deity and other belongings in the temple. 5 Hindu

families living in the area adjoining the hermitage became subject to violent attacks also;

they were looted completely. A Buddhist temple in the area was also destroyed.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the evening, 3 Hindu temples Sub-district: Kutubdia Sadar, District:

Coxbazar were burnt down by activists of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami pounced down on a Hindu

temple in Brahmanpara, Coomilla district city; holy deity and temple were destroyed and

burnt down.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the evening, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami and Bangladesh National

Party (BNP) brought out an armed procession in village: Dakshin Jaladi, Sub-district:

Baskhali, District: Chittagong, and attacked Hindus. While 20 Hindu houses were burnt

down, 16 Hindus were injured critically. Two of them died in the hospital. Advaitananda

Rishi Dham, Advaitananda Sanskrit College were attacked, plundered and also burnt down.

One can find ashes and a cry of despair only. Dayal Hari Singh, priest of the temple, was

also murdered brutally. Police has arrested Alamgir Kabir, chairman – Sub-district,

representing BNP in this regard.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at dead night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami burnt down Puja pandal

of Hindus staying in village: Dumuria, Sub-district: Morelgunj, District: Bagerhat.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at 10 pm, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami attacked Hindus in village:

Ranigonjo Uttar Maheshpur, Sub-district: Sad, District: Dinajpur. Residence of 15 Hindu

families were looted and then burnt down.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the dead night, a number of Hindu temples were destroyed in a

few villages of Sub-district: Enayatpur, District: Sirajgunj. These included 2 temples in

village: Gopinathpur, 2 temples in village: Baitile, 2 temples in village: Rupashi.

lllll On February 28, 2013, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami carried out a deadly attack on minority

Hindu area in Hoyenak, Sub-district: Maheshkhali, District: Coxbazar. After conducting

attacks and plundering for hours, Muslim radicals burnt down 20 houses of Hindus through

spraying gunpowder. 15 Hindu households were also looted in Timebazar area making

Hindus there penniless. Kirantali temple and the holy deity there were also vandalized.

lllll On February 28, 2013, during night, Purna Brahma Harichand Guruchand Sevashram and

Radha Gobinda temple of Hindus, located in village: Gaiyar Char, Sub-district: Raypur,

District: Laxmipur were burnt down. Activists of Jamaat-e-Islami used petrol for the

destruction.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, 3 temples of Hindus were destroyed in village: Pinglakathi,

Sub-district: Gournadi, District: Barisal.

lllll On February 28, 2013, residence of Chintaharan Debnath, minority Hindu individual living

in village: Karatkhil, Sub-district: Chatkhil, District: Noakhali was attacked by activists of

Jamaat-e-Islami. Muslim radicals burnt Harisabha Temple (of more than a century old)

down by sprinkling petrol on the entire structure.

lllll On February 28, 2013, Harimandir and holy deity of Hindus in village: Sheair, Sub-district:

Singra, District: Nator were attacked and burnt down by cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On February 28, 2013, Holy Deities of Durga at Lakhirpar and Satkandi temples, Sub-

district: Kotalipara, District: Gopalgunj were desecrated, destroyed and also burnt down.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the evening, ancient Kali Temple (of above a century old) of
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Hindus at Gutia, Sub-district: Banaripara, District: Barisal was attacked and burnt down by

cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami. Hardly anything of the temple remains now.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the evening, more than hundreds of cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami

attacked, bombed and also looted the residence of Sunil Karmakar, minority Hindu living

in village: Kabirpur, Sub-district: Shailakupa, District: Jhinaidaha.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, residences of Sovanchandra DevBarman and Sushanta

DevBarman, in village: Karaikandi, Sub-district: Sadar, District: Jaypurhat, were attacked

and burnt down by cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami. Seven houses of two families were completely

devastated.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the night, 25 shops of Hindus living in Sub-district: Kalai, District:

Jaypurhat, were attacked, looted by cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, a Kali Temple, situated in village: Paschim Ramchandrapur,

Sub-district: Panchbibi, District: Jaypurhat was assaulted and destructed by activists of

Jamaat-e-Islami. 4 Hindu shops were also looted and destroyed in Majina Bazar area.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, hundreds of cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami attacked, looted and

also burnt down 6 houses of Hindus living village: Saha Vikshari, Sub-district: Sonagazi,

District: Feni. Two Hindu families were worst affected; all rooms were turned into ashes.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, residence of Mukul Mahajan, minority Hindu individual

living in village: Samajpur, Sub-district: Dangan Bhuiyan, District: Feni was attacked by a

large number of cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami. 4 rooms in the house were looted and also burnt

down.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, a Kali Temple of Hindus in Goali Mandra Manipara, Sub-

district: Louhajang, District: Munsigunj was assailed and burnt down by Muslim radicals

belonging to Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, supporters of Jamaat-e-Islami spoiled and burnt down

house of Narayan Master, minority Hindu individual living in village: Asantola, Sub-district:

Mireshwarai, District: Chittagong. Three rooms turned into ashes, as a result.

lllll On March 8, 2013, at night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami attacked and burnt down “Buri Ma

Mandir” (Bhagavati Mandir) of tribal Hindus in Amsukurul area, District city of Rangpur.

lllll On March 8, 2013, residence of Mina Swarnakar, minority Hindu individual in village:

Karalakshmi, Sub-district:  Lalmohan, District: Bhola was bunt down by more than scores

of cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On March 8, 2013, at night, a large number of of Jamaat-e-Islami cadres looted and burnt

down 15 houses and also shops of Hindus living in Ghosh para, Sherpur Corporation area,

District: Bagura.

lllll On March 8, 2013, cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami desecrated and also burnt down a Kali Temple

of tribal Hindus located in village: Bezak, Sub-district: Hatibandha, District: Lalmanir Hat.

The venerated Temple, as a result, turned out to be a collection of mere ashes.

lllll On March 8, 2013, at dead night, hereditary RadhaKrishna temple of Kalinga Khayrati,

minority Hindu individual living in village: Batajor, Sub-district: Basana, District: Bagura

was attacked and burnt down by cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On March 8, 2013, at dead night, 23 holy deities of Lord Shiva, worshipped by minority

Hindus living in village: Khalkona, Sub-district: Kaligunj, District: Jhinaidaha, were

destructed by cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami.
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lllll On March 17, 2013, at dead night, Kali Temple of Hindus living in village: Kagail, Sub-

district: Naktali, District: Bagura, was assailed and burnt down by cadres of BNP and

Jamaat.

lllll On March 18, 2013, at dead night, holy deity of Kali, worshipped by Hindus residing in

village: Marta, Sub-district: Sripur, District: Gazipur was destroyed by supporters of Jamaat-

e-Islami.

lllll On March 18, 2013, at night, Hindus of Banikpara area, Sub-district: Daulatpur, District:

Khulna were assaulted by cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami. Owing to attacks, 20 establishments

including temple, house, shops were destroyed.

lllll On March 18, 2013, during night, Hari Mandir and Panchatattva holy deity, before the

house of Mithun Chandra, minority Hindu individual living in village: Bobahala, Sub-

district: Sadar, Disitrict: Netrokona, were destructed by cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On March 18, 2013, at the middle of the night, Kali Temple and holy deity of Kali, located

in village: Dobhashia, District Sadar: Mymensingh, were desecrated and destructed by

cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On March 18, 2013, at night, activists of Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP) carried out a

series of attacks on the Durga Temple of Hindus living in village: Uttar Gopalpur, Sub-

district: Kachua, District: Bagerhat. Muslims radicals sprinkled petrol on both the holy

deity and temple. Both turned into ashes within hours.

lllll On March 19, 2013, at dead night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami conducted attacks on Hindus

in Sabek Para, Karmakar Para, Kamar Chattagram area of Basunia and Rameshwar Union

leading to the complete destruction of 4 Hindu temples and holy deities in those.

lllll On March 20, 2013, at dead night, Durga Temple, instituted by minority Hindu community

in Amua Bazar area, Sub-district: Kathalia, District: Jhalkathi, was attacked, desecrated

and destroyed by activists of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On March 20, 2013, at dawn, supporters of Jamaat-e-Islami attacked residence of Nilkanata

Ray, minority Hindu individual living in village: Choto Jhinia, Sub-district: Pirgacha,

District: Rangpur. Islamists used gunpowder to set the residence to fire. As a result, two

rooms made of tin were burnt within a few minutes. Apart from that, a pregnant cow, 20

ducks and 5 chickens also were burnt to death.

lllll On March 20, 2013, at dead night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami set houses of Aswini Ray

and Rasranjan Ray, minority Hindus living in Dhinjani Paschim Para, Sub-district: Sherpur,

District: Bagura, to fire.

lllll On March 20, 2013, at dead night, workers of Jamaat-e-Islami assaulted Kali Temple of

Hindus inhabiting Ramgunj, District Sadar: Nilfamari. Both the holy deity and temple

were defiled and destructed.

lllll On March 22, 2013, at night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami carried out a deadly assault on

RakshaKali Temple of Hindus in Chowmohani, District: Noakhali. After breaking the lock,

Muslim radicals looted money worth lakhs, golden jewelries of holy deity. At the same

time, Islamists broke the wall (under construction) of Kali Temple at Kalir Hat area in

Rajgunj Union Council.

lllll On March 22, 2013, at dead night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami attacked and destroyed

Laxmimata Temple of Hindus in Kettarika Madhyapara, Sub-district: Sadar, District:
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Gazipur. The entire temple was burnt down leading to the complete destruction of a few

holy deities as well.

lllll On March 23, 2013, in the evening, minority Hindus living in village: Gaddimari, Sub-

district: Hatibandha, District: Lalmanirhat became targets of wild attacks led by activists of

Jamaat-e-Islami. 20 Hindus including 1 freedom fighter got badly injured.

lllll On March 24, 2013, at dead night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami launched assault on temple

of minority Hindus in No. 9 Section of Faraura Tea Esatate, Sub-district: Srimangal, District:

Habigunj. Muslim radicals defiled and destroyed both the Durga temple and holy deity of

Mother Durga.

lllll On March 24, 2013, at the dawn, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami set the residence of Uttam

Kumar Malo, inhabiting village: Kunapadya, Madaripur Corporation Area, to fire. Three

rooms in the house burnt down, as a result.

lllll On June 14, 2013, at dead night, a group of Muslim radicals assaulted the Kali temple of

minority Hindu community located in Jelepara, of Shahmirpur, Sub-district: Patia, District:

Chittagong. The group included Mohammed Mian, Mohammed Tipu, Mohammed Yunus,

Mohammed Jasem and vandalized, despoiled the entire temple. Not the holy deity was

desecrated only but the temple was put on fire also leading to the destruction of a property

worth 6 lakh taka. Rokeya Parveen, executive officer of Patia has recognized this incident

and has assured to put the criminals into custody soon.

lllll On July 25, 2013, at dead night, the central temple of minority Hindus was raided by Muslim

radicals. The temple is situated in Sub-district town of Dhamairhat, District: Naogaon.

Islamists desecrated, destroyed 10 holy deities in both Durga and Basudeva temple and

looted valuables worth 10 lakh taka. Ekramul Haque, O.C. of local police station, visited

the spot.

lllll On July 26, 2013, at night, Islamists attacked Durga temple of minority Hindus in village:

Deupasa of Takipara Union Council, Sub-district: Baufal, District: Patuakhali. 11 holy deities

were desecrated and destroyed. The incident has created a terror among local Hindus.

lllll On June 17, 2013, local administration, putting an end to a century-old tradition, has stopped

the fair of Ganga Snan at Madhukhali in the district of Faridpur. More than millions of

Hindus take holy dip at Garai river regarding Puja at temple in the village of Jannagar of

Sub-district: Madhukhali. A week-long rural fair does also take place simultaneously. But

the administration in this year did not give permission to hold the fair. And Hindus had to

return with gloom.

lllll On June 20, 2013, at dead night, a few Muslim criminals forayed the public Shamsan Ghat

Kali temple of Hindus located in the village of Bhadulia under Sub-district: Kashiani, District:

Goaplgunj. Apart from desecrating and destroying the venerate holy deity, money in the

donation box and high-priced utensils for Puja were also looted. Subrata Saha, chairman of

Sub-district, and Belayat Hussain, O.C. of local police station, visited the spot.

lllll On June 24, 2013, at dead night, Muslim criminals broke under-construction wall of ancient

SriSriGopinath temple (of at least 550 years), located at Bhogbetal under the jurisdiction of

Katidai (sub-district) in District: Kishoregunj. The temple committee had started construction

of the temple only 4 days back. Emdadul Haque – O.C. of local police station, along with

Ziaul Hasan Talukdar – Additional Police Super, Anwaraul Haque – SSP and Farahgul

Nijhum – UNO, visited the spot.
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lllll On June 22, 2013, at 3 am in Dhaka, a group of Islamists attacked the Savar Banbhiar

Buddihst Temple. It is located at chat area of Ashulia Dakhsin Gazi, P.S. Savar. Attackers

looted costly utensils made of gold, silver and brass. A Buddhist sage named Dharma Ananda

was severely injured. High officials of district police visited the spot.

lllll On June 14, 2013, at dead night, the Hindu temple located at Kalir bazaar area of Madaripur

(both district and sub-district) was attacked by mohammed abul sardar, notorious Islamic

terrorist in the locality, and his henchmen. The group attacked the temple in the evening

and both desecrated and destroyed all holy deities there. As a mark of protest and also in

demand of quick arrest of culprits, Hindus traders observed a day-long strike. Police has

arrested the culprit but tensions prevails the area.

lllll On June 14, 2013, at dead night, Muslim criminals attacked the 150-year old Kali temple of

Nihar Chandra, a Hindu individual. The ancient temple is located in the village of

Chanderkanda under Sub-district: Nakla in District: Sherpur. KM Fasiur Rahman, O.C. of

local police station, visited the spot. Minority Hindus in the area are terrified.

lllll  On July 1, 2013, at dead night, Kali temple of Hindus situated in Durgapur corporation

area in the district of Netrokona was attacked by Muslim criminals. Apart from desecrating

and destructing the holy deity, the temple was also vandalized. Alamgir Hussain, O.C. of

P.S. Durgapur, visited the spot.

lllll On July 2, 2013, at dead night, ancient Radhagobinda temple of Hindus in the town city of

Sub-district: Taras, District: Sirajgunj was attacked by a group of armed Muslims. 8 holy

deities (made of touchstone) along with costly utensils made of gold, sliver, bronze and

brass were looted. A large amount of valuable jewelries was also looted and as per sources,

all these worth more than 1 crore taka. Sharif Rayhan Kabir, officer of Sub-district, and

Abdur Rafique, O.C. of local police station, visited the spot.

lllll On July 16, 2013, at night, a group of armed Muslim miscreants assaulted the Kali temple

located in the village of Tiukanda, Sub-district: Fulpur, District: Mymensingh. After

desecrating the holy deity, assailants dropped it to the road alongside and disappeared.

Abdul Odud, O.C. of local police station, visited the spot.

lllll On July 20, 2013, during midday, a group or armed Islamic radicals raided minority Buddhist

tribal people living in Gomti area under Sub-district: Matiranga, District: Khagrachari.

Attackers went on with their violent attacks freely and even set Buddhist residences to fire.

It has been learnt, 40 Buddhist tribal families with their womenfolk and children are running

hither and thither for safety. When the tribal organization UPF went to demonstrate protests

at Gomti market, administration stopped it by proclaiming Rule 144.

lllll On July 9, 2013, at night, a large group of Muslim radicals, armed with lethal weapons,

attacked a minority Hindu family living in Chandragunj area of District: Noakhali. Later,

Simarani Das (age 15) of the Hindu family was abducted and gang raped. She, then, was

killed and the dead body was found beside the house. It has come to knowledge, Hindus

inhabiting the area have decided to leave Bangladesh.

lllll On July 27, 2013, in the evening, Babul army, a gang of armed Muslim miscreants supported

by BNP, abducted Tamal Chandra Debnath (age 46), minority Hindu individual living in

Manadribazar area of Sub-district: Begumgunj, District: Noakhali. Tamal was the district

marketing agent of Nestle company. Tamal’s father, to release him, sold his ancestral

cultivable land at 4 lakh taka. The money was paid to the gang to have Tamal from its grip.
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lllll On May 31, 2013, in the midday, dumb daughter of Kishana Debnath, minority Hindu

individual, was raped by Mohammed Rabin Ahmed Rocky and Mohammed Bulbul Ahmed.

Kishana lives in gachtalaghat area of sub-district: Bhairab, District: Narsinghdi. Both Rabin

and Bulbul are known as notorious muslim radicals in the locality. Kakali Debnath, mother

of innocent daughter, filed an official complaint against two said culprits. Both have been

arrested.

lllll On June 15, 2013, in the night, Priyam Acharya, minority Hindu youth, was abducted from

Kaibalya Dham area, P.S. Akbar Shah, district town of Chittagong and was brutally murdered.

Muslim radicals did the gruesome job near Mian Shopping Complex in Hazari Lane.

lllll On June 23, at night, Krishna Mahato (age 18), minority Hindu tribal living the village of

Bhagabanpur under sub-district: Dhamairhat, District: Naogan, was kidnapped and murdered

brutally. Muslim radials used sharp weapons to do the horrific job.

lllll In recent time, Satkhira witnessed a powerful public demonstration against the rape on

Tapati Mandal, minority Hindu girl, living in the village of Gangania of district town. A

few Muslim criminals set Tapati to fire when they failed to kidnap her. She is battling for

life, at the moment, in hospital. Culprits are being supported by both BNP and O.C. of local

police station. The protest movement of 12 humanitarian organizations virtually blocked

the entire district.

lllll In recent times, rakhi roy (age 12), was kidnapped by Muslim miscreants. Rakhi is a minority

Hindu girl and student of Class VI of deuatala secondary school in sub-district: Batiaghata,

District: Khulna. The culprits include Abdur Rahim, Shakir Sheikh, Salam Mian, Hafijur

Rahman.

lllll On June 28, 2013, at 9 pm, Tushar Kanti Nath, minority Hindu doctor at Rangamati Hospital,

became target of a band of Muslim radicals. He was beaten hollow and left in the road

unconsciously.

lllll Nowadays, lands of Hindus inhabiting the village of arenda, sub-district: lohagara, district:

narail, are simply being plundered. 15 Hindu families live in the village and altogether they

do possess 17 acres of land worth 50 crores of taka now. But a large number of Muslims

have been found wiling to grab those through fake deeds. Even after seeking help from all

quarters of local administration, Hindus are helpless. They have decided to desert Bangladesh

and come to India permanently.

lllll On June 3, 2013, in the night, Ramesh Chandra Pal, a minority Hindu potter, was killed

brutally at Shekher Kola Palpara in the district town of Bagura. His throat was slit by a few

Muslim radicals.

lllll On June 2, 2013, at dead night, three Hindu residences of Brajahari Das in Eden Bhattarhat

Shinkur, Brajahari Das in Silpara and Sushil Acharya in Acharyapara, all in sub-district:

Rauzan, District: Chittagong, were attacked by armed Muslim miscreants. Booty worth 5

crores of taka was looted. Three Hindu families are in extreme terror.

lllll  On June 5, 2013, at 10 am, Pinki Debnath (wife of Sugata Debnath, minority Hindu

individual) was going to the chemist’s shop in Chanpapur market along with her niece. The

Hindu family lives in the village of Housepur, Sub-District: Adamdighi, District: Bagura.

Suddenly, five Muslim miscreants encircled and molested her in broad daylight. While she

was stripped almost, hew golden jewelries were also looted. Local people saved her only

when she raised an alarm. The miscreants include Mohammed Rahid (age 24), Mohammed
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Rubel (age 22) and Mohammed Mujibar (age 27). A complaint of molestation against these

Muslim rowdies has been lodged in the local police station.

lllll On June 1, 2013, at 1 pm, Liton Ghosh (age 46) and Gobinda Ghosh (age 38), minority

Hindu individuals living in the village of Kotgaon, sub-district: Sirajdikha, District:

Munshigunj, were attacked by their Muslim neighbor named Delowar Hossain brutally.

lllll A Hindu schoolgirl (age 13) was abducted by 3 Muslim miscreants while she was returning

from school. This horrific incident took place before Sirajuddin Sarkar High Secondary

School, P.S. Tangi, Dhaka. A formal complaint was lodged to the police station by Krishna

Mandal, mother of Hindu schoolgirl. However, the girl was taken to Coxbazar, there she

was converted to Islam and her new name is Ayesha Akhtar. She has also been compelled to

marry a Mulsim youth named Mohammed Mani (age 20). Police, after tracking mobile

numbers of culprits for two months, has finally recovered the Hindu schoolgirl.

lllll On June 8, 2013, at dead night, armed Muslim miscreants attacked the residence of rabindra

sarkar, minority Hindu individual living in the village of Madhya Madanchalk, sub-district:

Manda, District: Noagaon. Several members of the family including Ranjit Sarkar and

Sanjit Sarkar were thrashed mercilessly and booty worth almost 3 lakh taka was looted.

lllll On June 14, 2013, at night, a team of armed Islamists carried out an onslaught on Ramkrishna

Mission Ashram, belonging to Hindus, located at the district town of Jessore. Assailants

tied hands of two sages of the mission; broke doors made of iron and looted utensils, gold

jewelries along with money in the donation box. The incident has terrified Hindus in the

neighborhood. Emdadul Haque, O.C. of local police station has visited the spot.

lllll On May 6, 2013, in the daytime, a few armed Islamists attacked, ransacked and also looted

the Hindu household of Uttam Biswas, living in village: Naggati, Sub-district: Belkuchi;

District: Sirajgunj. Both holy Hindus deities in the temple were desecrated and destructed,

valuable utensils essential for Puja were also looted. Rezaul Karim, Deputy-Inspector of

local police station, visited the spot.

lllll On May 12, 2013, at night, militant members of Jamaat set fire to the Sri Sri Harisabha

Temple of Hindus, situated in village: Brahminpara; Sub-district: Ramgunj, District:

Laxmipur. Fire brigade, after a great struggle of almost two hours, could contain the

devastating fire. However, nothing was left by then. Mizanur rahman, district administrator,

and Maniruzzaman – police super visited the spot.

lllll On May 19, 2013, at night, a few Muslim toughs set fire to the Kali Temple of Hindus,

located in village: Kauar Bil, Sub-district: Shivalaya, District: Manikgunz. Both the holy

deity and temple have been burnt down. UNO Galib Khan and Ahidujjaman -ASP visited

the spot.

lllll On May 28, 2013, in the evening, a group of Islamists, armed with lethal weapons, attacked

the Hindu temple, located at headquarter of Sub-divisional district of Hussainpur, District:

Kishoregunj. Apart from ransacking the Kuleshwari temple, 7 holy deities including Radha

and Krishna were destructed leading to a terror among Hindus living there. Siddiqur Rahman

– District Magistrate and Anwar Hussain, Police Super, visited the spot.

lllll On May 31, 2013, in daytime, Islamists attacked and destroyed holy deities within a Hindu

temple and this incident took place at Lord Hardinge area of Sub-district: Lalmohan; District:

Bhola. When Kiranchandra Das, Mrs. Jharna Rani Das and Mrs. Babita Rani Das (three

Hindus) tried to prevent the attackers, they were thrashed mercilessly.
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lllll On May 15, 2013, at night, Muslim toughs attacked kali temple of Hindus, located in Kalir

Bazaar of Bahadurpur Union Council within the district town of Madaripur. It has been

learnt, Islamists defiled two holy deities and fled with gold jewelries and money worth 3

lakh taka. O.C. – P.S. Madaripur visited the spot.

lllll On June 15, 2013, at night, a group of Muslim militants attacked the minority Hindu

Thakurbari, situated in Ramagunj Union Council, Sub-district: Lalmohan, District: Bhola.

Apart from defiling 11 holy deities, militants ransacked the entire property and left with

utensils made of bronze and brass along with money found in the donation box. Khandkar

Mizanur Rahman – O.C., Mahfuzur Rahman, Police Super, visited the spot.

lllll On April 22, 2013, at night, Muslim strong-armers, armed with weapons, attacked Hindus

living in village: Deopasha of Kachipara Union Council, Baufal district town. Islamists

broke main gate of Pagal Chan Sarbojonin Durga Temple and both defiled and destroyed 11

holy deities. A great number of utensils, made of copper and also brass, were looted. Rafiqul

Hussain, Police Super, visited the spot and Mohammed Chalam Mir (age 40) has been

arrested in this regard.

lllll On April 19, 2013, at dead night, ancient Kali Temple (of more than 250 years old) belonging

to Hindus, located alongside Kalibazar of Haridasdi-Mahendradi Union under Sub-district:

Rajoir, District: Madaripur, was burnt down by a group of Muslim radicals. It is to be

noted, in November, 2012, holy deities in the same temple were destroyed by Islamists.

Nasirul Islam, Police Super, visited the area.

lllll On April 21, 2013, temple belonging to minority Buddhists were, located in village:

Jyesthapura, Sub-district: Balkhali, District: Chittagong, were assaulted by Islamists. The

hooligans set fire to the holy deity of Lord Buddha by sprinkling petrol on it. The holy deity

made of brass was also looted by Islamists.

lllll On May 6, 2013, in wee hours, Muslim radicals, heavily armed with deadly weapons,

attacked the residence of Benoy Krishna das (age 57), minority Hindu individual living in

village: Ranjitpur, Sub-district: headquarter, District: Bagerhat. Apart from looting the entire

house, Benoy Babu was also murdered. The incident has led to a terror among local Hindus.

Pankaj Chandra Ray, Police Super, visited the very residence.

lllll On June 8, 2013, at night, residence of Gopal Chandra Deb, minority Hindu individual

living in Balarampada within municipal area of Sub-district: Maheshkhali, District: Coxbazar,

was attacked by a group of Muslim radicals. Hindu members of the family were brutally

thrashed when they tried to offer a resistance. As a result, 9 of them are admitted in Coxbazar

hospital in critical condition. O.C. of P.S. Maheshkhali visited the spot.

lllll On May 11, 2013, Yahya Bhuinyan, Islamic criminal, along with his brothers abducted

Narad Biswas and his wife Malati Lata Biswas, a Hindu couple living in village: bajunia of

Sub-district headquarter in District: Gopalgunj, at gunpoint and kept them in the district

town in a hotel. On June 15, 2013, they were forced to surrender their agricultural land

along with hereditary residence of 15 bighas to the armed Islamists. At night, on the same

day, the entire property was looted and captured by Islamists. The incident generated a

deep anger among local Hindus and they started protesting. They walked 11 km. road on

foot and started protesting before the District Magistrate, Police Super and Press Club.

Police, later on, recovered the Hindu couple and lodged a court case based on their

complaints.
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lllll On May 14, 2013, during daytime, Priti Chowdhury (50), minority Hindu teacher, while

going to school was injured by a crude bomb. The incident took place at Raidargachi area,

District: Chittagong and was carried out by members of Jamaat Islam.

lllll On May 14, 2013, Ratna Roy, minority Hindu girl and also examinee of Higher Secondary

Examination, was abducted at gunpoint, attempted to rape and finally killed by Muslim

radicals. The incident took place at Dinajpur district  town.

lllll On May 29, 2013, at 1 pm, a violent clash took place between Hindus and Muslims when

Muslim radicals went to capture Jay kali Temple of Hindus in Hazari Gali area, District:

Chittagong. To control the situation, police had to lathi charge and use tear gas. The situation

came under control after 1-and-half-hour and 20 persons, belonging to both communities,

are admitted at the local hospital in a critical condition.

lllll On May 27, 2013, Islamists burnt down the residence of a Hindu dalit family located at

sub-district headquarter of District: Panchagarh. The incident occurred owing to a land-

related dispute. A large procession of more than 300 women and children protested before

the office of District Magistrate for lodging a false case against 32 Hindu dalits.

lllll On May 27, 2013, in the morning, a large number of Islamists attacked a Buddhist family

twice in Thakur Para area of District: Coomilla. The whole residence was ransacked,

destroyed and burnt down. Both District Magistrate and Police Super met the persecuted

Buddhist family of Dr. Sugata Prasad Barua, lodged two different cases and assigned police

security.

lllll On May 11, 2013, at 10 am, two Hindu girl students viz. Mukta Biswas (age 13) and Tapu

Bairagi (age 13), residents of village: Tarail, Sub-district: Muksedpur, District: Gopalgunj,

were abducted by three Muslim radicals. Then, they were sold to the red-light district of

Daulatdia in District: Rajbari. When guardians of two students got the news, they recovered

both hapless Hindu girl students on May 26 with the help of police.

lllll On May 13, 2013, at 10 am, Bithi Rani Sarkar (age 14), minority Hindu girl student of

Kanakdiya Girls’ Secondary School in Class VIII living in Kanakdiya Union Council area

within District: Baufal, was kidnapped by Islamists at gunpoint. The entire operation was

carried out under the leadership of Mohammed Saddam Bayati (age 24), noted criminal in

the area. Ranajit Sarkar, father of Bithi Rani Sarkar, recovered his daughter on May 25 with

the help of police. Saddam Bayati was also arrested.

lllll On April 15, 2013, at night, armed Islamic militants attacked the residence of Bijay Nandi

and Ashish Nandi, minority Hindu traders living in village: Fakirabad, Sub-district:

Ashashuni, District: Satkhira. The entire motive of Islamists was to have 10 lakh taka as

Jiziya tax and hence, they fired three shots at the Hindu residence. They warned that all

Hindu members of the family would be murdered soon if the tax was not paid.

lllll On April 15, 2013, in the evening, a Muslim student of madrasa (close at hand) hurled acid

on Lucky Mandal (age 22), minority Hindu housewife living in village: Chiktibari, Sub-

district: Muksudpur, District: Gopalgunj. The assailant fled later on. Left hand and a great

part of left foot have been badly injured as a result.

lllll  On May 9, 2013, Gautam Das (age 24), minority Hindu youth, was strangled by a few

Muslim youths at Kalamadapur, P.S. Gulshan in Dhaka. Gautam used to work in Saudi

Arabia. He came back to Bangladesh due to holidays; Islamists looted 7 lakh taka of his

following the murder.
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lllll On may 7, 2013, at dead night, a few heavily armed Islamists attacked the residence of

Shambhunath Basak, minority Hindu homeopathy doctor living in Sub-district town of

District: Mymensingh. Wealth including money and gold jewelries worth 3 lakh taka was

looted. Jaydeb Basak, a Hindu individual, was injured owing to fire from revolver.

lllll On May 10, 2013, at 9 am, a tribal Christian girl, living in village: Sarakpara, Sub-district:

Jhinaigati, District: Sherpur, while going to college was attacked by Mohammed Muslim,

notorious Muslim criminal in the neighborhood. But the Muslim criminal failed to rape her

ultimately and hence, she was beaten mercilessly.

lllll On June 7, 2013, at dead night, a Hindu temple was attacked by armed Muslim militants.

The gruesome incident took place at village: Ziapur, sub-district: Ziagunj, District: Sylhet.

Assailants broke lock of the main gate of Sri Sri Jiu Temple, utensils essential for Puja and

box for donation. Two holy deities were also defiled and destroyed. Mohammed Yusuf

Mian, O.C. of local police station, visited the temple.

lllll On June 22, 2013, family of Suman Seal, minority Hindu individual living in village:

Bhayabaha, Sub-district: Bhaluka, District: Mymensingh, has been asked to go to India.

The entire Hindu family has bee alerted that they will be chopped off soon unless the whole

property is transferred to Mohammed Rashid Dhali, notorious criminal in the neighborhood.

lllll On March 2, 2013, at 2 pm, armed cadres of Jamaat Islam attacked the hall of meditation of

Ramkrishna Ashram temple, located at Sunamgunj district municipal city. It is learnt,

attackers showered bricks on the temple indiscriminately for hours and as a result,

neighboring Hindu business concerns suffered severe harms as well.

lllll On March 14, 2013, at 8 am, a few Muslim radicals looted soli from a Christian graveyard;

it is situated at Idgah area of Sylhet district city. During the assault police chased the attackers;

they fled as a result.

lllll On March 13, 2013, at 9 am, a minority Hindu female teacher was kidnapped by armed

Islamists from before Roads and Highway workshop mosque at Shantahar sub-district city,

District: Bagura. It has been learnt, Pushipta Bhowmick (age 22), Assistant Head Mistress

at Utrail Government Primary School, was abducted in a filmy manner. The entire

development took place with such swiftness that people couldn’t save the helpless Hindu

female teacher.  Subodh Bhowmick, father of Pushpita Bhowmick, lodged a complaint of

kidnapping in the local police station.

lllll On March 5, 2013, in the dead night, a few Islamists kidnapped Bithirani Haldar (age

15),the sole daughter of Ranjit Haldar - minority Hindu individual living in village: Dwipasha,

Sub-district: Baufal, District: Patuakhali. Islamists were carrying lethal weapons with them

and was led by Firoz Bayati (age 22), a radical member of Jamaat from the same village. It

has also been found, the group of Islamic ruffians barged into the Hindu residence, took

away Bithirani forcefully and also thrashed Ranjit and his wife. Even if an official complaint

in this regard was lodged into the local police station, the Hindu girl is yet to be found.

lllll On March 12, 2013, at 9 pm, the ancient Hindu temple located at village: Mukhi (beside the

river Putia), of Mashakhali Union Council, Sub-district: Gafargaon, District: Mymensingh,

was attacked by armed Islamists. The Kali temple was desecrated on the whole - lock of the

temple was broken, revered Holy Goddess was destructed and set to fire.

lllll On March 12, 2013, at 12.30 pm, four minority Buddhists were killed by brush fire of

armed criminals. The ghastly incident took place at Dajharpara, Sub-district: Dighinala,
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District: Rangamati. Four Buddhists were Sudirgha Chakma (age 39), Jibon Chakma (age

34), Gyanendu Chakma (age 25) and Supeya Chakma (age 24). Alo Chakma (age 24), at

the moment, is admitted in hospital in a critical condition.

lllll On March 2, 2013, at 10 pm, Jagatjyoti Talukdar (age 22), minority Hindu student leader,

was simply chopped off by cadres of Jamaat and Chatra Shibir. The incident took place at

Akhalia Tapoban area, Sylhet district city. While the Hindu student leader was returning

home, he was encircled from all sides (just before the head office of Bangladesh Border

Guard Sector) and hacked to death.

lllll On March 7, 2013, at 8 pm, Sarabindu Majumdar (age 20), minority Hindu individual

living in Sudo Bazar area, Sub-district: Headquarter, District: Jessore, was murdered owing

to the attack of radical members of Jamaat. While he was returning from market, Sarabindu

was attacked and chopped of.

lllll On March 7, 2013, at 3 pm, radical members of Jamaat pounced down on a minority Hindu

family inhabiting village: Nishanberia, Sub-district: Kalapara, District: Patuakhali. Under

the pretext of a minimal clash in the cricket field, 15 armed Islamists led by Mohammed

Helal, Mohammed Shekhar, Mohammed Tipu Mian forayed into the residence and plundered

the entire property. While preventing them Suman Shikdra (age 16), Arun Shikdar (age 25),

Asit Shikdar (age 18) and Aparna Shikdar (3 year old child) were thrashed mercilessly. The

injured Hindus, later on, were rescued by people in the village and admitted to Kalapara

Hospital.

lllll On March 8, 2013, at dead night, Muslim toughs attacked the residence of Umesh Chandra

Sarkar, minority Hindu individual living in village: Helachia, Sub-district: Ghior, District:

Manikgunj. The armed Islamists looted 250 gm gold jewelry, an amount of 30 thousand

taka along with a licensed gun. Ashraf-ul-Islam, O.C. of local police station, admitted injured

Hindu members of the family to Manikgunj Hospital for a speedy treatment.

lllll On March 8, 2013, at 1 am, a band of armed Islamists assaulted Hindu shops and business

establishments (selectively) at Shahpur market, Sub-district: Dumuria, District: Khulna.

These include Shilpi Jewelers, Jay Ma Jewelers, Tanusree Jewelers, Basanti Bastralaya

and Niloy Stores. It has come to knowledge, possessions including gold and silver jewelries

worth 60 lakh taka were looted.

lllll On March 8, 2013, in the evening, radical Muslims members attempted to abduct Sukhranjan

Banik, minority Hindu businessman living in Shivbari, District headquarter Mymensingh

demanding a jiziya tax of 1 lakh taka. Thanks to his shouting, other pedestrians came and

saved him.

lllll On April 15, 2013, at dead night, residence of Haran Mandal, minority Hindu individual

living in village: Bittosolua, Sub-district: Baithaghata, District: Khulna, was attacked by

armed Muslim cadres. The armed militants wearing black clothes on faces (to conceal

identity) thrashed Hindu members of the family and looted possessions worth 3 lakh taka.

These included currency notes, both gold and silver jewelries. The incident has terrified

minority Hindus inhabiting the area. Police officials of local police station have visited the

spot.

l  l  l  l  l  On March 27, 2013, at dead night, two temples of minority Hindu community located at

village: Rajarampur, Sub-district: Senbag, District: Noakhali, were burnt down by a few

students of nearby madrasa. Six holy idols along with religious books, Hari Thakur temple
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and Giridhari temple were burnt down. District Police Super and O.C. of local police station

have visited the spot.

lllll On March 28, 2013, at dead night, residence of Uttam Roy, minority Hindu individual

living in village: Harispur; Sub-district: Kalia; District: Narail, was attacked by some armed

Islamists. The attackers looted a large amount of money, gold jewelries but while escaping

one of them was caught red-handed by villagers. The culprit, Hasikul Sheikh (age 32)

succumbed to mob thrashing and died.

lllll Recently, the sole lake of religious Buddhist minority Rakhaines living in Kalachanpara,

Sub-district: Kalapara, District: Patuakhali was grabbed by a few influential Muslims in

the locality and a multi-storied market complex was erected there. It is to be noted, 400

Rakhanie families had been using water of the same pool in every capacity for 200 years at

a stretch.

lllll On March 29, 2013, at dead night, a few Islamists set fire to the residence of Uttam Malo,

minority Hindu individual living in Kulpaddhi area, Madaripur district town. Properties

wortt 4 lakh taka were burnt down, as a result.

lllll On March 22, 2013, in the evening, Rajib Mandal (age 15), student of Class IX, and son of

Ramesh Mandal, minority Hindu individual inhabiting village: Rajband, Sub-district:

Dumuria, District: Pabna, was abducted by a few Muslim communal at gunpoint. He, later

on, was murdered. According to Masiur Rahman – O .C. of P.S. Dumuria, right eye of

Rajiv, when found, had been removed; there were signs of torture in the corpse as well.

lllll On March 19, 2013, Liton Das (age 30), minority Hindu individual and assistant technician

of Ramgarh Corporation in District: Khagrachari, was injured heavily by cadres of

Mohammed Shahjahan Ripon, Mayor of Corporation. As he declined to sign a fake bill of

60 lakh taka, Liton was taken out of his own residence and thrashed mercilessly. He is

admitted in Khagrachari hospital in a critical condition.

lllll On March 20, 2013, it was learnt, local leadership of Jamaat Islam was involved in a

conspiracy to dismiss Ashok Kumar Dutta, minority Hindu teacher at Jagdal Sammilani

Ucchvidyalaya in Sub-district: Headquarter, District: Magura, from his job. It has also been

learnt, efforts to evoke students’ sentiment by bringing allegations against the Hindu teacher

of insulting Quran and Mahanabi are going on.

lllll On March 20, 2013, at dead night, armed cades of Jamaat Islam launched a dreadful attack

on public Kali temple and Gachtala temple of Hindus, located in Pabla Banikpara, P.S.

Daulatpur, District: Khulna. Holy idols were desecrated and also destroyed. A few Hindu-

owned shops and houses were also vandalized at the same time.

lllll On March 20, 2013, in the evening, students of local Madrasa attacked Harimandir of

minority Hindus in village: Bobahala, Sub-district: Headquarter, Distrit: Netrokona. Almost

200 Muslim students of Paikuria Hafizia Madrasa and Bairkanda Kaumi Madrasa were

involved in the attack; they also destroyed 6 Holy idols. Again in village: Marta, Sub-

district: Sripur, members of Jamaat Islam attacked Srikripamayi Kali temple and desecrated

6 Holy idols.

lllll On March 20, 2013, in the evening, Muslim supporters of BNP (Bangladesh National Party)

attacked Karunamayi Stores of Ananda Karmakar, minority Hindu businessman, situated

at Governmental College More, Satkhira district city. Attackers looted the shop as well.

lllll On March 17, 2013, at 9 am, a few armed Islamists attacked RP Traders of Ratan Malik,
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minority Hindu businessman, located at Boardbazar area in Gazipur (Jaydevpur) district

city. Attackers fired shots and looted 40 lakh taka.

lllll On March 16, 2013, at 9 pm, armed Muslims attacked marriage ceremony of son of Samir

Chowdhury, minority Hindu individual residing in Kachuai area of Sub-district: Patia,

District: Chittagong. Muslim robbers looted money, gold jewelries and mobile set worth 10

lakh taka and fled.

lllll On April 1, 2013, at dead night, a few Islamists attacked and also desecrated Rishipara

Durga temple of minority Hindu community located alongside MKPM Pilot government

school at Deshwali Para, in No. 5 ward of Durgapur municipality in District: Netrokona. At

11 am, a few Muslim students led by Moktaruddin (assistant teacher of the same school)

and Alamgir Hasan destroyed the Holy idols of Kali and Durga. When MKM Mostakijur

Rahman, head master of the school, asked attackers of the reason they replied boldly that

no temple can exist alongside a mosque. The incident has led to a sensation in the very area.

lllll On April 1, 2013, at dead night, Islamists broke lock of SriSriKaliMandir, situated in the

residence of Sarajit Biswas, minority Hindu person living in west Bhabanipur, Rajbari

district city, and looted belongings essential for Puja worth almost 40, 000 taka.  Local

police visited the spot.

lllll On April 1, 2013, in the night, Muslim radicals burnt down ancient Kali temple of minority

Hindu community located at Falda market, Sub-district: Bhuanpur, District: Tangail. Both

the temple and Holy idol went up. Bangabir Kader Siddique visited the spot.

lllll On March 29, 2013, in daytime, Muslim radicals destroyed wall of Ramkrishna Ashram of

minority Hindus, made in 1953, at Thakurgaon district city. Hindus, in protest, gheraoed

office of District Magistrate for hours and submitted a protest letter.

lllll On April 6, 2013, at night, Muslim ruffians attacked Sarbojanin Matrimandir of minority

Hindus located in Nandina Bazar of Ranagacha Union Council at Sub-district: Headquarter,

District: Jamalpur. Apart from desecrating 3 Holy idols, property of temple worth almost

90 thousand taka was also looted.

lllll On April 6, 2013, 600 minority Buddhist Rakhaine families lodged a strong protest against

arrogation of their crematorium situated in Notunpalli, Sub-district: Kalapara, District:

Patuakhali. The ancient crematorium having a land of 1 acre and 12 decimal was grabbed

by dishonest official of land department (by terming it as a cultivable land). One person

named, Jalal Mian grabbed 1 acre and 12 decimal land at 321, 322, 323 and 558 dag.

Chances of serious conflicts regarding case no. 196K/2004-2005 deed no. 588/06 is rising

in the locality. Bothis Mong, leader of Rakhanies, has already staged demonstrations with

hundreds of protesters in the DM’s office.

lllll On April 13, 2013, radicals belonging to Jamaat Islam attacked Kali temple of minority

Hindus living in village: Amalsid, Sub-district: Zakigunj, District: Sylhet. As a result of

attack, 6 Holy idols were desecrated and in protest, local Hindus demonstrated in Amalsid

bus stand.

lllll On April 9, 2013, at 1 am, Muslim toughs sprinkled petrol at the sweet shop of Harikrishna

Shiuli, minority Hindu businessman, in Tarar Bazar area, Sub-district: Rupgunj and set it to

fire. Jaykrishna (age 11), son of Harikrishna, died in sleep (within the shop) owing to

suffocation.

lllll On April 5, 2013, a tribal Tripuri child was raped by a Muslim ruffian at Keranihat area,
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Sub-district: Satkania, District: Chittagong. In protest against this gruesome development,

on April 6, 2013, Chittagong Hill Tract Students Council and Bangladesh Tripura Christian

Students Association lodged fiery protests.

lllll On April 4, 2013, at 11 am, a few dreaded Islamists assaulted the residence of Dilip Gupta,

minority Hindu teacher at Shahid Ahsanul Degree College, at Murgi Patti, Santahar municipal

area of District: Bagura. The attack was led by Tofazzal Hussain Bhutto, mayor of local

municipality and general secretary of BNP (Bangladesh National Party); attackers besides

vandalizing the entire property, looted belongings worth 3 lakh taka.  On April 5, when the

injured teacher went to P.S. Adamdighi to lodge official complaint, he was snubbed there.

lllll On April 4, 2013, in the morning, 5 members (including woman) of a minority Hindu

family, living in village: Chamardani, P.S. Madhyanagar, Sub-district: Headquarter, District:

Sunamgunj, became target of a wild attack of Islamists. The group of (10-12) attackers led

by Mohammed Inul Islam, as a result, harmed Anil Chandra Sarkar (age 56), Muhit Lal

Sarkar (age 50), Pinu Sarkar (age 42), Mrs. Seturani Sarkar (age 42) and Amit Sarkar (age

13). While the injured Hindus were admitted to the nearby hospital, Jane Alam Khan, O.C.

of local police station, visited the spot and acknowledge the spate of violence on the innocent

Hindu family.

lllll On April 4, 2013, in the evening, Islamists led by Harun Matabbar, leader of BNP

((Bangladesh National Party), assailed a minority Hindu family living in village: Badarpasha,

Sub-district: Rajoir, District: Madaripur. The residence of Biswajit Seal was bombed while

both Holy idol of God and temple were desecrated and destroyed. The attackers forayed

into the house , looted money, gold jewelries and fled.

lllll On April 4, 2013, at dead night, Muslim radicals attacked three Hindu temples, located at

Pakulya Shitalatala Mahsashamsan Ghat, Sub-district: Mirzapur, District: Tangail. The

temples, it is learnt, are more than 300 years old and had been one of the main pilgrimages

of Hindus in the vicinity. The neighboring crematorium is used for cremating Hindu bodies

for ages. No less than belonging worth 2 lakh taka, following desecration and destruction

of Holy idols, were looted. High-profile officials of the district administration, including

addition District magistrate, visited the spot. Hindus, in protest, waged demonstrations for

hours.

lllll On April 4, 2013, at dead night, cultivable land (of 2 bighas) of Santosh Kumar Das, minority

Hindu farmer living in village: Kanari Gosainpara, Sub-district: Pirgunj, District:

Thakurgaon, were burnt down by Muslim criminals. Petrol was used to make the devastation

perfect. It has been learnt, high-profile officials of administration visited the spot.

lllll Hindu persecution have been rampant following the death sentence of Deloar Hussain

Sayedee. Hindu families living in villages of Ayezabad and Sakaharo Rajarhat, Sub-district:

Gobindagunj, District: Jaypurhat, as a result, have become targets of radicals belonging to

Jamaat-e-Islam and BNP (Bangladesh National Party). Terrified minority Hindus, therefore,

have taken refuge in other areas. The villages, at the moment, are prevailed by a dead

silence.

lllll On April 3, 2013, at 10.30 pm, Prafulla Sarkar, minority Hindu and member of elected

Union Council, living in village: Dwarirpar, Sub-district: Goainghat, District: Sylhet was

kidnapped by armed Muslim toughs and was killed later on. It is learnt, Prafulla belonged

----5
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to the Kuti Namasudra community. Police has founded the dead body and initiated an

investigation as well.

lllll On March 6, 2013, more than hundreds of armed Islamists raided residence of Harendra

Nama Das, minority Hindu individual living in village: Bastul; Sub-district: Sonargaon,

District: Narayangunz. While the attack was in full swing, general secretary of local Awami

League was present there. Efforts were made to uproot the Hindu family from the very

property. However, when two hundred armed people, belonging to another group of Awami

League, attacked the assailants, they fled. The incident has caused a great fear among Hindus

living there.  5 members of the Hindu family (including 1 woman) were severely injured.

lllll On April 6, 2013, at dead night, Muslim cadres of Jamaat-e-Islam attacked the Kali temple

of minority Hindu community at village: Kedua, Sub-district: Kulpur, District: Mymensingh.

It has been learnt from the FIR lodged by Sunil Chandra Pal, secretary of the temple

committee, 5 Holy idols in the temple were desecrated and destroyed.

lllll On April 1, 2013, around 11 pm, a few Muslim communal attacked the Hindu temple at

village: Satberia, Sub-district: Galachipa, District: Patuakhali. The Holy idol, being

worshiped for past 250 years at a stretch, was both defiled and destroyed. Police, owing to

the complaints of Hindus, have arrested 1 Jamaat cadre involved in the ghastly incident.

lllll On February 27, 2013, at dead night, a few Muslim radicals assailed the residence of Paban

Sarkar, living in village: Sardarpara (Bunopara), Sub-district: Sripur, District: Magura.

Assailant desecrated and destructed holy deity of Maa Kali and the temple.

lllll On February 27, 2013, at dead night, house of Sudhir Biswas, Hindu individual living in

village: Jhautala, Kalkini Corporation Area, District: Madaripur, was attacked by Islamists.

The attackers plundered and destroyed holy deities of Shiva, Kali and Shitala; seven other

holy deities were also desecrated and destroyed. 4 basil plants, regarded as sacred, were

also uprooted.

lllll On February 26, 2013, at the evening, Suman Saha (age 23), Hindu youth inhabiting village:

Bhorpara, Sub-district: Basail, District: Tangail, was bombed by members of Jamaat-e-

Islami. He died on the spot, as a result. Police has lodged an official complaint against 80

members of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On January 31, 2013, at dead night, common Kali temple of minority Hindu community

living in village: Baraitali, Sub-district: Kalikakoir, District: Gazipur (Jaydevpur) was

attacked by a group of Muslim radicals. The holy deity was both desecrated and destroyed

into pieces. A formal complaint has been lodged at the local police station.

lllll On February 12, 2013, in the dead night, residence of Jaydev Pal, residing in village: Uttar

Sihipasha, Sub-district: Agailjhara, District: Barisal, was attacked by a group of Muslim

radicals. It has been learnt, Muslim assailants destroyed 35 idols of Devi Saraswati, destined

for holy worship. Police has arrested a Muslim youth, Jainal Sardar, in connection with

gruesome development.

lllll On February 16, 2013, Radheshyam Temple of Hindus, located in village: Sholodana Paschim

Kainmukhi, Sub-district: Paikgacha, District: Barisal, was assaulted by Muslim radicals.

The holy deity was defiled, destroyed and utensils for the holy worship were also looted.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the evening, minority Hindus were attacked by members of BNP

and Jamaat-e-Islami at Raygunj market, Sub-district: Begumgunj, District: Noakhali. Muslim

assailants came in procession and attacked houses and shops of Hindus in the vicinity. 15
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houses along with 20 shops of Hindus were smashed up. Hindus, as a result, are in straitened

circumstances.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the evening, more than 200 women members of Jamaat-e-Islami,

chanting slogans “Allah ho Akbar” attacked Hindus living in Sub-district city of Maheshkhali,

District: Coxbazar. 5 houses of Hindus were destroyed while holy deities in two temples

were both defiled and destroyed.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at 9 pm, hermitage of Jyotisharananda Puri, Hindu saint, located in

Bagalia, Sub-district: Satkania, District: Chittagong was attacked by members of Jamaat-e-

Islami. Muslim assailants destroyed holy deity and other belongings in the temple. 5 Hindu

families living in the area adjoining the hermitage became subject to violent attacks also;

they were looted completely. A Buddhist temple in the area was also destroyed.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the evening, 3 Hindu temples Sub-district: Kutubdia Sadar, District:

Coxbazar were burnt down by activists of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami pounced down on a Hindu

temple in Brahmanpara, Coomilla district city; holy deity and temple were destroyed and

burnt down.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the evening, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami and Bangladesh National

Party (BNP) brought out an armed procession in village: Dakshin Jaladi, Sub-district:

Baskhali, District: Chittagong, and attacked Hindus. While 20 Hindu houses were burnt

down, 16 Hindus were injured critically. Two of them died in the hospital. Advaitananda

Rishi Dham, Advaitananda Sanskrit College were attacked, plundered and also burnt down.

One can find ashes and a cry of despair only. Dayal Hari Singh, priest of the temple, was

also murdered brutally. Police has arrested Alamgir Kabir, chairman – Sub-district,

representing BNP in this regard.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at dead night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami burnt down Puja pandal

of Hindus staying in village: Dumuria, Sub-district: Morelgunj, District: Bagerhat.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at 10 pm, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami attacked Hindus in village:

Ranigonjo Uttar Maheshpur, Sub-district: Sad, District: Dinajpur. Residence of 15 Hindu

families were looted and then burnt down.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the dead night, a number of Hindu temples were destroyed in a

few villages of Sub-district: Enayatpur, District: Sirajgunj. These included 2 temples in

village: Gopinathpur, 2 temples in village: Baitile, 2 temples in village: Rupashi.

lllll On February 28, 2013, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami carried out a deadly attack on minority

Hindu area in Hoyenak, Sub-district: Maheshkhali, District: Coxbazar. After conducting

attacks and plundering for hours, Muslim radicals burnt down 20 houses of Hindus through

spraying gunpowder. 15 Hindu households were also looted in Timebazar area making

Hindus there penniless. Kirantali temple and the holy deity there were also vandalized.

lllll On February 28, 2013, during night, Purna Brahma Harichand Guruchand Sevashram and

Radha Gobinda temple of Hindus, located in village: Gaiyar Char, Sub-district: Raypur,

District: Laxmipur were burnt down. Activists of Jamaat-e-Islami used petrol for the

destruction.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, 3 temples of Hindus were destroyed in village: Pinglakathi,

Sub-district: Gournadi, District: Barisal.

lllll On February 28, 2013, residence of Chintaharan Debnath, minority Hindu individual living
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in village: Karatkhil, Sub-district: Chatkhil, District: Noakhali was attacked by activists of

Jamaat-e-Islami. Muslim radicals burnt Harisabha Temple (of more than a century old)

down by sprinkling petrol on the entire structure.

lllll On February 28, 2013, Harimandir and holy deity of Hindus in village: Sheair, Sub-district:

Singra, District: Nator were attacked and burnt down by cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On February 28, 2013, Holy Deities of Durga at Lakhirpar and Satkandi temples, Sub-

district: Kotalipara, District: Gopalgunj were desecrated, destroyed and also burnt down.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the evening, ancient Kali Temple (of above a century old) of

Hindus at Gutia, Sub-district: Banaripara, District: Barisal was attacked and burnt down by

cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami. Hardly anything of the temple remains now.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the evening, more than hundreds of cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami

attacked, bombed and also looted the residence of Sunil Karmakar, minority Hindu living

in village: Kabirpur, Sub-district: Shailakupa, District: Jhinaidaha.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, residences of Sovanchandra DevBarman and Sushanta

DevBarman, in village: Karaikandi, Sub-district: Sadar, District: Jaypurhat, were attacked

and burnt down by cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami. Seven houses of two families were completely

devastated.

lllll On February 28, 2013, in the night, 25 shops of Hindus living in Sub-district: Kalai, District:

Jaypurhat, were attacked, looted by cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, a Kali Temple, situated in village: Paschim Ramchandrapur,

Sub-district: Panchbibi, District: Jaypurhat was assaulted and destructed by activists of

Jamaat-e-Islami. 4 Hindu shops were also looted and destroyed in Majina Bazar area.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, hundreds of cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami attacked, looted and

also burnt down 6 houses of Hindus living village: Saha Vikshari, Sub-district: Sonagazi,

District: Feni. Two Hindu families were worst affected; all rooms were turned into ashes.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, residence of Mukul Mahajan, minority Hindu individual

living in village: Samajpur, Sub-district: Dangan Bhuiyan, District: Feni was attacked by a

large number of cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami. 4 rooms in the house were looted and also burnt

down.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, a Kali Temple of Hindus in Goali Mandra Manipara, Sub-

district: Louhajang, District: Munsigunj was assailed and burnt down by Muslim radicals

belonging to Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On February 28, 2013, at night, supporters of Jamaat-e-Islami spoiled and burnt down

house of Narayan Master, minority Hindu individual living in village: Asantola, Sub-district:

Mireshwarai, District: Chittagong. Three rooms turned into ashes, as a result.

lllll On March 8, 2013, at night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami attacked and burnt down “Buri Ma

Mandir” (Bhagavati Mandir) of tribal Hindus in Amsukurul area, District city of Rangpur.

lllll On March 8, 2013, residence of Mina Swarnakar, minority Hindu individual in village:

Karalakshmi, Sub-district:  Lalmohan, District: Bhola was bunt down by more than scores

of cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On March 8, 2013, at night, a large number of of Jamaat-e-Islami cadres looted and burnt

down 15 houses and also shops of Hindus living in Ghosh para, Sherpur Corporation area,

District: Bagura.

lllll On March 8, 2013, cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami desecrated and also burnt down a Kali Temple
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of tribal Hindus located in village: Bezak, Sub-district: Hatibandha, District: Lalmanir Hat.

The venerated Temple, as a result, turned out to be a collection of mere ashes.

lllll On March 8, 2013, at dead night, hereditary RadhaKrishna temple of Kalinga Khayrati,

minority Hindu individual living in village: Batajor, Sub-district: Basana, District: Bagura

was attacked and burnt down by cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On March 8, 2013, at dead night, 23 holy deities of Lord Shiva, worshipped by minority

Hindus living in village: Khalkona, Sub-district: Kaligunj, District: Jhinaidaha, were

destructed by cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On March 17, 2013, at dead night, Kali Temple of Hindus living in village: Kagail, Sub-

district: Naktali, District: Bagura, was assailed and burnt down by cadres of BNP and

Jamaat.

lllll On March 18, 2013, at dead night, holy deity of Kali, worshipped by Hindus residing in

village: Marta, Sub-district: Sripur, District: Gazipur was destroyed by supporters of Jamaat-

e-Islami.

lllll On March 18, 2013, at night, Hindus of Banikpara area, Sub-district: Daulatpur, District:

Khulna were assaulted by cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami. Owing to attacks, 20 establishments

including temple, house, shops were destroyed.

lllll On March 18, 2013, during night, Hari Mandir and Panchatattva holy deity, before the

house of Mithun Chandra, minority Hindu individual living in village: Bobahala, Sub-

district: Sadar, Disitrict: Netrokona, were destructed by cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On March 18, 2013, at the middle of the night, Kali Temple and holy deity of Kali, located

in village: Dobhashia, District Sadar: Mymensingh, were desecrated and destructed by

cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On March 18, 2013, at night, activists of Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP) carried out a

series of attacks on the Durga Temple of Hindus living in village: Uttar Gopalpur, Sub-

district: Kachua, District: Bagerhat. Muslims radicals sprinkled petrol on both the holy

deity and temple. Both turned into ashes within hours.

lllll On March 19, 2013, at dead night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami conducted attacks on Hindus

in Sabek Para, Karmakar Para, Kamar Chattagram area of Basunia and Rameshwar Union

leading to the complete destruction of 4 Hindu temples and holy deities in those.

lllll On March 20, 2013, at dead night, Durga Temple, instituted by minority Hindu community

in Amua Bazar area, Sub-district: Kathalia, District: Jhalkathi, was attacked, desecrated

and destroyed by activists of Jamaat-e-Islami.

lllll On March 20, 2013, at dawn, supporters of Jamaat-e-Islami attacked residence of Nilkanata

Ray, minority Hindu individual living in village: Choto Jhinia, Sub-district: Pirgacha, District:

Rangpur. Islamists used gunpowder to set the residence to fire. As a result, two rooms made

of tin were burnt within a few minutes. Apart from that, a pregnant cow, 20 ducks and 5

chickens also were burnt to death.

lllll On March 20, 2013, at dead night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami set houses of Aswini Ray

and Rasranjan Ray, minority Hindus living in Dhinjani Paschim Para, Sub-district: Sherpur,

District: Bagura, to fire.

lllll On March 20, 2013, at dead night, workers of Jamaat-e-Islami assaulted Kali Temple of

Hindus inhabiting Ramgunj, District Sadar: Nilfamari. Both the holy deity and temple were

defiled and destructed.
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lllll On March 22, 2013, at night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami carried out a deadly assault on

RakshaKali Temple of Hindus in Chowmohani, District: Noakhali. After breaking the lock,

Muslim radicals looted money worth lakhs, golden jewelries of holy deity. At the same

time, Islamists broke the wall (under construction) of Kali Temple at Kalir Hat area in

Rajgunj Union Council.

lllll On March 22, 2013, at dead night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami attacked and destroyed

Laxmimata Temple of Hindus in Kettarika Madhyapara, Sub-district: Sadar, District:

Gazipur. The entire temple was burnt down leading to the complete destruction of a few

holy deities as well.

lllll On March 23, 2013, in the evening, minority Hindus living in village: Gaddimari, Sub-

district: Hatibandha, District: Lalmanirhat became targets of wild attacks led by activists of

Jamaat-e-Islami. 20 Hindus including 1 freedom fighter got badly injured.

lllll On March 24, 2013, at dead night, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami launched assault on temple

of minority Hindus in No. 9 Section of Faraura Tea Esatate, Sub-district: Srimangal, District:

Habigunj. Muslim radicals defiled and destroyed both the Durga temple and holy deity of

Mother Durga.

lllll On March 24, 2013, at the dawn, activists of Jamaat-e-Islami set the residence of Uttam

Kumar Malo, inhabiting village: Kunapadya, Madaripur Corporation Area, to fire. Three

rooms in the house burnt down, as a result.

lllll On January 4, 2013, Nishikanta Sarkar, minority Hindu individual living in village: Bunagati,

Sub-district: Salikha, District: Magura, was attacked by Muslim radicals monstrously. It

has been learnt, Mohammed Mustafa and Obaidur Rehman, Muslim ruffians residing in the

adjoining village of Hatbaria, demanded 1 lakh taka from Nishikanta who, expressing his

own helplessness, refused to give in. This act of Nishikanta enraged Islamists leading to the

violent attack on him. He was admitted to Salikha hospital in a critical condition. A large

number of Hindus of 10 villages, including Bunagati, Kuatpur, Chabari, Narapati,

Radhadanga, protested against this gruesome incident strongly.

lllll Kamalesh, minority Hindu individual in the realm of Bangladesh till the other day, along

with other members of his family has come to India of late, deserting their entire property

in Sub-district: Kachua, Distirct: Bagerhat,. His wife was raped by Sheikh Mahafujur

Rehman, elected chairman of the Sub-district. He warned that disclosure of the incident

would lad to brutal death of all. After taking refuge in the residence of his relatives for 16

days at a stretch, Kamalesh along with his wife and son has left Bangladesh forever.

Mohammed Sukur Ali, Deputy Commander of Muktijoddha Councilin Sub-district: Kachua,

after hearing the news, has filed a suit of rape (as plaintiff) against Muslim culprit Sheikh

Mahafujur Rehman. Protests demanding his arrest are going on. A half day strike was also

observed on January 13, 2013.

lllll On November 7, 2012, Shilpi Rani Das (age 14), daughter of Sashanka Das, minority Hindu

individual living village: Sadullapur, Sub-district: Biswanath: District: Sylhet, was kidnapped

by Islamists. Shilpi was the student of local Janakalyan High School and while returning

home from school she was abducted by Muslim criminals brandishing firearms including
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Mohammed Faizul Mian, Jehangir Hossain. Sashanka Das and Kalpana Devi, parents of

Shilpi lodged formal complaints to the local police station as plaintiffs. Case No. – 99/10/

2012. It is in accordance with Women and Child Oppression Act 2003.

lllll Residence of Bipen Das, minority Hindu individual living in village: Kumbhakali, P.S.

Headquarters, District: Baufal, became victim of a dreadful attack by armed Islamists in

broad daylight. While on one hand Muslim ruffians stripped Arati Rani Das (age 35) and

relished it as well, more than 1 lakh taka and necessary furniture worth 10 lakh taka were

also looted on the other hand. Women and children of the Hindu family were also tortured.

The attack was carried out by 20/25 Islamists and was led by Mohammed Liton Shikdar,

notorious Muslim ruffian of the neighboring village: Jhilna.

lllll On January 12, 2013, Krishnakali, well-known Hindu performer of Shahabag in Dhaka,

was warned through phone (by Islamists) to pay ziziya tax of 3 lakhs taka. She has filed a

case, in this regard, at the local police station.

lllll On December 9, 2012, Biswajit Das (age 28), decent Hindu tailoring shop owner at Jagannath

University area of old Dhaka,  was hacked to death by Islamists in broad daylight. Even if

the dreadful event occurred before police, they remained silent spectator to the entire episode.

Hussain Mohammed Ershad, ex-President of Bangladesh – met the unfortunate parents and

gave them 50, 000 taka. He has also demanded to name the place where Biswajit breathed

his last as Biswajit Chattar. Akbar Sobahan, Chairman of Basundhara Group – leading

industrial group – has announced to give 10 lakhs taka to the family of slain Biswajit.

lllll On December 30, 2012, at 7.30 pm, Basana Chakraborty (age 16), minority Hindu girl and

also a college student living in village: Bhatikamari, Sub-district: Muksudpur, District:

Gopalgunj, was abducted by Islamists. Mohammed Jainal Sheikh (age 20) and Mohammed

Tara Sheikh (age 27) were the culprits. Sri Arup Kumar Chakraborty, father of Basana,

lodged a formal complaint to the local police station. Case No. – 02 dated January 08. 2013

– P.S. Muksudpur.

lllll On January 15, 2013, at dead night, Islamists set fire to age-old Kali temple, located at

Sunamgunj district town, and it burned down. It has been learnt, local Hindus used to

venerate the temple lots and also offered Puja on a regular basis. Activists of Jamat Islami

used to taunt Hindus and their temple in public and as per local, the heinous act has been

carried out by them.

lllll On January 1, 2013, at 5 pm, Islamists launched an assault on Kali temple of minority

Hindus located at Garitana area, Sub-district: Manikchari, District: Khagrachari. The

assailants entered the temple forcefully, desecrated and destructed the Holy deity and ran

away. The incident led to a huge trouble in the neighborhood. Police has detained Manjur

Hussain (age 40) based on suspicion.

lllll On December 21, 2012, at night, Islamists strived to grab lands of Gyanankur Bihar Temple

of Buddhists, located at Purbagujra, Sub-district: Raujan, District: Chittagong. On December

19, at dead night, “Shah Amanat Syndicate” demanded half of the said property as regards

advance.

lllll On January 15, 2013, dread Muslim radical Alauddin was arrested by P.S. Kaukhali for

abduction, rape and finally murder of Tomking Marma (age 14), inhabiting Tribal Marma

Colony, Sub-district: Kaukhali, District: Rangamati.
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lllll On January 21, 2013, at dead night, Islamists set fire to the residence of Manoranjan Baghma

(minority Hindu individual) living in village: Chanet Gabua, Sub-district: Galachipa, District:

Patuakhali. Muslim radicals including Jehangir Haodar, Mohammed Anwar Hussain,

Mohammed Ajibur Rehman (member of Jamat Islami) have grabbed lands worth 3 acres 38

shatak of Manoranjan already. As Manorajan dared to file a formal suit (in this regard) to

court, Islamists attacked his residence. All members of the family along with their neighbors

were thrashed extremely and at the time of leaving they kidnapped an adolescent Hindu

girl. Houses of 7 Hindu families have been burnt down.

lllll In last six months, 17 tribal and adolescent Hindu girls have become victims to rapes and

gang rapes. While four of them were murdered after rape, two became victims of sexual

harassments altogether. All these incidents have occurred Chittagong and Dinajpur along

with 3 hilly districts. Manusher Jonyo Foundation and its 106 allied organizations have

brought these horrific instances to the fore. According to reports sent by organizations

working tirelessly in different hilly terrains, the majority of these victims happen to be girls

of age between 14 and 25. Even if a few Muslim culprits have been taken into custody, the

majority of them, owing to their strong political links, are roaming freely. Manusher Jonyo

Foundation and its allied organizations have demanded immediate arrests of all culprits.

lllll According to population statistics of Bangladesh (year 2001-2011), 9 lakhs of minority

Hindus in 15 districts across the nation are missing. They, virtually, have left the country

owing to mounting persecution by Islamists.

lllll On October 2, 2012, at dead night, Muslim radicals attacked Durga temple situated in the

residence of Liton Bhattacharya, minority Hindu individual living in village: Basura, Sub-

district: Madhavpur, District: Habigunj. The assailants destructed holy deities of Goddess

Durga, Laxmi, Saraswati, Kartik and Ganesh. All Hindu inhabitants of the house were also

severely beaten. A legal complaint has been filed against Tajul Islam (age 45), leader of the

Muslim gang, in the local police station.

lllll On October 2, 2012, at dead night, Radha Gobinda Ashram, belonging to minority Hindus

in village: Dhanbari, Sub-district: Madhupur, Disitrict: Tangail, was attacked by Islamists

as part of a grievous plan to exterminate Hindus from the locality racially. Holy deities of

Goddess Durga, Laxmi, Saraswati, Kartik and Ganesh were destroyed. Chittaranjan Sarkar,

president of Puja committee, and Kshitish Chanfrra Dutta, secretary of the commited, have

lodged a complaint to the local police station.

lllll On October 3, 2012, at dead night, Muslim radicals attacked the ancestral temple of

Rabindranath Sarkar, minority Hindu individual living in village: Dhaljor, Sub-district:

Sripur, Distirct: Gazipur (Jaydevpur). Attackers destroyed 6 holy deities including Laxmi

and Narayan. Stuff used for Puja were also looted. Police has arrested Mohammed Sajib

Islam in connection with the incident. Hindus in the area are terrified.

lllll “We can’t fight with crocodile while living alongside them in water. We are helpless minority

people and have to live in Bangladesh no matter what. My daughter has already died and

we may have the same fate very soon,” these anguishes were expressed with tears by Amulya

Mandal, inhabitant of village: Mahilara alongside Barishal city. On September 8, 2012,

Setu Mandal, Amulya’s daughter and also student of Class VIII, was kidnapped by Muslim

culprit (of same village) Mohammed Iman Mian at gunpoint. She, then, was taken to
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neighboring village of Bagha; she was kept there in a house for three days and was raped

over and over again. Being ashamed, Setu committed suicide. Lots of organizations burst

into protest against this, built up a strong movement demanding stringent punishment of

the culprit as well. Amulya Mandal lodged a court case against Iman. Local people

(influential) tried to subdue the case and hence, they started exerting pressure on Amulya

Mandal. Mohammed Kamal Hussain (chairman of local union council and also UP member),

Sushil Kariti (leader, Hindu-Buddhist-Christian Council), Prabhashak Alamgir Kabiraj and

11 other rendered 2 lakhs of rupees as fine of Iman. Amulya was instructed to withdraw the

case. People in jest are terming the development as “Bangladeshi Verdict.”

lllll On August 29, 2012, huge public discontent and road blockades were witnessed owing to

protests against the killing of minority tribal peasant Jambu Char, living in Sub-district:

Dhamair Hat, District: Naogaon. On August 27, while Jambu was returning from local

market, his throat was slit by a few Muslim radicals leading to death.  Thousands of tribal

people showed protests against the ghastly incident and submitted a memorandum demanding

arrests of culprits to concerned executive.

lllll On August 23, 2012, during night, Dr. Narayan Chandra Netai, leader of minority Hindu

Bangladesh Medical Association, was killed by a few Muslim goons in staff quarter, in

Mahakali Baksha Byadhi Hospital area in Dhaka. Police has arrested 5 goons in this regard.

lllll On September 16, 2012, 44 Christian families were uprooted from their own land because

of Islamists’ attack on Barisal Baptist Mission, religious land belonging to minority Christian

community, in broad daylight. Muslim radicals seized the land from them and warned Pradhan

Paul of dire consequences.

lllll On September 18, 2012, at 11 am, Chameli Biswas, minority Hindu college girl student,

was assaulted by a Muslim criminal at Kuadanga Bus stand in Gopalgunj district.

lllll On August 26, 2012, police found slain Kipindra Tripura, tribal Hindu, in a sack from a

pond in Jamtali area, Sub-district: Dighinala, District: Khagrachari. Bairupa Brajakumar,

inhabitant of Karbaripara, was abducted and killed by a few Muslim assailants, while

returning from his agricultural job.

lllll On August 26, 2012, 1 Muslim family tried to seize land of Triratna Chakma, local tribal

Buddhist living in Amarpur Pahchari area of District: Khagrachari. When the tribal family

tried to resist Muslims, they were attacked with weapons leading to grave injury of three

tribal Hindus.

lllll More than a hundred Muslim assailants attacked and looted four shops of Hindus located in

Baghra market, Sub-district: Srinagar, District: Munshigunj, recently. While gold jewelry

worth 83 vari and Rs. 1 lakh were looted from shop of Narendra Karmakar, gold jewelry

worth 25 vari and Rs. 1 lakh and 65 thousands from shop of Madhab Pal, gold jewelry

worth 30 vari and Rs. 1 lakh from shop of Bimal Pal, gold jewelry worth 26 vari and Rs. 67

thousands from shop of Madan Das were also looted.

lllll Nemai Chandra Das has been threatened by activists of local Jamiat leadership of dire

consequences and asked to withdraw the court case. It is to be noted, Nemai Chandra Das

lodged a case against war criminals convicted of killing 40 innocent Hindus during

independence struggle in 1971.

lllll On September 12, 2012, minority Hindu girl student of Class VIII at Uttara Palashbari
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ASM High school at Sub-district: Chirirbandar, District: Dinajpur, Diti Rani Das (age 13),

committed suicide. She became victim to sexual harassment by a Muslim youth that led to

her death only.

lllll On September 14, 2012, at 1 am, a squad of Muslim radicals comprising 14/15 armed

assailants attacked minority Hindu residence at Korpara Battala, Distirct: Jhinai, and

plundered it virtually. Hindus including Subas Saha, Shyamal Saha, Shipra Saha, Labani

Saha and Komrani Saha (aged lady) became victims to Islamic brutality and are highly

injured at the moment.

lllll On September 10, 2012, Muslim criminals attacked and destroyed holy deity of Devi Durga

in the residence of Mahindra Nath Pal, inhabiting village: Bathuli Palpara, Delduar Dubail

Union, District: Tangail. Sitanath Sutradhar, president of Durga Puja Committee, has

demanded arrest of culprits linked to this ghastly incident.

lllll On October 4, 2012, in the dead night, Sunil Biswas, teacher at Charduani Chaherabad

Government Primary School, Sub-district: Patharghata, District: Barguna, and his wife Jharna

Biswas was attacked by a few Muslim assailants. Sharp weapons wounded the couple

extremely.

lllll On October 10, 2012, a few Muslim criminals assailed public Hindu temple in village:

Shikarpur, Sub-district: Sirajdikhan, District: Munshigunj. Holy deities (being constructed)

of  Goddess Durga, Laxmi, Saraswati, Kartik, Ganesh and Asura were destroyed.

lllll On October 12, 2012, in the evening, 3 minority Hindu families living in village: Hirimidia

Dakshinpara, Sub-district: Bheramara, District: Kustia, became victims to Islamic attacks.

Attackers went to the houses of Uttam Debnath, Amal Debnath and Rajib Debnath and

demanded Rs. 3 lakhs as Ziziya tax. When they refused to pay, armed Islamists started

plundering along with thrashing Hindus. Rajib Debnath, while trying to resist, was severely

wounded. Property worth Rs. 5 lakhs was looted. District Magistrate of Kustia, Banamali

Bhowmick along with high police officials has visited the spot.

lllll On September 29, 2012, Muslim militants carried out worst persecutions on minority

Buddhist community in Ramu Ukhia, Paia and Teknaf areas in District: Cox Bazar. Here is

the real incident – Mohammed Abdul Muktadir Latif, a Muslim student, tagged a picture in

the Facebook account of Uttam Kumar Barua, minority Buddhist student, at “Farooq

Computer Telecom” in the same evening. Printouts of the picture was distributed in thousands

among common people by same Muktadir Latif. Members of Jamiat Islam, citing the picture

as a grave insult to Islam, started stimulating public opinion and within hours, thousands of

Muslims carrying lethal weapons assembled and started worst religious persecutions on

Buddhists. After 11 pm, Buddhist houses, people, business centres along with century-old

temples were destructed at a stretch. While plundering became a common affair, temples

were set to fire. Religious persecution went on without hindrance on September 29 and 30;

administration, contrary to expectations of minority people, remained silent. As a result, 12

Buddhist temples, 3 Hindu temples, 40 minority houses were destroyed by fire; rampant

use of gun powder and petrol by Islamists propelled fire. Prime Minister of Bangladesh,

Home Minister, leaders of the opposition in parliament have visited spots of destruction
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with persecution already. Protest marches to this have taken place in various like Srilanka,

Burma, Thailand. There has not been any dearth of protest marches by minority people

within Bangladesh as well.

lllll On September 23, 2012, fierce clashes, based on a trivial issue, took place at Rangamati

Government College between Muslim students and minority Buddhist students leaving

injury of 50 among them. Minority tribal students were also witnessed to beef up resistance.

Hindu Buddhist shops were ravaged as well. To bring any more violence to a halt, Section

144 was declared. Deployment of armed forces restored peace finally

lllll  On September 29, 2012, at 8 am, Suniti Chakma and Pijush Kumar Chakma, both Buddhists,

succumbed to bullets fired by Muslim radicals. The ghastly incident took place at Dudukchari

area, Sub-district: Panchari, District: Khagrachari.

lllll On September 28, 2012, Uko Rakhain, minority Buddhist tribal leader, became victim to

heinous attacks of Muslim goons at Kuaghata area, Distirct: Cox Bazar. Sagar Mollah and

Tofail Ahmed, notorious Muslim goons in the locality, were behind the attack.

lllll On September 9, 2012, in dead night, crematorium belonging to minority Hindus in

Mallikpur, Sunamgunj Corporation City, was assaulted by Islamists. Seven holy deities

were desecrated and broken. Mamtajuddin – ADM of Sunamgunj, Ayub Bakht Jaglu –

Mayor of Corporation and high police officials visited the spot.

lllll On November 11, 2012, in dead night, Muslim radicals attacked and destroyed Durga temple

of minority Hindus at Sargharia, Sub-district: Birampur, District: Dinajpur. Attackers

desecrated and destroyed 4 holy deities and set fire to the temple. Mohammed Mainul

Islam – District Police Super, Rokhsana Begum – Sub-district Executive, Nasiruddin Mandal

– O.C. – P.S. visited the spot.

lllll Muslim radicals kidnapped Mrs. Anamika Bhowmick (age 23), wife of Sanjib Kumar

Bhowmick inhabiting village: Birahimpur, Sub-district: Companygunj, District: Noakhali

and her daughter (age 2 years) was kidnapped by Mohammed Nandan Shah, Mohammed

Liton shah and others. A ransom of Rs. 10 lakhs was demanded for their release.  Nikunja

Debnath, father of Anamika, filed a case in court for their releases. Police has rescued them

after one-and-half-month.

lllll On November 12, 2012, in dead night, Islamists attacked public Kali temple in Sri Sri

Mahaprabhu Sevashram adjoining Khunna Market, Sub-district: Hijla, District: Barisal.

Apart from the desecration of holy deity, furniture were also looted. High officials in local

administration rushed to the spot. But Hindus in the area continue to remain terrified.

lllll On November 1, 2012, in the evening, Rupayan Chakma (age 20), minority Buddhist and

inhabiting village: Bardona, Sub-district: Laxmichari, District: Khagrachari, was murdered

by Muslim criminals. Rupayan, while returning from local stationary shop on the same

evening, was abducted halfway and his mutilated and slain body was discovered in next

day’s morning. Police took charge of his body and went to the police station.

lllll On October 13, 2012, in dead night, Muslim toughs made a wild attack on Hindu Dasbari in

village: Ataskhali, Sub-district: Baufal, Disitrct: Patuakhali. Attackers destroyed Holy Deities

of Durga, Laxmi, Saraswati, Kartik, Ganesh. Shankar Chandra, president of the Puja
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committee, lodged a complaint in the local police station. Zulfikar Mohammed Gajjali,

Officer-in-Charge of police station stated police had started to hunt for the culprits involved

in the grisly incident and they would be arrested before long.

lllll On October 13, 2012, in dead night, Muslim robber barged into Radha Krishna temple

belonging to minority Hindu community in village: Purba Nattadabas, Sub-district:

Hatibandha, District: Lalmani. They broke the main gate of temple (made of iron) and stole

Holy 3 Deities of RadhaKrishna and Balgopal worth one-and-half kg. Mrs. Muktarani Dasi,

president of temple committee lodged a formal complaint to the local police station. Tapas

Sarkar, O.C. – police station, had assured of taking strong measures in this regard.

lllll On October 13, at 12 am, Rabi Das Mardi and Phani Kisku, Hindu inhabitants of village:

Palashi, Sub-district: Godagari, District: Rajshahi, became victims to wild attacks of armed

Muslim culprits. Islamists silt their throats with sharp weapons. On October 14, minority

students burst into protest against this terrible incident.

lllll On October 20, 2012, in the evening, Ritu Aich (age28), minority Hindu inhabitant of

village: Sultana Mandir, Sub-district: Sitakunda, District: Chittagong, was hacked to death.

Ritu was kidnapped by Muslim thugs, while returning to own residence, and was hacked to

death before the Kali temple. It has been learnt that Ritu Aich used to work in GPHA.

Hindus in the very area remain terrified, as a result.

lllll A Hindu individual was just thrown out from a running train’s compartment leading to his

death altogether. This shocking and whole inhuman incident took place on October 18,

2012 while the Jamuna train was about to set off from Sarishabari railway station in District:

Jamalpur. A few Muslim criminals barged into the train and went on plundering. Rebati Pal

(age 40), Hindu individual living in village: Baroi Patol Palpara and wearing traditional

Hindu dress like dhoti, was just thrown out from the train’s compartment. He died on the

spot.

lllll On October 18, 2012, in the evening, Suman Karmakar (age 35), son of Sunil Karmakar –

inhabiting Kandipara in District: Brahmanbaria – was kidnapped and killed by Muslim

toughs. Akhura G.R.P. recovered the slain body and sent it to post-mortem examination.

lllll On October 14, 2012, in the evening, Nilofar, Muslim woman and wife of Saiful Islam and

also mother of three children, inhabiting village: Shar Sonakur, Sub-district: Kachua, District:

Bagerhat, was caned for forty times and expelled from the village with her husband and

children later on.  O Moulana, local UP Chairman, happened to be the sole factor behind

the entire development.  Nilofar talked to her cousin in broad daylight; citing this as

extramarital and unpardonable (as a result) as per Islamic code of conduct, Nilofar was

blamed, beaten and kicked out from the village.

lllll On October 18, 2012, Mitali Baroi (age 18), minority Hindu college student inhabiting

village: Somaoirpar, Sub-district: Agailjhara, District: Barisal, committed suicide by taking

poison. According to sources, a few Muslim youths were teasing her, while going to college,

for days and threatened to kidnap her even. Out of shame and apprehending worst Mitali

preferred to commit suicide.

lllll On October 19, 2012, at 1 am, Uttam Kumar Kar, Hindu advocate, while placing signboard

in his own land at Natun Bazar area in District: Barisal, was attacked by Muslim culprits

and also tortured extremely.  He was submitted to a local hospital in critical condition.
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lllll On October 16, 2012, Nripen Chandra Dhar, Hindu police official who was working at P.S.

Kamalgunj, District: Moulavibazar then, was kidnapped by Muslim criminals. He was

recovered in an unconscious state after three days from Sarkar Bazar area by police and

was submitted to a local hospital. Nripen Chandra Dhar lives in village: Jangail, Sub-district:

Gaoinghat, District: Sylhet.

lllll On October 18, 2012, in the dead night, Holy Deity of Devi Durga was desecrated and also

destructed by Muslim hoodlums in village: Bandhabari, Sub-district: Kotalipar, District:

Gopalgunj. Suryakanta Sikdar and Ratan Sarkar, president and general secretary of the

Puja committee, lodged a complaint to the local police station.

lllll On October 16, 2012, Bilkis Begum, wretched Muslim woman living in Nuripara of village:

Bhagabanpur, Sub-district: Palashbari, District: Gaibandha, became victim to inhuman fatwa.

Alleging her extramarital affair (nothing but a grave untruth), a few Muslim fundamentalists

of her own village tortured her in mediaeval-styled brutal manner. She was kept in a single

room and making her completely nude, 10-12 Muslim fundamentalists went on kicking

every part of Bilkis’ body including genital organs. Bilkis got unconscious as a result. Later

on, she was admitted into a local hospital.

lllll On November 24, 2012, at 3 pm, Rabindra Kumar Ghosh, president – Bangladesh Minority

Watch, human rights activist, advocate and also Hindu, was thrashed by Akhtarujjaman –

Police Super of District: Pirozpur within the SP office. Rabindra Kumar Ghosh went to SP

office to discuss a case regarding minority persecution. On May 11, 2012, Muslim radicals

attacked Ghosh family. The family is under a great threat at the moment.

lllll On November 3, 2012, Ghulam Mostafa, Muslim criminal, along with 30-35 Muslim

accomplices attacked family of Hriday Mahanto, living in village: Charan, Sub-district:

Mithapukur, District: Rangpur. 20 Hindus including 8 children and women got heavily

injured as a result.

lllll On November 10, 2012, in dead night, Muslim radicals attacked Kali temple in Mallikpur

of Sunamganj corporation city and desecrate and also destroyed 7 Holy Deities.

lllll On November 6, 2012, in dead night, Islamists attacked “Ganesh Pagol Sevashram” in Sub-

district: Kotalipara, District: Gopalgunj, ransacked the temple and both desecrated and

destructd the Holy Deities. The incident has terrified Hindus living in the environs.

lllll On November 12, 2012, influential and powerful Muslim leader warned to grab temple of

Hindu community at Sub-district: Saharankhola, District: Bagerhat. Hindus will be forced

to move to India if there is any resistance – this has been the latest warning.

lllll On November 9, 2012, in dead night, Islamists set fire to temples of Devi Duga and

RadhaKrishna at Sub-district: Sonargaon, District: Narayangunj. Both temples were

completely destroyed.

lllll On October 1, 2012, in dead night, Holy Deity of Devi Durga was attacked and destroyed

by Islamists. The gruesome incident took place in village: Mohammedpur, Sub-district:

Devidwar, District: Kumilla.

lllll On November 11, 2012, around 12 am, Kali temple, revered by Hindus highly, in the

residence of Banamali Acharya, in Zafargunj, District: Kumilla, was attacked by Islamists.

Holy Deity of devi Kali was despoiled.

lllll On November 9, 2012, Islamists warned to evict Makhan Pal Bairagi, inhabiting Kalapara,

District: Patuakhali. Bairagi family is living in terror, at the moment.
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lllll On November 6, 2012, daughter of Sri Naresh Chandra Das (student of Class VI), minority

Hindu individual living in Dubra, District: Bagura, was abducted by son of Mohammed

Dulal Hussain, ill famed Muslim criminal in the neighborhood. Nareshbabu lodged a formal

complaint to the local police station, in this regard. Kidnappers threatened to kill all members

of the Das family, terming this as a grave offence.

lllll On November 22, 2012, in the evening, following the procession of Islamic fundamentalist

party “Jamiate Islam” in Natore district city, its supported set fire to the Kali temple of

Hindus and destroyed it completely.

lllll On November 17, 2012, during night, Islamists set fire to the Kali temple of Hindus, located

in Madhyapara, District: Sunamgunj, and destructed it.

lllll On July 29, 2013, at night, Rezaul army of Islamists kidnapped four minority Hindu traders

(of fish) from the sub-district of Shyamnagar, in the district of Satkhira. They demanded

ransom of 3 lakh taka for each Hindu and also warned that any refusal or failure to pay

would cost lives of victims dearly. They made it clear that corpses would be thrown to the

adjoining river if necessary. Hindu victims include Jiten Mandal (son of Naren Mandal),

Pranab Biswas (son of Debiranjan Biswas), Kartik Gain (son of Atul Gain) – all living in

the village of Bhetkhali Uttapara and Debabrata Mandal (son of Manoranjan Mandal

inhabiting the village of Pankhali). Aslam Khan, officer-in-charge of the police station of

Shyamnagar accepted the reality.

lllll  On July 29, 2013, at 10 pm, Anima Baroi (age 22), minority Christian, was forcefully abducted

by Kasai Khalilur Rahman, Islamic terrorist, from her rented house at Tantboard area of

Paldaradi ward under Gournandi corporation area in the district of Barisal. Anima’s paternal

house is in the village of Bhalukashi of Agailjhara sub-district and she is a nurse by

profession.

lllll On July 29, 2013, in the dead of night, minority Hindu Maitra family inhabiting the village

of Etaly, sub-district: Singra in the district of Natore became victims of savage attacks of

heavily armed Islamists. Apart from pillaging, felons took away the holy deity of Lord

Shiva worth 200 kg in weight and one-and-half crore taka.

lllll On July 28, 2013, in the night, Patiram Ray, minority Hindu individual living in Ramnagar

union council area of the district headquarter of Nilfamari, was abducted by Islamists.  A

ransom of 5 crore taka has been demanded, it has come to knowledge.

lllll On July 26, 2013, during night, armed Islamists attacked ‘Yogananda Asharam” of minority

Hindu community at Purba Dashra area of corporation city in the district of Manikgunj.

Culprits barged into the temple by breaking doors and looted holt deity of RadhaKrishna (a

rare piece of art) made of brass; they also took away both gold and silver jewelries worth 10

crore taka. The event has led to reign of terror among the local Hindus.

lllll On July 18, 2013, at 1.30 am, armed Islamists assailed Kali temple of minority Hindu

community located at Dayagunj Jele Para under the jurisdiction of Dakshin Jatrabari police

station in the metropolis of Dhaka and it took place when Puja was going on. Apart from

thrashing the Hindu priest brutally, miscreants were found to abuse Hindu Dharma in foul

words. As a mark of protest to such horrific incidents, more than 300 Hindus staged

demonstrations in the area. Police has not adopted any approach to detain culprits.

lllll On July 25, 2013, in the dead of night, a temple of minority Hindu community was assailed
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by armed Islamists and this menace took place at the sub-district headquarter of Dhamairhat

in the district of Naogaon. Ten holy deities were both desecrated and destroyed as a result.

Later, Alhaj Shahidujjaman, local Member of Parliament, visited the spot.

lllll On July 16, 2013, a Hindu college girl student was kidnapped by an armed Islamist in broad

daylight. This gruesome incident happened in the village of bamun khan in the sub-district

of Rajapur, district: Jhalkathi. Even if Mintu Dey, father of abducted Hindu girl filed

complaint against Mohammed Riku Sardar, the kidnapper, in the local police station, there

has not been any success yet.

lllll On July 25, 2013, in the dead of night, Ranjit Das (age 30), minority Hindu individual and

also gold jeweler by profession, was brutally murdered by some Muslim toughs in Palna

area of Gazipur district town. It has been learnt, Ranjit Das is the son of Sushil Das living

in the village of Nirergaon under the sub-district headquarter of Gazipur.

lllll    On July 24, 2013, Muslim hooligans hatched a conspiracy to seize vast property of minority

hindus living in the villages of kukutia and surdia in the sub-district of Srinagar in the

district of munshigunj. Islamists targeted the vast devottar property of Hindus of more than

hundred years old – vast pond covering an area of 1 acre 23 shatak. Culprits tried to grab

through a fake deed. Local Hindus, ever year, manage their religious festivals like harisabha

by revenue of this pond. More than 500 Hindus staged demonstrations as a mark of protest.

lllll On July 23, 2013, in the dead of night, several Islamists desecrated and also destructed the

holy deity of Kali venerated by minority Hindu community in the locality. The incident

took place at the ancestral temple of Ajit Das inhabiting the village of barta in the sub-

district of Bhaluka within the district of Mymensingh. Apart from destruction, belongings

worth 2 lakh taka was also looted.

lllll   On July 17, 2013, at 8 pm, Bikash Chakma (age 30), minority Buddhist individual, was fired

by Muslim crooks before Rani Dayamai Higher Secondary School at Rangamati district

town. He was injured heavily, as a result. Bikash lives at Kalyanpur in the town.

lllll On July 17, 2013, in the evening, Mintu Sutradhar, minority Hindu individual was killed by

Islamists at Sabujbag in the corporation area under the jurisdiction of Savar police station

in the district of Dhaka. Mintu was virtually slaughtered.

lllll On July 15, 2013, local Islamists led by Abdus Sattar stopped movement of family members

of Gopal Chandra Ghosh, minority Hindu male living in Sonarpur Goalpara in the sub-

district of Manda, district: Naogaon. To halt the movement, the main door was fenced. But

this could not satisfy Sattar who warned Gopal stating that any failure of theirs to move to

India deserting entire property would invite death for all members. The entire family would

be burn to death.

lllll  On July 14, 2013, at night, the dead body of a minority Hindu individual named Dayal

Chandra (age 55) unearthed by police from the village of Charmadhabpur under the

jurisdiction of Mohammedpur police station in the district of Magura. Dayal Chandra’s

throat was slain by a few Islamists.

lllll On July 14, 2013, during daylight, Khoaichaking Chakma (age 42), minority Buddhist

male, while cultivating his own land, was killed by Islamists. He was fired and this incident

took place in the village of Agarpra within the sub-district of Kaptai in the district of

Khagrachari.
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lllll  On July 10, 2013, Bidyut Kumar Saha, minority Hindu and also principal of Srinagar

Governmental College in the district of Munshigunj, was thrashed brutally by a few Muslim

hooligans. Locals found him in a critical condition along the roadside and admitted him to

a local hospital. Police has not adopted any tough measure against culprits.

lllll  On July 9, 2013, a few Muslim felons took 60 precious trees (worth 6 lakh taka) away from

the land alongside Shiva temple of minority Hindus located in the village of Akhera within

sub-district of Mahadebpur in the district of Naogaon. Even if locals witnessed this plundering

for two days consecutively, none among them dared to inform the police.

lllll  On July 7, 2013, in the dead of night, local Islamists attacked the temple of minority Hindus

situated in the village of Dakshin Gajaria within the sub-district of Ujirpur in the district of

Barisal. Assailants desecrated and destroyed holy deities of Kali and Shitala and left. The

event has led to a terror among local Hindus.

lllll On July 7, 2013, in the night, an armed group of 25 Islamists attacked the residence of

Narendra Debnath, minority Hindu businessman inhabiting the village of Chatna within

the Santahar corporation area in the district of Bagura. The attack left Pratima Debnath

(wife of Narendra Debnath) and their two sons, Palash Debnath and Nayan Debnath, heavily

wounded. When their neighbors raised a stiff resistance against the assailants, a molotov

cocktail was thrown to the barricade. This led to grievous injuries of Milan Debnath,

Sbasudev Debnath, Prashanta Debnath; all of them were admitted to a hospital. Apart from

attacking, assailants also looted belongings worth 3 lakh taka and these include money and

golden jewelries.

lllll More than hundreds of Hindu families inhabiting the city college of in the district town of

Jessore are in a horror nowadays owing to the reign of terror unleashed by Kamrul army of

Islamists. Kamrul army which enjoys unconditional support of BNP (Bangladesh Nationalist

Party) is extorting lakhs of taka from Hindus as Jizya tax. This has frightened Hindus

extremely.

lllll On July 5, 2013, Arpita Das, minority Hindu girl student of Class IV at Guabaria

Governmental Primary School in the sub-district town of Pirozepur, was murdered brutally.

The incident occurred when she was returning home from the school; a few Islamists

kidnapped and raped her midway. The little girl was murdered after that.

lllll  On july 4, 2013, in the evening, a few armed Islamists kidnapped Pradip Das (age 15),

minority Hindu individual living in the village of Paschim Kandarpar within the sub-district

headquarter of Narsingdi. Kidnappers telephoned Pradip’s father for a ransom of 10 lakh

taka and failure to do so, prompted them to kill Pradip. The corpse was thrown to the

Meghna River; police has found the dead body out and has sent it for post-mortem

examination.

lllll  On July 3, 2013, Islamists attacked the Hindu temple of Maa Magadeswari at Coxbazar

district headquarter in broad daylight. Both furniture and materials necessary for worship

were looted. The incident has panicked Hindus and hence, for the last 25 days they are not

able to visit the temple. Islamists have already announced that the temple would be razed to

the ground to construct an Idgah there. It is to be noted, the ancient temple comprises 33%

of land.

lllll On July 4, 2013, in the dead of night, a gang of armed Islamists raided the residence of
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Ranjit Kumar Saha and Dilip Kumar Saha, minority Hindu individuals living in Ataikulya

Palpara within the sub-district of Raninagar in the district of Naogaon. After thrashing

Hindu members brutally, the gang seized belongings seven lakh taka and left.

lllll On July 1, 2013, in broad daylight, three Muslim youths were teasing wife of Ratan Rishi

sexually and when three Hindu youths tried to prevent the culprits, they were injured by

sharp weapons. The victims are Ratan, Nitai and Sushanta and the incident took place at

Rishipatti within the municipal corporation area in the district of Patuakhali. Three wounded

youths were admitted to the local health center while more than two hundreds of Hindus

staged demonstrations to protest against this barbaric incident.

lllll  On august 2, 2013, during noon, Muslim zealots of BNP-Jamaat burnt 200 houses of minority

Hindu and Buddhist tribal people down in Bagapara, Tangpo Mahajan Para, Rambabu

Deba, Manudaspara and Purabari Para within the sub-district of Matiranga in the district of

Khagrachari. The first part of assault included looting residences en masse along with rapid

violent attacks. Persecuted minority people took refuge alongside the international border

area between India and Bangladesh. They also pleaded with the border security force of

Bangladesh to open gates but the force remained indifferent.

lllll  On August 15, 2013, at night, Islamic militants attacked the Hindu temple in the village of

bhadrasan, within the sub-district of shivchar in the district of madaripur. The gang desecrated

5 holy deities including radhakrishna, gouar nitai, saraswati and went away. Masud Khan,

Officer-in-Charge of local police station, visited the spot.

lllll On August 20, 2013, in the dead of night, Islamists attacked temple of minority Hindu

community located in the village of Baniadighi, within the sub-district headquarter in the

district of Lalmonirhat. The whole temple was ransacked and holy deities were also

desecrated. Habibur Rahman, superintendent of police, visited the spot.

lllll   A few Islamists seized 2 acre 10 shatak property of Debendranath Poddar, minority Hindu

individual living in the village of Aisar within the sub-district of Kalkini in the district of

Madaripur, of late by means of fake documents. The entire family was expelled from its

own residence along with property. Hindus in the family have also been threatened that

they will be killed unless they go to India. The family is running hither and thither for

safety.

lllll On December 12, 2010, in the evening, Muslim militants kidnapped and brutally murdered

Niloy Chakraborty, minority Hindu and also meritorious student in Class VIII at RK Higher

secondary school located at Auliabad within the sub-district of Madhavpur in the district of

Habigunj.

lllll Chances of complete destruction of Swyambhunath and Birupkasha temple mountain of

Hindus located at Sitakunda in the district of Chittagong are getting apparent more and

more. A ghastly plan is working behind and as a part of this Islamists, backed by a section

of administration, is blasting within the mountain posing serious threats to the existence of

these two sanctified places.

lllll On December 7, 2010, a group of armed Islamists attacked Christian tribal people inhabiting

Thakakur Para of Fulbari in the district of Dinajpur. Apart from destructing residences of

poor Christians and looting their belongings in every capacity, several tribals were thrashed

mercilessly as well. They include Louis Murmu, Satari Manna, Marandi, Maraslipi Murmu,

----6
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Siuli Murmu, Christopher Murmur, Benedick Murmu and Satari Selina Hembram. Police

arrested 18 criminals regarding the attack and started a lawsuit accordingly. However, police

could not arrest Jehangir Alam and others who led the onslaught.

lllll   On December 6, 2010, a gang of armed Muslim assailants attacked the Hindu temple in the

village of bejua within the sub-district of Madhavpur in the district of Habigunj. Islamists

looted holy deity (made of brass) of Kali (height 4 inches), Ramgopal (height 6 inches),

two black-goedes. Bishnu Ranjan Bhattacharya, priest of the temple, filed a complaint to

the local police station.

lllll  On December 11, 2010, Enamul Mridha (age 26) went to the residence of Sanjay Dutta (age

22), minority Hindu businessman and also his partner. Enamul asked Sanjay to come out

and stabbed him to death.

lllll 63 tribal khasia people can be evicted from their ancestral property at any moment and this

sinister development is all set to take place in nahar khasia punji within the sub-district of

srimangal in the district of maulavibazar. Khasia families took lease of 400 acres of land

and have been cultivating there for the last three decades. It has been learnt, Forest

Department of Bangladesh is trying to replace these families with Muslims.

lllll On December 12, 2010, Muslim goons stole property worth 17 lakhs of taka from the

Hindu temple of 300-years old in the rajar bag area of Dhaka. The locks hand been broken

before anything. Local police is trying to accuse Hindus to put Islamists out of view.

lllll On December 22, 2010, Muslim hooligans barged into the 300-year old Jaykali temple of

minority Hindus in Dhaka by breaking the lock. Belongings worth 5 lakh taka were stolen.

lllll On January 9, 2011, Muslim thieves broke lock of ancient Dhakeswari temple of minority

Hindu community. The temple is located in a part of Dhaka under the jurisdiction of

Chawlkbzar police station and property worth four-and-half lakh were stolen.

lllll On December 24, 2010, Islamists burnt tribal Hindu temple down located at the Devottar

property in the village of Murshidpur within the sub-district of Parosha in the district of

Chanpai Nababgunj. Baidyanath Murmu, chief of the tribal village, filed complaint against

five Islamists including Yunus Ali, Rafiqul Islam.

lllll   Exploiting the chance of Ramayan Pala Kirtan in the residence of Sarkar family, Rubi Rani

Sarkar (age 15), hindu girl of the same family, was kidnapped by Islamists. The incident

took place on December 3, 2010, at 11 pm in the municipal corporation city of the district

of Netrokona. Both Jamaluddin and Rabi Mian raped her, following the abduction. A case

was filed in this regard to the local police station. Case no.-7, dated 05/12/2010; sections 9

(3) right to protect female child from oppression, 2003. Police station of Netrokona,

Bangladesh. Source of news: Bangladesh Minority Watch.

lllll On December 19, 2010, human rights activists were thrashed by police officials severely

when they demanded an impartial investigation of the abduction of Niparani Banrjee (age

19). When advocate Rabindra Ghosh – president of Bangladesh Minority Watch, Ganesh

Rajbanshi and Apurba Ray of Global Human Rights Defence went to the spot for an

investigation, they were attacked by Mohammed Shaukat Ali, Officer-in-Charge of Fulbaria

police station in the district of Dinajpur. Video camera of human rights activists was also

snatched. According to reports, Niparani Banerjee, while she was returning from her school,

was abducted by Islamists like Mohammed Suman (age 26), Mohammed Safiqul Islam
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Bakul (age 40) and Mohammed Selim (age 27). When on earth relatives of the hapless girl

tried to file an official complaint to the police station, police officials there virtually supported

the kidnappers. Human rights activists have not been able to find her out.

lllll   On December 19, 2010, in the dead of night, a group of armed Islamists attacked residences

of Mang Mang Rakhaine and Adhju Rakhaine (both Buddhists) in Haitupi area within the

sub-district of Ramu in the district of Coxbazar. Assailants looted belongings worth above

5 lakh taka from both houses.

lllll Highly populated area within the sub-district of Dighinala in the district of Khagrachari

has been declared as a reserved forest area of late. This is nothing but fallout of a vicious

design to evict the non-Muslim tribal community inhabiting the locality for ages. More

than eight hundred tribal communities are in terrible fear, as a result.

lllll On December 6, 2010, Rajib Ray (age 22), minority Hindu youth living in the village of

Krishnapur under the jurisdiction of Gauripur police station in the district of Mymensingh,

was stabbed and cut into pieces by Islamists backed by Awami League. Subhash Ray,

father of slain Rajib, happens to be a freedom fighter of the freedom struggle in 1971.

lllll It is no longer secret but getting more and more apparent that a large group of Islamists has

virtually declared a war to seize lands of non-Muslim tribal people living in the northern

part of the country. According to reports, more than 6000 acres of land including residential

areas, crematoriums, cultivable lands and also lands of temples have already been grasped

by Islamists and this has been done through fake documents. Some of the worst affected

areas are pirgunj, mithapukur, badargunj, Kaunina in the realm of Rangpur; Birgunj,

Nababgunj, Fulbari, Kaharol, Birol, Parbatipur, Birampur, Ghoraghat – all in Dinajpur;

Godagari, Tanor – in Rajshahi; Nachol of Chapai Nababgunj; Dhunat, Sariakandi, Sherpur

Shibgunj - in Bagura; Mahadebpur, Sapahar, Porsa, Dhamoirhat, Patnitala – all in Naogaon;

Tarash and Roygunj in Sirajgunj; Chatmohar and Iswardi in Pabna; Singra and Gurudaspur

in Natore headquarter; Domar In Nilfamari; Pirgunj, Ranisankail, Habipur – in Thakurgoan;

Panchbibi in Joypur hat. As a result, tens of thousands of tribal people are migrating to

India from Bangladesh. already, the number of migrant tribal people has reached to 15

lakh. All these have been stated in a report by Rabindra Soren – general secretary of tribal

council.

lllll On January 10, 2011, property of minority Hindu Gupa family including Anilchandra Gupta

and Sunil Gupta, inhabiting the village of Goramtala within the sub-district of Osmani

Nagar in the district of Sylhet, was appropriated by local Islamists. The property is worth

half-crore taka and was acquired by false deeds. It has been learnt, 6 decimal and 66 shatak

land among 10 shatak land of Dag no. 1101 in ledger no. 1041 of kalsara mouza was

acquired by Islamists through a false deed and particularly, terming local Islamist and BNP

leader Sunafar Ali and his brother Ajker Ali as deceased. Later on, a high-rise building was

constructed in the same land.

lllll On January 10, 2011, members of a Christian family living in 16/f indira road at farmgate

area in Dhaka were killed in their own residence by Islamists. Virginia Rozario (owner of

the three-storied building), Voytonetaine Rozario and Voyalnetaine Rozario were slain by

local Muslim criminals intending to acquire the large residence for years.
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Following the execution of Quader Mullah, leader of Jamaat-e-

Islami, on December 12, 2013 at 10 pm, owing to crime against

humanity during Bangladesh Freedom Struggle in 1971, there

has been a horrific rise in torture on Hindus in Bangladesh. Even

if religious persecution on Hindus is no new affair in the realm of

Bangladesh, ongoing developments are enough to put wild

animals to shame even. The list of atrocities is in the following

lines.

1) Why has school students qualified in the examination? Under this pretence, Manoj Biswas,

religious minority Hindu teacher was thrashed brutally before the Surgram police camp

and in broad daylight. This dreadful incident took place on December 30, 2013, at 10 am in

the sub-district headquarter within the district of Gopalgunj. Due to the presence of a few

infamous leaders of Jamaat like Mushtaq Sikdar, Nashim Sikdar, Rana Fakir and Najmul

Sikdar there, none dared to protest. Manoj babu, now, is in the hospital and in a critical

condition.

2) On December 29, 2013, Kalipada Karmakar (age 30), religious minority Hindu employee

of Bangladesh Railways, became victim of a grievous attack of bomb hurled by activists of

Jamaat-e-Islami. It has been learnt, at 11 am, on December 30, he succumbed to death in the

hospital. Kalipada babu used to live in the village of Akra Kandi within the sub-district

headquarter of Laxmipur district. He was appointed at the Kamlapur railway station in

Dhaka.

3) On December 9, 2013, in the evening, activists of Jamaat raided the temple of minority

Hindu community in the village of Kaddam Bari, within the sub-district of Kotalipara in

the district of Gopalgunj. More than 300 Jamaat cadres, while returning from a demonstration,

attacked the temple, desecrated and destructed the holy deity of Devi Durga. The temple

was burnt down.

4) On December 12, 2013, at 1 am, Jamaat activists raided houses of minority Hindus living in

the village of Alankar Para, in the sub-district of Sitakunda within the district of Chittagong.

Apart from plundering 4 Hindu residences, 3 Hindu temples were also attacked. Holy deities

were desecrated, drenched with kerosene and put to fire. The three temples burnt down, as

a result.

5) On December 12, 2013, in the dead of night, Jamaat activists attacked Hindus living in

Rupali Tala area in the sub-district headquarter within the district of Barisal. While 6 Hindu

residences were pillaged, 2 Hindu temples were burnt down.

6) On December 12, 2013, at 11 pm in the night, Jamaat cadres attacked Hindus living in the

village of Budhhata within the sub-district of Ashashuni in the district of Satkhira. 10

residences were ransacked and put to fire. 8 houses burnt down and residents are living

beneath the sky.
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7) On December 12, 2013, in the dead of night, 9 shops belonging to Hindus at Sebar Hat

market under the jurisdiction of police station of Senbag in the district of Noakhali were

burnt down by Jamaat activists.

8) On December 12, 2013, in the dead of night, Jamaat cadres raided residences of Hindus

living in the areas of Palpara and Timebazar in the sub-district headquarter within the district

of Coxbazar. Apart from ransacking 50 houses of Hindus, Hindus were also beaten hollow.

Magaddheshwari temple was also burnt down.

9) On December 12, 2013, at 12 am, Jamaat cadres attacked Brahmanpara area in the sub-

district headquarters within the district of Pirozepur. They attacked 10 houses of Hindus, 3

temples. All these houses and temples were burnt down.

10) On December 12, 2013, at 2 am, Jamaat’s activists raided minority Hindus living in the

district headquarter of Pirozepur. 6 Hindu houses and 4 temples were plundered. It is worth

mentioning, residence of Delwar Hussain sayede, infamous Razakar leader, is here.

11) On December 13, 2013, in night, temple in Bharat Sevasram Sangha, noted minority Hindu

welfare organization, was attacked. The temple is located at the birthplace of Swami

Pranababnanda (Chalaman Shiva) in the village of Bajitpur within the district of Madaripur.

Three cocktails were thrown to the temple but there was no casualty. Without doubt, cocktails

were hurled to destroy ascetics and disciples within the temple.

12) On December 14, 2013, in the night, the house of Bidhan Mistry, religious minority Hindu

leader living in the village of Panchpara within the sub-district of Uzirpur in the district of

Barisal was attacked, ransacked and also put to fire by Islamists. 10 Hind houses burnt

down as a result.

13) On December 15, 2013, at night, Jamaat’s armed cadres destroyed ancient Radhakrishna

temple of minority Hindus and the grievous incident took place at the coastal area of

Banripara sub-district within the district of Pirozepur. The temple was destroyed through a

grenade – on ever year, during Makar Samkranti, 5-6 lakhs of people used to assemble in

the area.

14) On December 18, 2013, at 11 am, supporters of Mohammed Nasiruddin, local leader of

Jamaat-e-Islami, attacked Swapan Das and Santosh Sarkar, minority Hindu individuals living

in the village of itya within the sub-district of Manirampur in the district of Jessore. At first,

Swapan Das was asked to contribute 3 lakh taka to the fund of Jamaat while Santosh Sarkar

was asked to contribute 7 lakh taka.  When they expressed their inability, Santosh was

chopped with a dagger and Swapan was beaten severely. 1 motor cycle was also snatched.

15) On December 15, 2013, at night, 6 Hindu temples located at minority Hindu-dominated

villages of Pachuria, Hatbaria, Kanutia and Binodpur within Digha and Binodpur union

councils in the sub-district of Mohammedpur in the district of Magura, were attacked by a

large number of Jamaat’s cadres. Assailants brought 15 Holy Deities out in the street and

destroyed those. Materials required for Puja were also carried away. Manirul Islam, O.C. of

Mohammedpur police station, accepted this grievous reality.

16) On December 15, at 11 pm, armed activists of Jamaat attacked the residence of Ranjit Nath,

minority Hindu individual inhabiting rathkhola area within faridpur district city. Following
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ransacking, a bomb was hurled on the residence leading to the destruction of an extensive

wall. As a result, Ranjit’s shop burnt down and belongings worth 15 lakh taka were lost.

17) On December 15, 2013, in the night, Jamaat cadres carried out hour-long atrocities on

religious minority Hindus at madhainagar bazaar in the sub-district headquarter within the

district of jaipurhat. They looted and also burnt down residences of Alok Kundu, Sanjay

Kundu, Shibendu Kundu, Gopeshwar Pramanik, Milan Pal, Narayan Pal. Hindus living in

Panch Bibi, Bhadsa, Durgadaha, Himchi, Amdoi, Hili and Jaipurhat, Bypass, Karia were

also tortured in this manner.

18) On December 12, 2013, at night, armed cadres of Jamaat-e-Islami attacked residence of

Subhash Chandra Bose, administrator in the district administration and also minority Hindu

individual living in the village of Kamlapur within the sub-district headquarter in the district

of Narail. The house was looted and then burnt down through using gunpowder.

19) On December 12, 2103, in the dead of night, Jamaat cadres raided, destructed a few Hindu

houses by putting fire to those and all these took place in the village of Aduakhali, in the

sub-district headquarter within the district of Satkhira. Shop of khitish bachar, minority

Hindu individual, in Aduakhali market was also burnt down. Residences of Hindus who

had the same fate simultaneously included Gopal Ghoshal, Tapas Acharya, Naba Kumar

Mandal, Milan Biswas, Dulal Sadhu, Samir Sarkar, Madan Sadhu, Nirmal Sadhu, Ganesh

Karmakar. Others who were also victim (then) included Amal Samaddar, Shyamal Ghosh

with his Mill. Armed activists of Jamaat also raided and burnt down houses of Lablu Biswas

in Gazir Hat, Subash Ghosh and Shorot Ghosh in Debi Sahar. It has been learnt, gun powder

was used by Islamists to make the plan a great success.

20) On December 12, 2013, after 12 am, armed cadres of Jamaat attacked minority Hindus at

different places in the district of Nilfamari. Armed activists in strength attacked Kachari,

Beltali and Shilatali markets with Laxmichap Union Council in the sub-district headquarter

and burnt down 80 shops owned by Hindus after plunder. Petrol was used to make the plan

to burn Hindu shops down a success. Fifteen Hindus including Shyamachar Ray, Narayan

Chandra Ray (age 28) were also badly beaten and they are in a critical condition at the

moment. Again, 30 Hindu houses including the house of Bidhan Chandra Ray in Taruni

village within the Palash Bari Union were burnt down. Hindu families have turned into

paupers overnight.

21) On December 12, 2013, in the dead of night, armed Islamists belonging to Jamaat-e-Islami

attacked the house of bhabani Shankar agaral, minority Hindu leader, in bhusibandar under

the sub-district of chirirbandar in the district of dinajpur. Because of recurrent attacks, 5

buses, 1 jeep, 1 pickup van and 2motorcycles were burnt down. Adjoining house of Sunil

Kumar Saha along with his Mill were also burnt down.

22) A few Islamists abducted a 15-year old Hindu girl and converted her to Islam forcefully.

She is Rinku Mandal (age 15), daughter of Gangapada Mandal living in Sankhari Bazaar in

Dhaka and was kidnapped while going to school. On November 27, 2013, at 10 am,

Mohammed Wasim (age 21) and Mohammed Rabin (age 20) kidnapped her at gunpoint.

Saraswati Mandal (age 42) filed an official complaint at the police outpost demoing recovery
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her daughter. File No. 02 dated 1/12/2013. Police has not been able to recover the unfortunate

school girl yet. (Source: Bangladesh Minority Watch)

23) On December 21, 2013, at 11 am, Pradip Acharya (age 32), minority Hindu individual

living in the village of Kushalpasha within the sub-district of Manirampur in the district of

Jessore, got wounded by the violent attacks of Nasiruddin, local leader of Jammat-e-Islami.

Jamaat cadres demanded 5 lakh taka from Pradip to their struggle but he expressed his

inability to do so. On the following day, he was attacked by an armed mob of Jamaat

activists led by Nasiruddin; after wounding him in all possible manners, the group left

Pradip by the roadside. He was admitted in the Jessore hospital and at the moment, he is in

a critical condition.

24) On December 12, 2013, in the night, Jamaat cadres attacked religious minority Hindus

living in hospital area in the sub-district town of muhammadpur in the district of magura.

Houses were ransacked and also put to fire through using gunpowder; 4 houses burnt down

as a result. 3 Hindu houses were also burnt down in Baghapara, similarly.

25) On December 12, 2013, in the dead of night, minority Hindus living in the village of

Dhamesha within the Laksam corporation area in the district of Coomilla were attacked by

Islamists and also armed cadres of Jamaat. Plunder was followed by setting the Hindu

houses to fire through using gun powder and 5 Hindu houses burnt down as a result. On the

following day, residence of Sachin Das in the same village was also treated similarly and 4

rooms burnt down consequently. 80 Hindu families in the village are in a reign of terror.

26) On December 12, 2013, at night, Jamaat cadres attacked residence of Tapan Chandra Sarkar

and his brother Gopal Chandra Sarkar living in the village of Tengail within the sub-district

of Belkuchi in the district of Sirajgunj. The entire residence was ransacked and also set to

fire; textile workshop owned by the family along with 3 rooms burnt down completely. It

has been learnt, loss of the helpless Hindu family is worth 50 lakh taka and they have

nothing except own clothes.

27) On December 14, 2013, at night, Jamaat cadres attacked kali temple of religious minority

Hindu community in the village of Chayedabad within the sub-district headquarter in the

district of Sirajgunj. The Holy Deity was desecrated, destroyed while the temple was burnt

down.

28) On December 4, 2013, Jamaat-e-Islamic cadres attacked a Hindu temple located at the

sialkol Mahasmasan (crematorium) within the sub-district headquarter of the district of

sirajgunj. 3 Holy Deities of Mata Kali were defiled and destroyed.

29) On December 4, 2013, at night, armed Jamaat activists attacked Kali and Hari temples of

minority Hindu community located in the village of Jamirta Uttarpara within the sub-district

of Shahajadpur in the district of Sirajgunj. 11 Holy Deities were destructed.

30) On December 12, 2013, in the dead of night, Jamaat cadres attacked residences of Ranjit

Sarkar and Majhi family, minority Hindu families, living in the village of Kailati within the

sub-district of Kalmakanda in the district of Netrokona. Following defilement of Holy Deities

in ancestral temples of both families, two temples were burnt down.

31) On December 18, 2013, in the dead of night, cadres of Jamaat and with lethal weapons
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attacked Karta family, minority Hindu family inhabiting Sukchar union council within the

sub-district of Hatia in the district of Netrokona. Assailants entered through breaking the

main gate and within the next few minutes, ransacked and also burnt down the house and

adjoining temple.

32) On December 24, 2013, at 7 pm, Haran Chandra pal, minority Hindu individual, inhabiting

the village of Jhaudanga within the sub-district headquarter in the district of Satkhira, became

victim to an armed attack of Jamaat cadres. While he was returning from nearby market,

assailants fired on him. He was admitted to the district hospital in a highly critical condition.

33) On December 24, 2013, at 11 pm, Jamaat cadres (with lethal weapons) carried out a daring

attack on the house of Sadhan Pramanik, minority Hindu individual living in the village of

Jagannathpur in the sub-district of Damurhuda in the district of Chuadanga. Attackers,

through hurling three bombs, created a reign of terror in the area and also chanted slogan –

“Hindu Jodi Banchte Chao, Bharote Choila Jao” or if Hindus want to live, they must go to

India. Locals consider, the entire ploy of Islamists was to evict Sadhan from his own property

first and banish him from Bangladesh ultimately.

34) Diptirani Ray became widow within 6 months of her marriage. Her husband Siddartha Ray

(age 30) lost his life owing to wild attacks of armed Jamaat cadres. Siddartha, a minority

Hindu individual, was a police official and was deputed in Rajshahi where he died in harness

following attacks of armed cadres of Jamaat. On December 20, He was admitted to hospital

and in a highly critical condition. Siddartha, originally an inhabitant of the village of

Hastinpur within the sub-district of Kaunia in the district of Rangpur, succumbed to death

at 12 am on December 27.

35) On December 22, 2013, in the evening, Samya Bepari (a child of 2 years and 3 months of

age), son of Mrs. Mallika Bepari, minority Hindu individual living in the village of Nayakandi

within the jurisdiction of Kalkini police station in the district of Madaripur, was kidnapped

and virtually chopped by a few Islamists. Such a outcome was not unimaginable and it can

be said from a single fact – for the last 6 months a few miscreants had been warning her (in

her mobile phone) of dire consequences if he did not move to India forsaking property in

Bangladesh. Mr. Satyen Bepari, husband of Mallika, died two years back on account of

illness. She was the only heir to the entire property and hence, she was targeted by local

Islamists. Mallika remained steadfast albeit unidentified calls asked her to sell the property

at a throwaway price; she was also being warned regularly through phones. Locals fee,

abduction and brutal murder of her only son is the fallout this tussle. An official complaint

was filed in the local police station – case no. 15/23/12/2013. Police has not been able to

arrest anyone yet. Hindus are terrified.

36) On December 22, 2013, diba ray (age 16), minority Hindu girl student living in the village

of Purarsha within the jurisdiction of Taragunj police station in the district of Rangpur, was

abducted by local Islamist named Milan Mian (age 26). She was kidnapped at gunpoint and

even if a case of kidnapping was filed to the local police station, police is yet to recover her.
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